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το: DIRECTOR, FBI (100- 428091) 

FROM:  SAG;-NEW YORK (100-134637) 

suBsect : (GSoLo 
τὸ 

ReNYairtel to Bureau, 2/15/64, furnishing photographic 
copies of a letter received from Moscow for delivery to the CPUSA. 

On 2/18/64, a ciphered message was received from.Moscow | 
via radio, the plain. text of said message being as follows: 

"Dear Friends. 

"As we informed you in our letter from 2/12, USSR CPSU” 
Central Committee decided to discuss at the going on plenum of 
USSR CPSU Central Committee the question of struggle for unity 
of communist movement, against splitting activities of Chinese 
leaders and to publish plenum'’s materials. We are receiving nbw 
replies from fraternal CPs with expression of solidarity and 
support of USSR CPSU Central Committee line and proposed measures, 
set forth in the letter, Approving these measures some fraternat 
CPs at the same time proposed to USSR CPSU to postpone provision- 
ally publication of plenum's materials. They decided to send , 
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“immediately .an urgent .appeal to Chinese Party leaders for 

NY 100-134637 

stopping without delay open polemics on their part. USSR CPSU 
found it expedient to agree with this proposal and to postpone 
for a certain period of timerpublication of materials, aimed 
against splitting activities of Chinese CP leadership until 
receiving reply of Chinese CP leadership on appeals mentioned 
above. This is dictated only by our care for unity of communist 
-movement and not in the least is a sign of weakness or of absence 
of arguments, as Chinese CP leaders are trying to misrepresent, 
ΤῈ Chinese leaders are not going to meet this proposal of the’ 
fraternal CPs half way, Marxist-Leninist CPs will have no other 
way out but, to accept the challenge of Chinese leaders and to 
express their views openly in press, as it was stated in our 
letter. We would like to stress once more that USSR Central 

Committee is now definitely adhering to the estimation given in 
its letter to the policy of a Chinese leadership and, a factional 
activity in socialist community and international communist move- 
ment and necessity to fight against them. Feb. 15. USSR CENTRAL 
COMMITTEE” Ὁ | 

‘NY 694-S* stated that in his opinion the above message 
reflects that some Satellite parties are not in complete accord 
with Moscow with respect to resolving the Chinese-Soviet dispute. 

i 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ( 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

‘Re New York airtel dated 2/15/64, | Ai 

The verbatim content of the letter of the Central 
Committee. (CC), Communist Party, Soviet Union (CPSU), which 
was turned over to N¥ 694-S* in New York City on 2/15/64 by Υ ἡ 

3 S, his Soviet contact was telephonically furnished to the 
Chicago Office during the morning of 2/16/64. On this same 
date, the Chicago Office provided a copy of the verbatim 
text of this letter to CG 5824-S*, 

‘Upon receipt of the verbatim text of this communi- 
cation from CC, CPSU, CG 5824-S* decided ‘that because of 
the communication's importance and because of ‘the urgency ‘|, 
placed upon this message in.connection with its delivery by 
the CPSU to the CPUSA, it would be most expedient and ) 
important for him τὸ personally get the ‘text of this letter 
to GUS HALL, General Secretary, CPUSA, who was at the time 
in Minneapolis, Minnesota. HALL also had previously been 
informed by CG 5824-S* of the pending delivery of an important 
communication from the CPSU, the exact content of which was 
unknown, ‘and because of this ‘HALL had: upon his departure from 
Chicago on 2/13/64 informed CG 5824-S* where he would be 
staying in Minneapolis and ‘that he would be completely 
available to CG 5824-S*.at all times for contact, 
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Accordingly, CG 5824-S#, in order to transmit this 
message to HALL, secured reservations on United Air Lines. , 
flight 493 and departed Chicago at 6:55 p.m., Sunday, 
2/16/64, and arrived in Minneapolis at approximately 8:10 
p.m, that date. On arrival, CG 5824-S* proceeded to the 
Ritz-Sheraton Hotel, Minneapolis, and met GUS HALL, At ὁ 
this time, he furnished him with the contents of the letter 
which had been received through the Solo apparatus from the 
CC, CPSU, HALL indicated he had attempted to contact 
CG 5824-S* on the preceding evening ‘without success concerning 
this item and, therefore, was extremely appreciative of the 
fact that CG 5824--5 had brought this item to him. 

Upon receiying the contents of this. letter from 
the CC, CPSU, HALL noted that he was neither surprised nor 
shocked with "sts contents. He was happy, however, with the’ 
CPUSA's timing of its article, which was supposed to have . 
appeared in the current edition of the week end "The Worker" 
‘on the subject matter dealing with unity of the international 
communist movement, because this article was directly in line 
with the CPSU position as stated, 

| In discussing this letter, HALL remarked that he 
was not sure as to how soon he night discuss this letter 
from CPSU with others in the leadership of the Party or ἴθ 
whom he might specifically take into his confidence and make 
aware of its receipt. He stated'he felt that there might — 
pe some opposition to the line set forth in the letter and 
the recommendations it made for a conference, The Ρϑορὶθ ἮΘ 
had in mind in this regard he noted were BOB THOMPSON, BE 
DAVIS, DOROTHY HEALEY and perhaps even GIL GREEN, In regard 
‘to HEALEY, he specifically commented that she might Jike _ 
"to hear from her Italian friends” before she committed 
herself, 

As to the possible composition of the delegation 
which might attend the conference referred to in the letter, 
HALL made no reference to any individual by name, He did, 
‘however, intimate that CG 5824-S* would, of course, be 3 
among ‘them. 

HALL then noted that recently HENRY WINSTON, a 
. Vice ‘Chairman, CPUSA, who is now temporarily residing in 
the Soviet Union but scheduled to return shortly to the 
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United States, had in a recent letter andicated ‘that his 
medical treatment in the Soviet Union had not been com- ' 
pleted, HALL stated that he now surmises that - perhaps 
WINSTON got wind of the plans for ‘such an international 
conference 45 proposed by the CPSU and might attempt to 
use the need for further medical: treatment in the Soviet 
Union as a guise to get him ‘back to the Soviet Union to 
attend this conference as a delegate. ‘However, HALL did 
not indicate he favored WINSTON's participation as a 
delegate at such a ‘conference and in fact was hopeful that 
perhaps the government. ἃ would pick up WINSTON's passport on 
his return, , 

CG 5824-S* returned to Chicago via Northwest 
Orient Airlines at 3:30 p.m., Monday, 2/17/64, from 
Minneapolis, He will meet with HALL again on that in- 
dividual's return to this city during the present week 
when HALL will be here to participate dn some national 
commission, CPUSA, meetings. . 

Close contact will be maintained with CG 5824-5* 
concerning the above matter and the Bureau will ‘be advised 
of any pertinent. developments. | 
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Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications transmitted 
to him by radio. " 

On 2/18/64, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 
station δὲ Midland on scheduled times and frequencies at which time a 
message, NR 275 GR 429, was sent. 

The plain text of the message is set forth below. The cipher 
text is attached. 

DEAR FRIENDS, AS WE INFORMED YOU IN OUR LETTER FROM 
FEBRUARY (number) 12, NEST (USSR) REFEREE (Central Committee) 
DE CIDED TO DISCUSS AT THE GOING ON BAND (Plenum) OF NEST 
(USSR) REFEREE (Central Committee) THE QUESTION OF STRUGGLE 

2 FOR ‘UNITY OF COMMUNIST MOVEMENT, AGAINST SPLITTING 
CTIVITIES OF POND (China) LEADERS AND TO PUBLISH BAND'S 

“Yplenui) MATERIALS, WE ARE RECEIVING NOW REPLIES FROM 
‘ERATERNAL LANES (CP). WITH EXPRESSION OF SOLIDARITY. AND 
SUPPORT OF NEST (USSR) REFEREE (Central Committee) LINE A 
PROPOSED MEASURES, SET FORTH IN THE LETTER, APPROVING 
THESE MEASURES SOME FRATERNAL LANES (CP) AT THE SAME TIME 
PROPOSED TO NEST (USSR) REFEREE (Central Committee). TO POST- ' 
,PONE PROVISIONALLY ‘PUBLICATION OF BAND'S (Plenum) MATERIALS, . 
ὦ EY DECIDED TO SEND IMMEDIATELY AN URGENT APPEAL TO 
POND. (China) LANE (CP) LEADERS FOR STOPPING WITHOUT DELAY 
OPENPOLEMICS ON THEIR PART, NEST (USSR):REFEREE (Central 
‘Committee)' BOUND IT EXPEDIENT TO AGREE WITH THIS PROPOSAL 
AND: 4Ὁ POSTPONE FOR A CERTAIN PERIOD OF TIME PUBLICATION 

Enclosure " ἘΠῚ: ἋΣ ΠΡ 
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Memorandum to Mr. Conrad: 

Re: SOLO. " 

INTERNAL SECURITY . Ὁ 

‘OF MATERIALS, AIMED. AGAINST SPLITTING. ACTIVITIES OF POND. 
(China) LANE (cP) LEADERSHIP UNTIL RECEIV ING: REPLY OF POND 
(China) LANE (CP) LEADERSHIP ON APPEALS MENTIONED. ABOVE. 
THIS IS DICTATED: ONLY BY OUR CARE : FOR UNITY OF. COMMUNIST 
MOVEMENT AND NOT IN THE-LEAST IS.A SIGN OF WEAKNESS: OR OF 
ABSENCE ΟΣ ARGUMENTS, AS ‘POND: (China) ‘LANE (CP), LEADERS 
ARE TRYING’ TO MISREPRESENT. IF ‘POND | (China). ‘LEADERS. ARE 
NOT GOING’ TO MEET THIS ‘PROPOSAL. OF THE FRATERNAL: ‘LANES 
(CP) HALFWAY, MARXIST- LENINIST LANES (CP) WILL HAVE NO OTHER | 
WAY OUT: ‘BUT TO ACCEPT THE ‘CHALLENGE OF ‘POND (China). 
LEADERS <AND ‘TO EXPRESS THEIR VIEWS OPENLY. IN: PRESS, ΑΘ ΤΕ 
WAS. STATED IN OUR LETTER, WE: WOULD'‘LIKE TO. STRESS ONCE 
‘MORE THAT ‘NEST. (USSR)' REFEREE (Central: Committee) IS‘NOW 
DEFINITELY ADHERING LO THE ESTIMATION, GIVEN.IN ITS LETTER, 
TO'THE POLICY OF POND. (China): ‘LEADERSHIP -AND, Δ. FACTIONAL 
ACTIVITY IN SOCIALIST COMMUNITY ANDIINTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST 
‘MOVEMENT AND’ ‘NECESSITY TO FIGHT AGAINST THEM. FEBRUARY 
(number). 15, NEST (USSR) REFEREE (Central Committee): 

‘For information. ᾿ ae 

JACTION: 
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FROM: AW ‘SMYTH 

RE SPECIAL MONITOR NR TWO. STATION. HEARD: AND SENT FOLLOWING NESSAGE. 

| NR '275 GR 429 | ) 
» 

“ 

““.. CORRECTIONS WILL FOLLOW-~- 

02 156-237 126337097597 76387 12-95339~ 159976 1010" 14723-93185 

32320+65739-94906=88753"30543-= 76008-90692-59895 68715-85502 

38389=41277-94650-58548-22 479 -=59528= 745 735~86880-2085 445511 

42696+43248-725 1 1~74285-42.709--29548-85292-96006-65093"81067 

299472214 1-41256-72888-22 790--081 14*15008-00352"27504~ 70026. 

64452086 19-78388+ 97346-8632 7--33852~17671-22315-30372-23096 

029 1 1-42475- 15989-91649+36381~-48300-29625-54815-87776-00726 

10402-37632-95224-98785~85304-~ 19672~10681-01070~81950- 89586 

02508+60287-03563-02475-10277--41206-87818-251 13-26685-38337 

41394~ 18656-91223" 72 135-59688--88529*40718-291 17-08801-33929 

78989-04526~ 70753~03 139-74 163--82047-8347285 156-52009~47502 

919 13-62089-29216-34280"58642--99044~73843-2.4022-22 80734648 

92396= 86823475 196 1'155~07362°~882 16-53658~88072-34607+55151 

94838-2254 1-86806~ 48695-7796 7-- 43415-19650" 79402-44155~97945 

52843-84773~419 16-5 1242-8334 1-2-4246 1-032 12-95 174-93567959590 

ee CORR GRS 41-2 29947-22141 
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+ -79850~462 10-75929+ 15969-6411 14-~ 7693809 767-25200~61 73290424 

22.716-55448~15645~ 89533-54171 --756 1 8-17376-59488~ 46294-33887 

07733+77513-42926-44284~ 06284-=26820-35899-80656-57550- 72789 

 4G056~59150-18474= 19648*072 32-02 8425924 1-92900-$4855= 78545 

22483 -09668-53584-06773"96684=-51777=1138870619~132 10-28203 

62649-14434-2 1389-5 1723~14672="8 1095-2891 7-28 174-9659 7-55802 

Ὡς 16241-Ί9659-94102 -82100- 86909- -5844-25285-01410-95516:96799 
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a . | 

᾿ 62507-1|559-89685-8.531-54494--11158-15459-01786- 13474-71144 

᾿ 481 15-4]014-49885-259501-5552--55513.25351--40626-61950- 73376 

᾿ϑϑλδ0-25021-54118-01808:25584--45869-56441-64818-69041- 4568 
1 Ξ 

a, 

 18853~82 428-2719 1-73 137=77509~-28020-38562-0982 7-60020- 40440 

βοδδ8- 15830-90350-61 152-59444~-92997-51281~18784- 7852917180 

93228~ 14597-26401 ~45593-48304~-03282~8578 1- 76298-24480-60839 

424 16~13745~67438-87673-37969~-65954-7315 1-17433-65302-87872 

96609~71582=32660=80760-95559=-5872 1-13466=06288- 13380-88966 

39256 -04602-75866-55093~72350*923070"37.749= 72055-0595 1-353406 

wee CORR GRS 241 THRU 250 

\ - ' ! ‘4 

3869609 16 10*52256=45249 = 10428--31860°61775-95674=- 16891-69950 
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90554-3725 1-99773-37625~ 0561 0--11017=66064-639 19+39925+39923 

51621-» ~ 16982 467602 94976~55357* "47235 ~ 75543-3024 1-9762 1-49475 

, 85442= 195 44~40308-52 768-9 1472-97786 1579 1-38 182-895 15= 49538 
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63685-27644-50352-69048-42876-- 12932-82876-59 138-39587-96580 

71247-02437-25535-2266 1-76360-"81095-6055 1-63800-44425-90330 

92977-33057+28598-80946~96643--00549= 10026"83623-59885-55969 

90562°70863+03058+68150=91 145--68475~ 1 7059"58600-67260-66575 

05336-99548-099 13-64884-94295-=01676-20789- 18183-8259 6~60082 

18156-8049 7-68966~2 8279 = 1853 19-92 722-52 127+99679~41922-44069 

83909-1455 +5 4576-9795 17366 76=-23412"586 45-527 £7= 12855-65957 

11936-62088-52695+3374 1-38658--58065~80463~63575-23387 
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NPERNAL SECURITY - C (> 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications ‘transmitted to 
him by ‘radio. 

On 2/20/64, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio station 
at Midland on scheduled times and frequencies at which time a message, 
NR 172 GR 30, was sent. 

The plain text is set forth below. The cipher text-is attached. 

TO BIRCH (Gus. Hall). IN (number) 1964 YOU WILL RECEIVE (number) 
600 COLOUR PRINTS, WHICH WILL.BE SENT TO YOU IN MARCH, REFEREE 
(Central Committee). 

The 600 COLOUR PRINTS refers to $600, 000. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Enclosure a 7 

1 - Mr. Belmont 

2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo,, Mr. W. 6. Shaw) 
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DIRECTOR, FBI (105-78927) 2/18/64 
᾿  (100-428091) ᾿ — 

SAC, NEW YORK (1105-36402) | 
(100-134637) 

ALEKSEY M. KOLOBASHKIN 
Is.- R - SMUN 

ReBulet, 2/14/64. 

‘On 2/15/64, NY 694-sS* was recontacted | concerning the 
‘possible use of _}in this operation with NY 694-S*, At 
the time of this recontact, NY 694-S* stated_ after 
considerable deliberation, he concluded that would be 
unacceptable to work in this operation and ἢ would not 
propose name because of the fect that| has at one 
time a "policeman," NY 694-S* advised that no matter what were 
the circumstances, a "policeman" is a "policeman" in the Soviets' 

' eyes and they would have no dealings with him, and to suggest 
such a man might prove to be embarrassing to NY 694-s*, 

oo, On 2/15/64 Panel. Source, 
(Bufile was proposed to NY 694~s* 
as ἃ poss ty for use in the operation, 

NY 694~S* advised that according to background data 
furn τ τ" and the absence of any future derogatory information, 

pparently meets with all the qualifications and he will 
accept him for possible submission to the Soviets, provided the 
background data on his parents and brother do not militate against 
‘his selection. 
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NY 100-134637 

| For information | age 37, is 
single and employed as for the 
Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co., 350 Park Ave., New York, NY, 

' ‘with permission to practice law "on the side.!' He maintains 
desk space in the law office of partner He 
Ave., Mineola, NY. who has a knowledge of German and bic 
Russian languages, has had extensive travel abroad and has ὍΤΕ 
been engaged in attending front organization meetings for the 
sole purpose of reporting on the Communist Party influence in 
these organizations for the Bureau. Efforts are being made 
to obtain furthe) information on his parents and 
brother, " 

Ν On 2/15/64, NY 694-S* advised that LEM HARRIS has not 
come forth with any "legitimate" recruits for referral to the 
Soyiets and as 8 result, he was considering suggesting to them 
Γαι (Bufile 100-430201; NY £ile 100-136778), the 

JEAN SMITH: (Bufile 100-359323; ΝΥ file 100-68934), who 
for many years has-been the receptionist at Communist Party 
headquarters in New York, ει 

This matter will be followed closely with NY 694-51 
_ and the Bureau will be advised immediately of all developments. 
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Μ. emorandum 

ATE: 2/15/64 ‘Mr. Ἢ, C,. Sull nie 

FROM τ: Mr, W. Ἐς tanner 1 + Sullivan 
1 — Baumgardner 

Onrup > 1 — Shaw | 
“νον 1 - Wagoner 

At 10:25pm on 2/15/64 SA Jack O'Connell of New York 
Office teléphonically contacted SA James R, Wagoner extra duty 
supervisor re receipt of letter by NY .694-S from Soviets. 
Generally letter emphasized the co ‘of Soviet Union 

CP of Communis a_and_its open transgressions, eer 
upting International Communist Move ttempts to:fain 

support’ from Soviet-Bloc, Letter TERPS aera ees Union 
wil —Yntermititotial Conference, Although no date given letter 

indicated: would be soon and detalls will follow. 

The purpose of O*Connells call was to determine if 
Bureau considered data of such importance that details should bed 
dictated to Bureau steno to facilitate immediate high level [Po 
dissemination,. OfConnell was informed Bureau steno was not 
available fand he would be advised re Bureau desires for submitting 
data. tim 

Ὁ" 

-- At 10 *35pm SA Al Burlinson of New York Office was 
telephonically advised to furnish.data by airt ith copy of 
letter“to reach Bureau 2/17/64 per ctions of Assistant 

Direcfor witliam S, Sullivan, 
Ξ ae WOI- “κε ὅσ 9/64 | actrose 
For information, Por 4 ty et) 

100-428091 6 Ν eee 
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‘EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE EXERCISED WITH RESPECT TO 
DISSEMINATION OF THE INFORMATION HEREIN INASMUCH AS, BY ITS 
NATURE, SAID INFORMATION TENDS TO IDENTIFY NY 694-S*, A VALUABLE 
INFORMANT, AS THE SOURCE. UNLESS THIS INFORMATION IS OBTAINED. 
FROM A SOURCE OTHER THAN NY 694-S*, IT SHOULD: NOT BE INCLUDED--~- 
EVEN IN PARAPHRASED FORM--IN THE INVESTIGATIVE SECTION OF A REPORT. 

On 2/13/64, NY 694-S* advised SA ALEXANDER C. 
BURLINSON that on 2/12/64, GUS-HALL sent to the informant a lette 
to be transmitted to BEATRICE SISKIND JOHNSON, CPUSA liaison 
with the Cuban CP, through LESLIE. MORRIS, General Secretary of the¢ 
Canadian CP. ἘΞ 

Xérox copies of HALL's letter to JOHNSON are enclosed 
herewith for the Bureau and-Ch CAZOe, 
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L- NY 66-56 (CP OF CUBA) (Δτε.) (312) -- / 
1 - ΝΥ 100-80641  (CPUSA-ORGANIZATION) (Att. ) (414) Wei 
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ΝΥ 100-134637 

HALL‘s ‘letter advises BEATRICE JOHNSON concerning 
past and current problems of the CPUSA; it further outlines 
CPUSA strategy with respect to improving relations between 
the USA and Cuba; and it names and describes the disruptive 
anti~Party forces which are presently in contact with the 
Cuban regime, 

The last paragraph of the aforesaid letter is an 
addendum by NY 694~S*, conveying the personal regards of 
himself and CG 5824~S* to JOHNSON. ‘The name "MOISHEJAK is 
a code name for the New York and the Chicago informant, 
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Dear Comrade Bea: 

Y can fully appreciate the problems that you have had in getting 
settled down toyour new assignment. I only wish that we could have 
been of greater assistance to you. But on some of the questions,: . 
we do not: seem to be in a position to be of much help. But be 
assured that we are trying and will continue to do so. Ono of 
the problems has been that we take up questions and we think we 
have them solved and a month or two later I hear that it has not 
been solved. So you have been on the end of the unsolved problems 
during these months. 

Now about sone of the specific questions. We did send a message 
to the Anniversary and I understand that Castro actually read part 

of it in his speech. And we did receive a cable acknowledging the 

message. In fact, we have sent messages on every occasion throughout 
these years but this was the first time that we received an 
acknowledgement. Here I think it is clear that the main problem , 
has beon an attempt by U.S. authorities to cut off all communications. 

Second, About the young porson who is there and who was there ,when | 
you got there. You should know that she is there against our advice. 
She did not have to go there. I have sent her many messages 
suggesting that she should come home. Please understand that as 
far as we are concerned she is a very good person. She means very 
well but she need not be there. If she wants to sottle there on 
her own, of course ‘we have no objections. But on the other hend, 
85 far as we know there are no problems about hor returning home. 

Now gbout some political questions. First, a word about our own 
Party. You should know that we have many very difficult problems, 
Legal questions of indictments, trials, not to speak of prison 
sentences hanging over our heads like a sword, We have now 
completed 15 years of rather extreme political persecution. We 
are under constant surveillance by every possible means. We are 
still an outlawed organization, not only legally but politically 
and socially. The waves of revisionism and then dogmatism and 
doctrinairism left some very deep scars on our Party. These waves 
swept our leadership from top to bottom. Then in those crucial . 
years, most of our leadership in the important districts, national 
leadership, our cadre around the newspaper and magazines deserted, 
In some districts we lost the complete leadership. To this | 
background of problems and defections you have to add the fact 
that for years we had no youth movement. So there is a clearly. 
visible gap as deep as the Grand Canyon between the old cadre 
and the new cadre that is now growing. The old cadre is good 
but in many aroas, tired and sickly and the young cadre as yet 
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has not had the experience and maturity to take over. Why am I 
telling you this? Because this partly explains why we are not 
always adle to move as fest as we want to and why many things are 
left undone. We are literally going through the process of 
rebuilding the Party from top to bottom. 

Frankly, under the circumstances, I think we are accomplishing — 
miracles and in giving you this picture I do not want to give you 
any idea that I or my co-workers are pessimistic. But boing as 
it is that you have beon away from the scene for a number of years, ἡ | 
I thought I would just give you that brief summary, 

1 am suro you have a better grasp of this problem but I'm afraid ’ 
very ofton our friends around the world do not fully understand 
the problems that we face, | ‘ 

Now, about the political work and what we have done and are doing ‘around 

a 

the overall problem of Cuba dnd U.S. relations. We could approach this - 
problem in two ways. We could go through the forms of doing things 
and in doing so, we could even make headlines. As a small narrow 
group we could make noise but not be very effective. Or on the other 
hand we could take an attitude that it:is possible to actually make ἡ 

a political imprint and, to change the relationships. We have taken 
this latter approach. “his approach cemands that we reach the millions 
of our people on the minimum issue regarding Cuban-U.S5,. relations, 
This minimum issue is to convince the people of the United States . 
that Cuba is an independent nation, must have a right to determins 
its own course and thet it is to the best self-intersst of our people 
and nation to have good, normal relations with the Republic of Cuba, 
And finally, to appeal to the moral and ethical feelings of. the 
millions about the wrongness of the imperialist policies of U.S. 
imperialism. This kind of an approach means that we as Communists 
are not always publicly in the limelight. It means we must utilize * 
all of the broadest possible avenues of expression and it means that . +s, ' 
we must use the divisions in the ranks of the ruling circles. And 
I think life has proven that these divisions are not only here. 
They are very important and that we have been able to utilize them. “ΠῚ 
Our aim is to croate a mass atmosphere where an invasion will not 
ve possible, to create a mass atmosphere that will make it compulsory 
and possible for the powers that be to change relationships between - «'' 
the two countries. This is the mass base for raising the question ou, 
of ending the economic blockade and for the normalization of relations. | 

I think we are doing some very important work in this regard. Very 
often it is work that does not appoar in public print or in headlines. 
Now whathas made this work of ours more difficult? Because there - rl 

are small sects, small grouplets here who have taken the other path., « 
‘| They are not convinced that anything can be done about U.S, imperialism, 
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They arc not convinced that anything can be done to blunt tho 
aggressive policies. 5o they go out tomake headlines, to make 
a record. The masses do not follow them. In fact, they are 
disruptive. Theso grouplots are not big. One can count their 
adherents on one's fingers. They are noisy. They sound militant, 
and unfortunately it is these grouplets that have had the continued 
contact and support of our Cuban friends. This has boen a wrong 
estimate of the American scene. “or instance, we have boen 
working for some time in getting a broad mass movement on the 
question of breaking the travel ban on visits to Cuba, These 
Little groups got together a narrow delegation heavily sprinkled 
with CIA agents, Trotskyites, and then through our Cuban friends 
they made arrangements for the trip last sumer. For the punposes 
of winning this fight, this was a negative disruptive move. 
Since their return, threo of them have already openly admitted 
voing CIA agents and the rest have moved into greener disruptive 
pastures, ‘hore is a possibility now that a very sizeable number 
of editors of college newspapers are going to work for 8 broad, °. 
meaningful delegation to Cuba, *his kind of a delegation would’ 
be a challenge to the travel ban, But again, the disruptive groups 
are working for a narrow group that will get headlines but nothing 
more. When the hurrican hit, we could‘have celled for the Panty : 
collecting clothing and relief. But this would not have had much 
meaning. Instead, we decided to utilize this occasion in the 
attempt to move again broad masses into action. So we worked with. 
broad organizations and trade unions for this purpose. in this . 
sense the Red Cross could have been a very useful instrument as 
a means of moving broad masses of workers and people into Cuban’ 
relief, 

These, groups unfortunately have had the control of such organizations 
as the Fair Play for Cuba Committee, again because of their contact 
with our Cuban friends, Now they have dissolved: this organization 
and in group went to work for China, distributing literature. So | 
as long as theselittle groups have had contact with and the support 4]. « 
of our Cuban friends, it has been vory difficult for us to give ᾿ 
this kind of leadership to these movements. We have raised this. 
question many times but there has been no results. We have an 
urgent need and a desire to establish closer ties and relationships 
with our Cuban friends. “his would facilitate our work very much. an 

i 

1 ἐπὶ 

Who are these sectarian grouplets? They are the worst of the 
Trotskyites, a handful of anti-Cormunists, expelled from the Party 

sruptive and liquidationist acts, such as Milt Rosen, 
and it has been possible for them to retain their 

r Cuban friends through the law firm of Victor Rabinowitz 
who, legally represents the Government of Cuba in the United States, 
But he is also the political and financil center of those anti-party 
groups. As long as two years ago, I sent information about the 
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nature of the activities of this law firm. This was the center ἢ ; 
of the organization of the student groups last yoar in Cuba. " ᾿ 
I am sure ovr Cuban friends have not understood this problem 
and therefore we have not been able to do much about it. We 
need to establish closer and more consistent ties so that there 
‘can bean understanding in depth on voth sides of this problem, 
XY think we can do much.if we work in harmony and in close 
collaboration. . 

Sr shah ute ane " Diva oa —oRe 

It is our opinion that the articles that you have written are very 
good and show.a great appreciation anda deep understanding of the, 
problems of Cuba but also of the rest of the Americas, including 
the U.S. TI hope you will be able to continue this as well as your , ° 
other activities and I will promise to move more swiftly and to do Δ 
whatever I can to make your work casler and your stay there | mo i 
politically. and fully profitable. 

Pee 

ee τ 

Winnie is going to be home on the 29th and I am sure he will have © 
some interesting things to report to us becauso, as you know, we . 
are the most isoleted, insulated, walled-in people in the world today. 
People of 842} other countries travol. We cannot. So it is always 
a pleasant experience to hear from the rest of the world, I do not 
know. But if it is possible for you to travel to Canada, maybe we ' 
can arrange for some kind of a get-together there. . 
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' And whatever did happen to your daughter? I have been hearing some 
wonderful things about her and so have anxiously waited to get a 
good glimpse of her, but lately I have not heard what did happen 
to yer, . ᾿ 
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You will hear from me more often, 

Very warmest regards from 811 of us to. you and to your hosts, ves 
Ἔ 

Conradely, _ ΞΕ 

tight ΕΣ 

ΝΞ ΕΝ 

Dear Bea: , 

I do hope that this finds you in good hoalth and spirits, You 
know you can see now that we do not forget. As I told you once | 
before, be patient and all will come out OK=-savvy. = ΝΕ 
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PERSONAL ATTENTION 

Mr, Meere 
. ' - j= Mr. Branigan © 

1. Mr. Baumgardner 
Tot SAC, New York (105-36402) _ 1. Mr. Ryan 

100-134637) 

Fron: Director, FBI. 100. 400002) 

ALEXSEY M, KOLOBASHKIN ΕΣ 
INTERNAL SECURITY - R - SMUN 
SOLO 

L-—~ INTERNAL SECURITY ~ C 

. b7D 

ReBuairte] 12-18-63 author: : immediate: 
initiate the refe name 0 to the 
Soviets utiliz 
2 ' sed 

in view of his bac 

Reference is made to the telep bs 
rdner of this Bureau to Supervisor or 

on 1-9-64 wherein this matter was furthe was 
agreed New York would promptly advise the Bureau of the identify 
of a new candidate to referred to the Soviets by our informant. 

Your attention is directed to the fact that Aleksey M. oy 
Kolobashkin, the Soviet contact of NY 694-S*, made his original 
request to the informant for the identities of Americans to "work ὃν. 
with us (Soviets)" last November and on 12-6-63 he expressed a ᾿ 

as a .«΄. tter 
ommended aysinst the referral of 

desire that the matter be handled soon, The Bureau considers 
this matter of extreme importance and you are instructed to ἮΝ afford it your immediate and continuing attention, : os 

Before Nesting Bureau authority to refer the nane ᾿ 
of a cooperative individual to the Soviets, through our informant, 
you should check to insure that the background of the individual \s 
5 such as to be satisfactory to NY 694-S*, Q 

DR: pag In) 
SEE NOTE PAGE 

Beane ΠΝ se om i 5 

221. 



.{ advised that on I-3-64 NY 694-59 indicated was not... 
( satisfactory for referral to the Soviets becaUS€ of an anti- ~~ 
Ἐ Comminist background which might have come to the attention 

Airtel to New York 
RE: ALEKSEY M. KOLOBASHKIN 

105-78927 
100-428091 

Riso advise if NY 694-S* has requested Lem Harris 
Soviets. a "legitimate® recruit for referral to the 

NOTE; | 
᾿} Kolobashkin, a KGB employee, last November requested 
NY 694-S* to furnish to him the identities of 3 individuals to 
" th us (Soviets)." We worked out ἃ ρΡ]δηιῖοὸ refer 

to the Soviets, affording our informant maximum 
on thro the use of a cutout. H ew York 

tal 

of the Soviets, New York is currently reviewing files in 
an effort to locate a cooperative individual who we may refer 
to the Soviets through our informant. We are following this 
matter closely inasmuch as the Soviets have indicated a desire 
to receive the names of individuals to be used by them soon. 
New York is authorized to instruct NY 694-S* to determine 
from Commmist Party member Lem Harris the identity of a 
“Jegitimate"® recruit for referral to the Soviets, We are 
also following this matter to insure control of the situation. 

i ᾿ “2... 
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DIRECTOR, FBI (105-78927) 1/7/64 
| (100-428092) , | : 

SAC, NEW YORK (105-36402) (100134637) 

ALEKSEY M. ROLOBASHKLN . 
IS - R = SMUN 

‘“ AsoLo 
ἧς ES« 

ReBuairtel, 12/18/63, authorizing NYO to inmediately 
initiate the referral of to the Soviets 
utilizingl Jes a cut out. a 
, The status and background of a 
discussed with NY 694-S* on two occasions. On 1/3/64, NY 694-s* 
advised that af rable reflection, he recommends against 
the referral of name to the Soviets because of the 
following: 

was formerly a member of the OUN and UPA in 
the Ukraine where he was raised. Both of these groups are anti- 

commun and closely associated with the Free Ukrainian Movements. 
and his parents fled the Ukraine to avoid Soviet 

persecution. The U. S. Immigration and Naturalization Service 
has been attempting for yeare to obtain the necessary travel 
documents from the Ruma : p : 

ες he Soviets are interested in securing the names of ὁ. 
Americans who may be willing to work with them. has 
spent only the last eleyen years in the United 9 ving 
heen raised in the Ukraine and educated in Europe. 

Tar ate Riles a τ ie SC 



ΝΥ 105+36402 | 

has been listed as a member of the 
Greek-Catholic fa a himself was married in — 
New York City in 1953 by a priest. | | 

. It is ΝΥ 694-s*'s opinion that such Information 
bic as the above would come to the attention of the Soviets, who — 

would undoubtedly subject any ‘person he might recommend to 
intense scrutiny. 

| In view no further consideration 18 
being given to as ἃ person whose: name could 
be referred to the Soviets, μοι 

| ONY 694-S* further advised on 1/3/64 that he has not 
had the opportunity to request LEM HARRIS to recommend one or 
several recruits for use in this operation, but he will do s0 az 
ΤΣ δὰ la practicable after NY 694-5" returm from Nassau 
1.1: . 

Further review is being conducted by the NYO to 
determine potential candidates for referral td the Soviets 
and the Bureau will be advised, 
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FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) | 

SUBJECT: Ce (D 
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| On 2/20/64, there was received at a New York Scop, fi aly? 

a letter dated February 1, 1964, from-A.RUMYANISEV, Chief Ι 

Editor, Problems of Peace and Socialism, intended for the Ἷ 

CPUSA, and transmitted through the Canadian ΟΡ, The letter 

is as follows: 

"February 1, 1964 

"Dear Comrades, 

journal proposes to hold a round table neeting of Markit WAAGhy 

theoreticians on the theme ‘Finance Capital Today’. We under- " 

stand ‘that Comrades Pérlo, Allen and Budish are working on this 

problem and suggest that it would be a good idea if one of them 

| could participate in the dis ussion. But of course ΧΕ) 
' Ate to who will attend Test ye “ὁ. ¢28¢ “7 

νῷ - BUREAU (Encl. 
a 

1 - NY 134-91 (Inv) (41). B Fee z 1964 7 
L - NY 100134637 (41)- - - 
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NY 100-134637 

"We suggest to open the discussion on March 23. 
If, however, you find some other date more convenient, please 

let us know so that we can alter our plans accordingly. We are 
sending you a list of the questions suggested for discussion, 
We offer it merely as a general ourline and each participant 

is at full liberty to touch upon any other aspect of the problem 

which he considers relevant. | 

“with Communist greetings, 

"/s/ A. Rumyantsev, 
/t/ A. Rumyantsev, 

Chief Editor, Problems of 
Peace and Socialism 

Comrades, PERLO, A d BUDISH.are, respectively, ©, |, 

according to NY 694°8%y VICTORYPERLO, Bufile 100-362128; JAMES ©’ 
ALLEN, Bufile 100-28831; and JACOB/BUDISH, Bufile 100-229628. 

There are attached hereto for the Bureau and Chicago 

Photostats of the general outline mentioned in paragraph 2 of 
the above letter, 
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FINANCE CAPITAL TODAY | 

(Principal features and attributes) 

1. Increased concentration and centralization of production 

and capital as the basic factor of the growing power of the — 

monopolies in industry, trade and banking. Monopoly penetration 

into agriculture. fhe nature and structure of private monopoly 

qmership of the means of production. The evolution of joint “᾿ς 

stock companics and the significance of this se a key to undere | 

etanding the organisational structure of the monopolies end 

finance capital. ‘the evolution of the old and the appearance 

of now types ef monopolies. New causes, forme and methods of 

the fusion(eymbiceis) of industriel and banking monopolies. 

the rise of the gient war industry complexes. The fusion of 

war industry and banking monopolies “πα a contemporary form ΟΣ. 

tne development of finance capitel ond et the came time a 

striking manifestation of its decay and parasitiaa. 

fhe social structure of the finance oligarchy, ite division 

into ἃ handful of multiqnillionaire families and big corporation 

executives. The finance oligarchy group aa a cpecifie (hicher) 

form of monopoly in the conditions of acdern capitelian. 

qhe leading finance groupe of the different countries. 

fhoir sphere of interests, economic power, etructure, connection 

with the estate apparatus, ete. Principal objectives of the 

competitive struggle. The top tyeoons of theee groupe (who they 

are}> 

2. The uneven economic ani political development of 

capitalism ani the reflection of this in the uneven evolution, 

forms ang methods of the operation of finance capital in the 

different countries. he specific character of post-war 

a@evelopzent of finance capital: | 
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‘a) 4m the big imperialist victor powers (the United 

States, Britain, and to seme extent France); 

Ὁ) in the defeated former axis countries (Federal Germany, 

Japan and Italy); | | 

c) 4n the small countries of Europe (Sweden, Holland, 

Switserland ané others); 

8) in the nonsBugopean countries (Canada, Australia, otc.). 

Interweavirg of the intercste of finance capital in the 

different countries, and the contradictions between theme 

Objectives and forms of cooperation and struggle. Finance 

capital as an international force, vis-a-vis: 

8) the socialist carp} 

Ὁ) the national-liberation movement and the etruggle of 
the newlyeenergent. states far economic independence; 

¢) tho working class, all the working people and the 

migdle sections in the vericus capitalist countries. 

Tho contradictions between the smell, non=monopoly capitale- 

iste and Big Business es an importent reserve for the Canmuntst 

parties in the straggle te establish and consolidate the anti- 

monopoly front. | | | 
9, Bhe objective necessity of joint struggle (in different 

forms) of the different contingents of the world revolutionary 

movement againat finance capital, with the working clase and 

ate product, the socialist cam, playing the leading role. 

Artvique-of ἤφροτλου of finance capital, ite defence and 

| Gistortion bys 



οὖς 8. 

| a) bourgeois scholars; 

| | Ὁ) SeefaleDenoaratic leaters; 
: . 6) revisionists; 

! 8} dognatista. 

| - Ao we have already pointed cut, the above is offered 

! ae ἃ rough outline, end each participant in the round table 

discussion is at Mberty teteuch upsn any other aspect of 

: these problems he might coneider relevant. ΄ 

| | 
\ 
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

{| FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100434637) : 

] SUBJECT: Soro 62 | 
15-Ὸ | 

On 2/19/64, there was réceived at a New York drop 
a letter from the Canadian CP_saclosing a letter received by 
the Canadian CP from LIBBY-HARES, and her husband, who are 
Canadian CP representatives in Cuba. From the information 
contained therein, NY 694-S* is of the opinion that the afore- 
said letter was written by PARKS in December, 1963, at the 
time when FIDEL CASTRO arrived in Moscow for a visit to ‘the 

Soviet Union. The text of the aforesaid letter is as follows: 

'May be a'taste of things to come, that is the 
pessimistic view over the president-to-be-elected in Mexico, 
lately unveiled by the PRI. People who have read Politica _ 
are depressed to find Lombardo in full support for the PRI 
and a right-wing PRI candidate. What is the name - Diaz 
Ordaz or vice versa? And a Cuban pessimist felt there would 
be one year more of relations with Mexico, until the new man 
takes office the end of this year, But perhaps we dont need 
to be pessimistic these days. 
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"The Leyland bus sale to Cuba has rejoiced everyone ~ 
and on top of that the massacre in Panama has given the press 
something to write about (has a taste of Amritsar, no?). The 
Cuban students are going to hoist the Panamanian flag on the 
monument to the Maine, the decapitated monument. Lyndon J 
is finding out what his job implies. 

"There would be an interesting line of investigation 
for Canadians in establishing what Canada lost in theprocess 
of the US and UK coming to terms in America. It invokes seeing 
the relationship between Venezuela (1895), Cuba, Boer War, 
Panama, Venezuela ('02) and Alaska - all seen in context of 
conflict and adjustment between imperialisms. 

"Pidel's anniversary speech you will have sean in Pravda. " 
It continues the definition of Cuba's readiness to do business. 
When you think of it, there is said to be one billion dollars 
in book value of U.S. asets here - no doubt largely re-invested 
profits, Then U.S. exports to Cuba in '57 ran slightly under 
600 million ($577 mil1)-- and according to Fidel, the U.S. 
consumers are paying $500 million extra for sugar. 

1411 speculative figures - but they indicate the 
magnitudes at stake. We are enchanted with life as it is, says 
‘Fidel; we can wait. Let our grandchildren discuss it with the 
U.S, 

"The Cuban budget is just out. The papers (perhaps 
from experience?) give it little coverage or explanation, It 
is called a balanced budget at highest-ever figure - $2,399 
mill, In fact it provides for a reserve (surplus) of $413 million, 
or $383 million more than last years surplus. Expenditures are 
reduced $78 million Er 63, and revenues are estimated at $305 
million more. Investments are $158 million less than in 63. 
Of course the actual 63 figures (as distinguished from the 

estimated ones) have not been published, so the comparison is 
not precise, 

"The new soviet trade agreement at $661 million for 
64 is just signed, plus soviet credit for $159 million, apparent- 
ly to make up deficit on Cuban side of trade. Papers are not 
strong on these questions. | 
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Ne saw B's book only for a few minutes this summer 
past at his house, ‘En route we saw a tremendous review in the 

New S_atesman (and there was a major, front page one in Times 

Lit Supplt) indicating that it was making heavy impact on 
British intellectual world, Since then have seen nothing. 

“Pidel's visit announced yesterday took us all by 
surprise. The Voice says he was shivering on arrival ~ actually 

it has been shiversome here - almost enough to keep us from 
having breakfast and mid-day meal on the errace, Almost. At 
this moment some trees have reddish leaves - the tree near the 
house is half leafless, with buds, and half in full leaf. 

"'§o what the consultations are about we shall perhaps 
know by the time this reaches you - at least by the time of a 
reply." | 

NY 694-S* advised that "PRI" mentioned in paragraph 
1 of the above-mentioned letter has reference to the political 

party now in control in Cuba. 

Informant further advised that "LOMBARDO" mentioned 

in paragraph 1, has referenceg to LOMBARDO TOLEDANO,' Head of 
the trade unions in Mexico, . 

NY 694-S* was unable to identify the individual 
referred to as "8'"}, mentioned in paragraph 1 above, but suggested 
that possibly this individual is known to CG 5824-S*, 
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Reference NY Airtel dated 2/13/64 concerning radio message from 
Moscow ἜΣ of important letter for C.P.U.S.A. 

On 2/15/64 NY 694-S* made available a roll of micro-film 
containing this letter, photographic copies of which are enclosed 

| herewith for Bureau and Chicago. This micro-film was delivered 
to N¥ 694-S* by his Soviet contact Aleksey M. Kolobashkin at the 
Armstrong rendesvouz on the evening of 2/15/64. .NY 694-S* is 
furnishing the content of this letter telephonically to CG S824-S* 
on 2/15/64 with the request that CG 5824-S* furnish it to Gus. Hall, 
currently in the mid-West. 

Chicago requested to furnish text of letter to CG 5824-s* 
as soon as possible. - 
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*lear comradde, ᾿ 

The Central Comilites of the CPot is forwarding this letter to you ] | 

in conacction with the continuing intensification of the struggle of the 

Ε Leadership of the Conmunist Party of China against tho international 

σον sore ost. ° 

As is well known to you the CPS as well as other narxisteLeninist 

parties fave teen doing their test to elininate ths differences with the 

' Central Comittes of the CPC, According to this Line the Central Conunittee 

et TC A | 

a 

of the CPS) sent a new letter to tha Central Coomittes of the CEC on 
<* 

‘ovendor 27, 1963 Ln whieh it sucgested a muber of detailed reasures alned 

at closing the ranks of the CPSU and the CPC and strengthening the coopera. 

tion between the USSR ana the CPt. Le appealed to them to focus our mutual 

attention upon the things that ute all the communist parties while putting 

' aside touporarily all the probdlecs on which no unity can be achieved now and 

' by doling this let life itself decide who is wright and who is ulstaken, 

in ite letter the Central Committee of the CPSU urged the leadership of the 

er od 

| CPC to put an ond to open polecices. A few weeks before the letter had been sont. 

the ΟΥ̓ cn ite own initlative wilaterally stoppea the open polemics, Ἐφ 

have persisted In that decision, More than two months passed since the letter 

had been tranazitted yet the Central Comittes οἱ the CPC gave no official 

anower to it, lbwever, its actione speak for thenselves, sone of our proposals 

| to normalise the relations between the CPSU and CPC has met wth the positive 

| response on the Chinese part. During the last nonths nany narxisteleninist parties ἢ 

ΠΝ a 
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spoke in favor of stopping the open polenics ani were urging the Contral 

Cozmittes of ths CPC to Stop attacks against the world coeamnist ovement, 

However the Central Cocmittes of the cre rejected the appeals to stop open 

polenics nade by our fraternal parties, Quite on the contrary the Chinese 

leadership unleashed « large scale caxpaizn azainst the basic principles of the 

Werld cocmuilst sovenent ant scctalist cooperation and intensified subversive 

and clesident cazpaim arainet the carxisteleainist parties. From day to day 

the Chinese press has been publishing rude and insulting fabrications against 

the communist parties ant particalarly the CPSU, ‘Slanderous reports are belns 

distributes all over the world by the Chinese organisations and broadcast in 

foreign languages. AntieSoviet brainwashing of the people has reached immense 

proportions in China, 

Propaganda against the ccvlet state and CPSU is raised vp ta the level 

of state policy and contains cirest calls to carry ona struggle against 

the leaders of the party and coumtry as ἃ whole, Chiness leaders direct 

thelr eriticis: saintly against CPSU and the coviet Union, the first 

soclajiat country, in order to rake it easy to dleorgenize tha International 

communist movement and cooperation of socialist countries, 

| The article, publisted on February, ὁ, 1964 by Jenin Jin Fao and 

the τ Huns Chi was the peak of such anti-Leninist and subversive 

compaign. 

Rejecting in thie article the CPS’ proposal to put an end to polenics 

the Chinese leaders present it as a display of weakness cf CPSU, Tne article 

contains an open appeal] to split fraternal parties which do not share antie 

Leninist conceptions of the CRC leaders, to split iaternational commmist 

Ee Bk μι 



sevenent, Strengthening and constantly sharpening the strugsle against giidning 
principles of cooczunist myvenent, against principles of Declaration and 
Svatecent of the Koscow Conferences, CPC leadership tries to split, the unity 
both of individual parties and communist noverent as a wtole and to establish 

wider its so zecony ἃ diesident and fractional block of its supporters with 

ἃ Specific platform, ‘The Chinese leaders transferred their dissident 

activitias to the world dexocratie organisations - ‘orld Federations of Trade 

\nions, Peace movamert, iorld Federation of Danocratic Youths and others, In 

fact thos ere destroying thess organisations and try to create υἱοῦ their 

auspicies Ussident crgantsations based on racial ext cational jrinciples. 

Toe activitics of the Chinese lesdsrs show that thay are tra:pling on 

principles of friendly discusstoa and coczemist prinsiplality, 

In the concitions, when the CPC leaders are greatly harsing the Interests 

of the working class, working people am all pocples struzgling for their 

national and social liberation the CPSU Contral Cocmittes considera its Laternse 

tional duty to categorically demunce the dissident poliey of Peking, 

torxiste-Leninists have no hizher duty than to protect the walty of the 

internationa) com=unist movenent and to uphold its δηλοῖ οὶ principles, 

This is urgently required by the fiundazental interests of the cocaranist 

movement of the socialist camp, national~literation novement, by interests of the 

international working class ani of all working people. 

vo consider 1% necessary to inform you thet the Central Committees of the 

Cormmist Farty of the Soviet Union decided to ccasider the question of the 

dissident actions by the Chinese leaders within the cocemunist movement at the 

current plenary session, 

4 
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The report anc all the documents of the plenary session pertaining to the proig 

lea will be published, 

we consider it cecrssary to struggle against chourinistical, trotagte 

ideas, and dissident anc uncermining actions of the Ciincse leaders, 

CPSU will carry out in the future, as it did in the cast, the policy 

directed at the consolidation of the wiity of the international comulst 

sorenent tased on tarxist-Leni-ist principles, 

Sovict compan sts cherish «ind feslinzs towards the great poople of Cuina, 

deeply rvssect. ravolutionary traditions of the Cosmmist Perty of Giins, Soviet 

camwilsts will carry out firm policy directed at the wilty of the two great 

parties anu of the whole conmuniet noverent. 

Upholding the course difined by the loscow Conferences, tha Crh wilt 

firnly carry into life the decisions of the 20th, 21st and 22nd Party 

Consresses,ths progranze of the construction of commion and will tot 

abandon the Leninist path. 

In view of the situation developed in the international cocamist 

rovacent there arises anew the question of when to convene = ths Conference of 

representatives of comunist and workers! partios. 

cone tine ago σῶν fraternal parties, including the CPSU, being in 

principle in favour of such ἃ Conference did not consider it advisable to 

speed up its convocation. 

Ox intention was to create favourable conditions for carrying out 

the Conference, to settle outstanding issues and to achieve mity together with 

the leadership of the CF, 
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Now tho real objectives set by the leaders of the CFC have become quite clear, 

They do not Just openly call for a split in the Communist movement but are 

practically carrying it out, 

AL present the Chinese leaders ars trying to postpone the opmiing of 

the Conference, 

᾿ huving taken the courses ained at splitting the Cocmunist moranent they 

want to use this delay for setting up ercupe, factions, peeudo-partios and 

to counterpoiee then to the Marixisteleninis® parties, At tho same tine thoy 

want to defer active struggle against theis wrong anti-Leninist views withia 
κῶς ei 

the ranks of the Communist Parties and to develop a wide dissexination of 

' | thoir ow views, 

Now the Chinese leadess hare concentrated their rain blow against the CP 

ard our party's leadership, resorting to the sane rethed, which has been need 

by the antieleninist tremis, especkally by Trotakyites, to rake it easier for 

‘thes to disorganize the ranks of the Communist rovenest. 

ALL this will require a joint rebuttle by the Yarxist-lenizist parties. 

Theraforu ἀξ would be inexpedient to postpone the conference for ἃ long 

period of tics. 

j | The Calling of the Conference, in the opinion of the Central Comittee of 

t 
| the CPSU, beccnes mre ani mre urgent. 

Cur Views on the Conference in & sere detailed form will follow. 

| ith fraternal erectings, 

' Central Comittee of the Coummist 

! Party of the USSR | 
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‘Re New York telephone call this date advising, the 

receipt by NY 694-S* of ciphered radiogram reflecting that 
the Soviets intend to deliver to Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) 
$600,000 during March, 1964. 

. In accordance with request of NY 694-S* and the 
New York Office, CG 5824-S* was furnished with this infor- 
mation on 2/20/64. ᾿ 

. On 2/20/64, CG 5824~S* prepared the attached 
messages and requested that they be furnished NY 694-S* § 
for transmittal to the Central Committee, CP, Soviet Union 
(SU) during NY 694-S*'s next meeting with his Solo contact 
in New York City. The first message which bears the 
Signature "Hub" is in part.a thank you response from the 
CPUSA concerning information of the pending delivery of 
$600,000. for the Party. The second message which was 
issued in the name of the NC, CPUSA is self-explanatory. 

As of late 2/20/64, CG 5824-S* had not yet 
informed GUS HALL of the imminent arrival of funds from 
the CP5U, but is now awaiting an opportune time for hin 1" 
to convey this information. He will not inform HALL of ᾿ 
the specific details of the message or as to the exact 
amount scheduled for delivery, but will instead tell HALL 
that he hag been informed that the request of the CPUSA 
for funds hed been speedily handled by the CPSU and that 
the Party 1 receivél'at least as much as they did last 
yeae ths Me δοῦν, ΡΤ, 1964, 
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Central Committee, CPSU 

Dear Comrades: 

Comrade Gus Hall conveys to you our warm thanks for 
heeding our call of proletarian solidarity. He appreciates 
your speed in expediting this matter. This should improve 
our situation and our work immensely. 

Comrade Hall has further asked that I advise you that 
he is now working on a basic article on the themcof 
communist unity and the need for international solidarity 
as against the splitting and divisive tactics of the CPC, 

We wish to thank you for your rapid information 
regarding the convocation of a meeting of CPs. However, 
Comrade Hall is of the opinion, as is our entire leadership, 
that those who favor postponement are only giving time 
to the splitters. We do, however, understand your position 
and attitude on the heeding of the request for postponenent 
requested by some fraternal parties. 

. Comrade Hall] further desired we convey our heartfelt 
thanks to you for your offer to receive 20 comrades to 
spend their vacation in the USSR in 1964, We hope that 
circumstances will make it possible to fulfill this invitation. 
As you know, we are still involved in the maze of the 
Mc Carran laws repressive litigations at this moment and 
this makes it very difficult for our leading people to 
travel, However, the mass struggles developing amongst 
the working class for economic demands, in the fight 
against poyerty and in the mass atruggles on civil rights, 
may all have an affect on winning the fight against the 
Mc Carran law, even in an election year. 

Comrade Hall again asks that we on behalf of the 
party thank you for the care and attention given to 
Comrade Winston. 

With warm fraternal greetings, 

Hub 

, 
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Central Committee, CPSU 

Dear Comrades: 

In the month of November during the visit of 2 
delegation fron the USSR in which Comrade Vergelis 
participated, a meeting was held with a number of 
comrades and friends. A proposal was made by some worker 
in the embassy that the pamphlet - Jews in the Soviet 
Union - be reprinted in the U.5, ‘The proposal also 
contained the promise that a corrected version of this 

' pamphlet would bé sent from Moscow, When this | 
epted here, certain people, amongst thew 
wade contractual arrangements with printers for ἰδ 

publication of the updated and corrected document bc 
which was to come here fron Moscow. Despite the numerous 
yYequests, we have not to date received this pamphlet, 
nor have we received a single reply to comiunications 
sent to the enbassy by the people involved. Now we have 
no pamphlet but do have additional debts since we are 
expected to £111 our contract with the publisher. 

NC, CPUSA 
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το : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) Se 

Re my telephone call to New York 2/15/64, 

At approximately 12:30 a.m., 2/15/64, CG 5824-5S* 
advised he had just received a "hectic" telephone call from 
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, Chairman, Communist Party, USA 
(CPUSA). FLYNN advised CG 5824-S* that she had just talked 
to JOHN ABT, the attorney for HENRY WINSTON, and that ABT 
advised her that WINSTON's passport had already or would 
expire in a few days and that if he did not check into the 
United States Embassy for travel papers, he would be unable 
‘to return to the United States. In addition, ABT told her 
that he would need travel papers to stop over in London, 
England, and, therefore, would have to contact the British 
Embassy in Moscow for such permission, 

According to FLYNN, ABT had sent a letter to 
WINSTON with instructions regarding his passport, bot they 
would not arrive in time. She further noted that ABT did 
not want to dispatch a cablegram in his name directly to 
WINSTON containing this Information. 

FLYNN stated, in connection with the above, that 
the reason she was contacting CG 5824-S* was because she 
wanted him to get a hold of GUS HALL immediately and inform 
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him of this problem, She also wanted CG 5824-S* to see 
what he could do through "his friends" to get instructions 
through to WINSTON regarding his passport and travel plans, 

Since CG 5824-S* was aware that NY 694-S* had a 
meeting pending at that time with his Solo contact in New 
York City, he requested that the following message be 
furnished to New York and relayed to NY 694-S* so that he 
might orally transmit it to his Solo contact: 

HENRY WINSTON's passport is about ready to or has 
already expired and, therefore, he must ga to the United 
States Embassy in Moscow and ask for a renewal, He probably 
will not be given a renewed passport, but they will un- 
doubtedly give him some travel papers on which to return to 
‘the United States, In addition, since WINSTON wants to and 
has scheduled stops in Great Britain in connection with his 
return and since he wil] not have a passport, he should also 
contact the British Embassy in Moscow for papers which will 
allow him to stop over and travel in Great Britain, 

‘In line with CG 5824-S*'s request, the above dinfor- 
mation was telephonically furnished the New York Office 
during the late morning of 2/16/64. 
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r This is to acquaint you with the contents of a lette 
which the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union (CPSU) recently sent to the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), 
dealing with the Sino-Soviet dispute, - a 

You will recall that on 2-13-64, NY 694-S* received - 
@ short-wave radio message from Moscow, Russia, instructing him to 
meet with his Soviet contact on 2-15-64 in order to receive an 
important letter for the .CPUSA, 

™: .On 2-15-64, NY 694~S* met his Soviet contact, Aleksey M, 
Kolobasbkin,,. Third Secretary, Soviet Mission to the United!Nations, 
as instructed in the radio message and received from .Kolobashkin”a 
roll of microfilm containing ‘a letter to the CPUSA from the Central 
Committee of the CPSU. wu ~ 

. Ne [2 z The letter from the Central Committee of the CPSU (not 
dated) was five pages in length and addressed to "Dear Comrades," 
It cont&ined the following information, | , 2 , 

ἢ 

᾿ The CPSU, as well as other fraternal parties, has been 
doing its best to eliminate the differences with the Communist 
Party of China (CPC). These efforts include a letter from the 
‘Central .Committee of the CPSU to the Central Committee of the CPC 
dated 11-29-63 urging the Chinese leadership to put an end to open 
polemics and suggesting a number of measures aimed at strengthening 
cooperation between the Soviet Union and China. The Chinese 
leadership made no official response to this letter, but published 
an article on 2~4-64 in official organs of the CPC rejecting ide od 
CPSU's measures and referring to the measures as displaying (Wea hess 
on the part of the CPSU. The article is described yu e CPSU'as an 
open appeal to split the international communist movement. rain 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. .C. Sullivan 
RE: .SOLO 
100~428091 

World Federation of Democratic Youth (communist dominated), "peace 
movements” and others in an effort te.create dissident organizations 
based on racial and national principles. 

The CPSU considers that it has an international duty to 
categorically denounce the dissident policy of the Chinese and is 
faced with the question of when to convene a conference of 
representatives of all Communist Parties, Although many fraternal 
parties, including the CPSU, have been in favor of such a conference, 
it was not considered advisable to hasten its convocation until such 
time as favorable conditions for carrying out such a conference 
had been established. This would include the settling of outstanding 
differences in the Sino-Soviet xift. However, the Chinese leaders 
are trying to postpone the opening of a conference and want to use 
the delay for setting up factions and. pseudoparties to counterpoise 
them against the Marxist-Leninist parties. 

The CPSU concludes that the efforts of the Chinese to 
disorganize the ranks of the communist movement require a joint 
rebuttal by the Marxist-Leninist parties, Therefore, the CPSU 
considers the need to call an international conference as urgent 
and deems it inexpedient to postpone such a conference for a 
jong period.of time, The CPSU indicated that it will set forth its 
views in more detailed form in a subsequent communication. 

OBSERVATION : 

On 12-11-63 we disseminated to top officials of the 
Government a summary of a letter dated 11-29-63 sent by Soviet 
Premier Khrushchev to MAO Tse~tung dealing with the amelioration 
of Sino~Soviet relations. The recent letter from the Central 
Committee of the CPSU to the CPUSA should be of vital interest 
to top.officialis of the Government. | 

: ACTION: 

That ‘the ‘attached lottors, classitied "Tupseret” 
‘to protect our source, be sent to the Honorable walter W. . 
Jenkins, Special Assistant to the President; the Honorable 
‘Dean Rusk, the Secretary of State; the Honorable John A. McCone, 
Director, Central Intelligence Agency; and the Attorney General and 
Deputy ‘Attorney General, ! 
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“Deka IS L SINO-SOVIET om mural Cl 

! Summary of Letter from the Central Committoe, 
‘Communiat Party of the Soviet Union, (PPR 
to the Communist Part 

The Communist Party of the Soviet Union, as well 
as other fraternal parties, has been doing its best to 
eliminate the differences with the Communist Party of 
China. These efforta include a letter from the Central 
‘Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union to the 
Contral Committee of the ‘Communist Party of China dated 
November 29, 1963, urging the Chinese leadership to put an 
end to open polemics and suggesting a number of measures 
ained at strengthening cooperation between the Seviet Union 
and China. The Communist Party of China gave no official 
answer to the letter from the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union and none of the measures 
designed to normalize Sino-Seviet relations has met with 
positive response on the part of the Communist Party of 
China. On the contrary, the: Chinese leadership unleashed 
a large-scale campaign against the basic principles of the 
world communist movement and intensified ita dissident 
campaign against the Marxist~Leninist parties. The Chinese 
press has been publishing insulting fabrications against 
the fraternal parties and particularly the Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union. Slanderous broadcasts in foreign 
languages are being beamed ali over the world by the Chinese 
and anti-Soviet brainwashing .o ys people has reached 
immense proportions in china.“ Pisa 

Propaganda against the det Union has been 
raised to the level of state policy and contains direct 
calle to carry on a struggle against the leadership of the 

nic «Communist Party of the Soviet Union and the Soviet Union as 
NCH tm. gg Whole Wey x ‘to disorganize the international communist 
CGE BET -αὐπμωννμαντκονον, 
‘Sqlithon ee, movement. 
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[Givo-sovner κκιλτιονβ ας | — : 

An article published February 4, 1964, by 
"Jen Min Jih Pao" and the journal "Hung Chi" (official rf 
organs of the Communist Party of China) was the peak | 
of the Chinese subversive campaign. Rejecting in this article 
the proposals of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union to 
put an ond to open polemics, the Chinese leadership presented 
the proposals as a display of weakness on the part of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union. The article contained 
an open appeal to split fraternal parties which do not share 
the anti-~Leninist conceptions of the leaders of the Communist 
Party of China. The Chinese leadership has transferred its 
diasident activities to such world democratic organizations 
as the World Federation of Trade Unions, World Federation 
of Democratic Jouth, "peace movenents" and others. In fact, 
the Chinese leadership is destroying these organizations 
and trying to create dissident organizations based on 
‘yacial and national principles. (< ᾿ 

, Since the leadership of the Communist Party of 
China is greatly harming the interests of the working 
class struggling for its national liberation, the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union considers it imperative to 
categorically denounce the dissident policy of Peking. 
This is urgently required by the fundamental interests of 
the communist movement of the socialist camp and by the 
interests of all working people. The Central Committee of 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union decided te consider 
the question of the dissident action by the Chinese leaders 
within the communist movement at its current plenary session. 
The report and all of the documents of the plenary session 
pertaining to this problem will be published. The Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union will carry out in the future, 
as it did in the past, the policy directed at the consolidation =. 
of the unity of the international comminist movement based 
on Marxist-Leninist principles, 7 

In view of the situation which has developed in 
the international communist movement, therve arises anew the | 
question of when to convene a conference of representatives — 

e Ε 

' ν᾿ 
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ἢ 5 : ΤῈ 

z 

ἐπε. 



{stno-sovier RELATIONS ΝΆ 

of all Communist Parties, Some time ago many fraternal 
parties, including the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, 
being in favor of such a conference, did not consider it 
advisable to hasten its convocation, It was deemed 
necessary to create favorable conditions for carrying out 
the conference, to settle outstanding issues and to achieve 
unity with the leadership of the Communist Party of China. 
Now the real objectives set by the leaders of the Communist 
Party of China have become quite clear, They do ποῖ just ! 
‘openly call for a split in the communist movenent but are 
practically carrying it out, At present the Chinese leaders 
are trying to postpone the opening of the conference, 
Having taken the course aimed at splitting the communist 
movenent they want to use the delay for setting up groups, 
factions, pseudoparties and to counterpoise them against 
the Marxist-Leninist parties. At the same tine they want to 
defer active struggle against their anti-Leninist views 
within the ranks of the fraternal parties develop ἃ 
wide dissemination of their own views | ἀζ 

The Chinese leaders have concentrated their main 
blow against the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, resorting 
to the same methods which have been used by anti-Leninist groups, 
especially by the Trotskyites, to make it easter for them to 
disorganize the ranks of the communist movement, All this 
will require a joint rebuttal by the Marxist-Leninist parties, 
Therefore, it would be inexpedient to postpone the conference 
for a long period of time, The calling of the conference, 
in the opinion of the Central Committee of the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union, becomes more and more urgent. 
The views of the Central Committee of the Communist Party 

_ of the Soviet Union on the conference in a wore detailed forn 
will be set forth in a subsequent communication BOS 

NOTE:\ Δ) 

[Glassitiea “tg-seenet" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could r he identity 

of the source who is of continuing val nd such revelation 

could result in exceptionally grave dama o the Nation, 

Source is ΝΥ 694-S*, See memorandum Mr, Baumgardner to 

Mr. Ἦ, C. Sullivan 9/64, "Solo, Internal Security - 

Communist," WGS: pw issemination being made to the 

Honorable Walter W, Jenkins, Special Assistant to the President; 

NOTE CONTINUED PAGE Sy) 
‘ i -_ 3 7 

τὰ . , 



(Sino-sovier meses ἿΣ οὶ 

NOTE, CONTINUE “") 

[: the Honorable Dean Rusk, the Secretary of State; the 
onorable John A. McCone, Director, Central Intelligence | 

Agency; d the Attorney General and Deputy Attorney 
General, } 
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Mr, Wannall. ‘’ 
Mr, ‘Bland: 
Liaison. 
Mr, Shaw 

(18) 200-428091 ᾿ BY LIAISON. 

‘Date: February 27, 1964. 

‘To: . Director 
Central Intelligence Agency 

ἘΝ Attention:  Peputy Director, Plans 

: From: John Edgar Hoover, Director 

Subject; COMMUNIST PARTY, ‘USA. ; ᾿ | 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS. 2) 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C Solo ; 

eee ᾿ 

Referral ἡ τισι τ 

«Ὅν (00~- 42309 | - 2.31 
We ‘have not receive any information ‘that the CPUSA 

ἊΝΒ has an interest involving the sending of any of its members 
abroad for the purpose of bette sft rere 

§ Tove τας - το
ῦ 

Trotter 
Tele. δ 

mindy aaa =n th > 
Gan “TELETYPE unr? Cu] 



Director ! | 
Central Intelligence Agency | ‘ 

countries, such as Ghana, establish a government based on 
Maxxist-Leninist principles, However, the following infor- 
mation, supplied by sources which have furnished reliable | 
information in the past, may bé of interest to you, 

_ In late 1962, the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union (CPBU) expressed to the CPUSA its grave concern regard- 
ing the possibility that the Comeunist Party of China (CPC), 
using the issue of "racial brotherhood," might be placed in 
a favorable position to influence many African nations to ᾿ 
move closer to the Chinese sphere of influence, In order to. ει 
counter this possibility, the CPSU indicated ἐξ would like J 
‘to wend Henry Winston, CPUSA Vice-Chairman who was then on 
an extended visit in the Soviet Union, to Africa for the 
purpose of bolstering Soviet influence in that area of the 
‘world, The CPSU believed that Winston, an American Negro 
and an outstanding example of "imperialist brutality,” could ᾿ : 
possibly exert strong influence upon the African people and — 
rere be effective in countering the influence of the CPC in 

PACK, ' : . 

In connection with this matter, Winston contacted | 
the CPUBA and requested that it discuss in detail hiw proposed ΕΝ 
African trip, He indicated that if the CPUBA believed that . 
such a trip was feasible, he would txavel to Africa on behalf 7 
of the CPSU, but in the event the CPUSA did net concur in 
this plan, the trip would not be undertaken, 

A special meeting of the CPUBA National Board was 
held in March, 1963, in order to discuss Winston's proposed : 
African trip, It was brought out at this meeting that John . 
Abt, CPUSA attorney, believed it might be particularly dis~ | 
advantageous for the CPUSA to allow Winston to go to Africa 
in view ef the provisions of the Internal Security Act of | 
1950, According to Abt, the provisions of this Act night — 
make it a violation for Winston to go to Africa and it might 
also be a violation of the Act for Winston to express in Africa 
opinions critical of the United States, Abt indicated, in 
addition, that there might be numerous other Legal questions 
involved with respect to Winston's proposed African trip, In : 

view of Abt's remarks, it was decided that Winston should not ; 
go to Africa, | a 

You will be promptly advised of any additional 
infermation received relating to the subject matter of your 
inquiry, | | 

= a = ᾿ 

Τασοϑυσ ες. 
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Director ; 
Central Intelligence Agency — ι 

. Referral/Consult NOTE: | a | 

Classified τς τς τὰ because unauthorized dis- 
closure of this informiation could reveal the identity of the 
sources, who are of continuing value, and such revelation ᾿ 
could result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. 
Sources are NY 694-S* and CG 5824-S*, who furnished informa- _ . 
‘tion relative to Winston's proposed trip to Africa, This 
information was extracted from the following communications: 
Chicago airtel 1/11/63 and New York airtels 3/28/63 and 
6/4/63, all captioned "Solo, IS-C," 
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" } UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandym ROUTE IN ENVELOPE+ === 

TO : oad . pate: February 20, 1964 Gale Big 
Tele, Feom νααιιμαναινυπάναι 

HON GS ἰνωνεσαννανννννα 

SUBJECT . 
RNAL SECURITY - C 

9/64, at_approximately 12:10 P. M., Supervisor 
New York Office, telephonically furnished the te 

messages the informant desired to sted they be enciphered. 
At about 8:40 A.M. , (2/20/64, Mr. ποι" furnished with the _. 
enciphered text, : 

The plain text is set forth below. The cipher text is attached. ey 

TO REFEREE (Central Committee) (space) SOMEONE FROM NEST (USSR) 
LANE (CP) TRAVELING IN COVE (USA) TOLD ONE OF OUR COVE (USA) 
LANE (CP) BIRDS (CP member) THAT REFEREE (Central Committee) NEST 
(USSR) WILL TAKE CARE OF THE FINANCIAL NEEDS OF LAST (Henry Winston) 
WHEN HE.RETURNS HOME, SUCH AN IMPRESSION CAN DO GREAT HARM IN 
MANY WAYS, ONLY MYSELF AND HUB (Morris Childs) SHOULD.KNOW OF 
SUCH SECRET, FINANCIAL MATTERS. WHILE WE GREATLY APPRECIATE 
AND ARE THANKFUL FOR SUCH A DECISION ON YOUR PART, LAST (Henry 
Winston) OR ANY. SIMILAR LANE (CP) BIRD (CP member) MUST NEVER KNOW 
OF SUCH HELP COMING FROM YOUR REFEREE (Central Committee). BIRCH 
(Gus Hall) - HUB (Morris Childs). + 

BIRCH (Gus Hall) AGREES AND IS INTERESTED THAT STUDENTS OF NEGRO 
AND LATIN AMERICAN DESCENT BE SENT TO HOWARD UNIVERSITY. W 
WILL TRY TO CONTACT AS MANY AS POSSIBLE FOR THAT SEMINAR. 

NOTIFY YOU NOW THAT PAGES (number) .22 TO (number) 35.0F RED GAMMAS 
ARE LEFT. BROOKS: ~~~ 

Enclosure 

1 - Mr. eaten, ἵ 
2 - Mr. Sull aly (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 5 

. τ δ ύλμες 1 " yest a . , 

MP, le (BL 0g 369 
yg INE Sie Ay  (CONTINJEDTON NEXT PAGE) νιν 
<7 \ xc - & pollAR 2 [6θ 5.5} | 

G5 MAR 10 1964 -- -- 
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Memorandum to. Mr. Conrad 

Re: SOLO 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

RED GAMMAS are the one time ‘keys. used by the informant ‘for 
incoming messages. 

6 
ACTION: 

For information. 



ot 4 . 
ἡ, 

Φ Φ 2/20/64 

79258 15045 83679 75724 99883 93438 53302 58080 27569 59421 
19661 90159 04273 46282 19786 31079 53023 12497 49921 65128 
82293 08573 30989 18087 45991 66422 10248 26168 94942 70642 4: 
61875 81332 78712 15755 68051 33191 97721 96119 31107 14413 
69985 64079 05154 57952 59763 06206 12378 43009 87489 35364 
54386 39880 33433 34717 64446 85336 44043 18861 68055 06355 
03166 09665 92120 85717 93398 21953 42813 46729 71605 24480 
75366 39641 45871 75904 68741 35283:.00552 52438 02721 38550 
26770 13171 71073 52512 26216 22376 98442 80799 11954 19042 
22180 04127 55922 08539 78299 46480 96961 56234 75069 45370 
85039 11012 33736 07960 65522 70050 31826 11191 54442 58579 
78074 69428 75373 52036 80972 82702 20302 75975 

31079. 31180 01975 83985 95749 23708 70464 12027 98484 03032 
16323 95363 23366.96778 73673 08236 82339 51858 41970 76384 
15052 58220 02986 59980 99546 18721 83389 84567 04793 69384 
03739 45818 26985 15257 12220 75794 25756 88413 12501 33875 
99664 84778. 

04971 47161 23204 43139 63688 91559 67758 12687 63057 82133 
98804 76736 19502 67412 11536 85423 41975 39927 47465 33878 
83715 

Jo - 4.26 07) — 304° 
ENCLOSURE 
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| PO-36 (Rev, 42-13-56) i 
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Date: 3/24/64 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code} 

AIRTEL REGISTERED 
j (Priority or Method of Meiling} Ι 

πα “παι... ee πάτα πτπ ὑππα αρῶμι μάπδν κἀπὼν Ἴωλπα πόδι | ae νιν wow πὰ καὶ κ am ἐν a ee ee: »ὦ 

το: DIRECTOR, ‘FBI (100-428091) 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Re New York airtel dated 1/3/64, 

Referenced airtel reflects that NY 694-S* during 
the period of 12/30/63-1/2/64 had a series of conversations 
with LESLIE MORRIS, General Secretary of the Communist Party 
(CP) of Canada, in Montreal, At this time, MORRIS advised 
that the CP of Canada intends to hold their convention on or 
about Easter, 1964, and that they were inviting the CP, USA 
to send three fraternal delegates. 

On 2/21/64, CG 5824-S* advised SA RICHARD W, HANSEN 

as follows: 

In conversation with GUS HALL, General Secretary, 
CP, USA, on 2/21/64, ‘HALL raised the matter regarding ; 
possible fraternal delegates from the CP, USA to the na- if 
tional convention of the CP of Canada, but stated he had not 
yet decided who will attend from this Party or how many such 
individuals he would designate. However, HALL remarked that 
he had heard that CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, as a fraternal delegate, 
attended a recent CP of Canada plenum and had made a "hit" 
with the Canadians and, therefore, he was thinking that 
CLAUDE should once again be a nenber of this Party's dele- | 

- gation. In addition, HALL noted that LIGHTFOOT had a great 
many personal problems locally with his family which have 
been extremely trying for him, Since he cannot be sent on oll 

P κυ ἢ REG ἢ 
(A (3). Bureau ee " » [00 - 42 £0 77). Ab 

1 - New York (100- 37) (RM Penning _ yl ak) 
1 -- Chicago Ith . 

RH: B11 ONE ΤΩ ΞΈΝΑ ΘΒ, i964 
Arties -}0 heasxl, chown 

238-7 
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CG 134-46 Sub B - ! 
f 

a trip to the Soviet Union to get away from it all, it might 
not be a bad idea to give him a few days trip to Canada to | 
relieve him for a brief period of some of. his worries. He. 
noted he had not yet discussed this matter with LIGHTFOOT, 
oe ἘΣΟΡΒΌῚΥ would before his departure from Chicago on 

5 6 ry ; . 

3 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
Date: 2/24/64 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Vic AIRTEL REGISTERED 
! (Priority or Method of Mailing} | 

ut ly meet ee ee hs eh fs ss een σα σα αν ie μαμὰ ian -_= 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Re New York airtels dated 1/22/64 and 2/4/64, 

Referenced New York airtel of 1/22/64, page 3, 
item 4, relates to a comnunication from GUS HALL to the 
Communist Party, Soviet Union (CPSU), regarding the matter 

| of a possible United States trade union delegation to the 
| Soviet Union for May 1, 1964. Referenced New York airtel 

of 2/4/64, page 3, item 3, sets forth response of CPSU to 
HALL's communication and their invitation to the CPUSA to 
send a 4-man American trade union delegation to the Soviet 
Union for May Day, 1964, 

In connection with the above, CG 5824-S* advised 
SA RICHARD W, HANSEN that GUS HALL, General Secretary, CPUSA, 
on 2/19/64 had stated that he was taking the matter of a 
trade union delegation up with individual trade union leaders | 
in the Party. He also noted that he intended during his μ΄. 
participation in the National Trade Union Commission meeting 7 
in Chicago on 2/20/64 to take aside certain people and discuss 
individually with them the CPSU proposition for an American 
trade union delegation on May 1. As of 2/I9/64, HALL stated 
he had not made any decision regarding participation by any 
one particular individual in such a delegation, if one is 
actually formed. 
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Date: 2/25/64 

| 

| 

| 
FREI . I 

| 

Ι 
| Transmit the following in 

(Type tn plain text oF ¢tode) 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) | 
ee ee ee ee ἐπὰν ee ee wwe πα πα tes sem sores um κα κα et κα sieht sr Sn ὧν τῶ Wk at“nf ne se or foe tre re Mi pom se cm tae ecm κι κα “τὰ παρὰ ee πα —_ 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

\ 

Re my airtel dated 2/20/64. 

ες On 2/21/64, CG 5824-S*, advised SA RICHARD ἡ, HANSEN 
that he had had occasion on that date to speak privately and 
confidentially to GUS HALL, General Secretary, Communist 
Party, USA (CPUSA), and at this time had informed him of the 
pending receipt of funds from the CP, Soviet Union (CPSU), 
CG 5824-S* noted that he had given HALL the information con- 
cerning ‘these funds in very general terms and in the manner 
which he had outlined and which is set forth in referenced 
airtel. HALL made no specific inquiry as to the exact amount 
of funds which the CPSU was supplying or as to the date of the 
funds pending arrival. He was extremely pleased with the 
rapid approval given to this Party's fund request and was 
happy to know that the funds would be arriving soon, 

The only comment HALL had at the time regarding (le 
these new funds which the Party was to receive was that now δῥ 
it would be a good idea to consider some concrete action 
towards investment of then. 

The above is for the information of the Bureau and 
New York, 
+" 

συ - 6b4 B 
8G). Bureau (RM) / 2-42 F 0 fo 9, 22 

Ἵ -- New York (100-134637) (ΑΜ) REC- 1? 
Δ - Chicago ἢν, ΔΙ ΔΒ 1664 | \ 
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DIRECTION, FBI (65.65.05) eo ghey foggy AGL! 

SAC, EM YORK (65-17696) 

TRACTI.IQ OF AMERICAN MONEY USED oY 
SOVIETS IN ESPIOWUAGE OPERATIONS 
ESP-7 
(00: MEW YORK) 

EXTREME CAUTION MUST RD EXSRCISED ἘΣΤῚ AesPscr 

TO DISSEMINATION OF THE INFCTUIATION JIEREIN TUASHUCH AS BY 

ITS HATURE SAID INFORMATION TEINS TO IDENTIFY if ὁ0}}.8Ὲ, 

A VALUABLE INFORMANT, AS TID SOURCE. UNLESS τῷ INTOrMA~ 

P1012 IS OBTAINED FROM A SCURCE CTUER THAN NY δ δ, IT 

SHOULD NOT BE INCLUDED EVEN 10 PARAPHRASED FOR = IN THE 
INVESTIGATIVE SECTION OF A cardi. 

As the Bureau is ayare, MY 694-9", <n 1/31/64, 
received 330,000 from ALEXSEY 11. KOLCBASIKTII, its soviet 

princijal. This money consisted of 1000 $20.00 notes and 

1060 720.00 notes. 

It 43 noted thas included among the 1000 $10,00 

notes was 1 Silver Certificate. The following analysis 

therefora will pertain to 959 $10.00 notes and the 1000 

$20.00 notes. The index of bho iO maintalns hoe record 
for Sliver Certificates. 

Yhen the above money was broken down into Federal 

Neserve Districts and saries, the following was reflected: 

4m Burcau (RY ) 
,“(.- ἀὐοίδα 991} (Ga) 

1- 100-3-53) (CP, USA FUUDS) 
3. “New York 

ἐπ 3.0 1768), assy τπτὸ ; - ol 51 Pd fa 

" '-NOT RECORDED 
87 FEB 26 1864 

ἘΞΌΝ, 
(7) 
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NY 65-17696 

$10.00 

A Boston 

1934A 1 
1950 12 
L950A . 31 
1950B 15 
1950¢ 16 

 fotal : 15 

Β New York 

1L934A 5 
19348 2 
1934¢ 2 
1950 124 
1950A 117 
19508 186 
19506 - _35 
Total 7 | ATL 

C | | Philadelphia 

1934A 1 
1950 15 
19504 LY 
19508 20 
1950¢ 33 

2a . 



NY 65. 7696. 

Cleveland 

3 
12 
14 
at 
33 

Richmond 



NY 65-17696 

6 chicago 
1934A A 
19348 oF 
1934¢ ae! 
1950 | 12 
1950A AL 
1950B 22 

1950¢ .1 

Total 82 

i St. Louls 

1950 Ἵ 
1950A 4 
19508 i 

Total 6 

TI ‘Minneapolis 

1950 2 
1950A 2 
19508 4 

| Total 8 | 

1950 2 
1950A | 6 
19508 . 4 

Total 12 

τὰ, 





«ἱμὶ 
Philadelphia 

“δ. 
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NY 65~17696 

E Richmond 

1934A 3 
19348 Δ 
2950 ,; ἃ 
1950A 14 
1950B 5 
1950¢ 61 

Total, 115 

F Ablanta 

1934 2. 
1934A Ὶ 
1934¢ 1 
1950 1 
1950A 2 
19508 22 " 
1950¢ ἢ 

Total 33 

Gg Chicago 

1934A 4 
19345 2 
1950 δ 
1950A 138 
‘L950B 110 
1950¢ Δ 

Total 157 

H St. Touis 

1934¢ 2 
1950 3 
1950A 5 
1950B 6 
1950¢ 2 

Total 18 
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Kansas ΟἿ 

4 
1... 

14 
7 

rt 



AY 65017696 

* gyon tho total of 999 .10,00 μοῦσα, she Iva) waa 
tho Δαθαν wlth nasberm of netua ol; dnully dssued e041 πᾶν 
a) whbh afl (7... sho San spancdaco wt) wo the gucond - 
Δα σοῦ ὦ) with nanecor ov 310.00 notes dasued with 139 (13,9.-)6¢ 

the οὔ sag also the bhignest wisi nmeneor oa Ὁ φῦ 
notds oripinally tssucd from that «ὦ wheh J (3h ta. sho 
Ghicaye sD was Sho second largest with ΤΣ oF ἄψφυῦ novos 
with 207 (13.70). 

| Aoyavdinss the total δρυῶν {29 000) iideh dneludon 
the 10.00 and δός notes, tho ii hud tho lum ood ancunt 
οὐ ui curroncy dasucd fre. any sD whth 11,509, (Aaa, 

" “when tha ἀφ amd οὐ νθῦ notos tora co ρυφοῦ 
araings the liat of ~onoy whlch wag tasued to she coylova In 
Jou 20rk and isu, no Idontifdention wag οὐ σονοίς 

“hen ¢ho δον 10.00 netog vero so.usarad ἃ cast 
Uo dads οὐ aad Soviot ὑλῶν osslonase ΟΣ wnintainad dn 
cugtionod eace, there was no ovildencd al patiomia os corlal- 
dzgation ¥oriod whon placins tho 10.00 notes dn tho Index 
with any of tho 12 1219. 

anon tho .,20,00 notes vero ecoupared againaé “ho 
index οὐ ὧδ and Seviot bloc asulonu money ἀλη σα dn 
custionad caso, there voro suvaral 20.00 notoy that 2012 
Anto patvorms of sequence with οὐκ notes provlougly 
furnished to the Cv, ὑὴλ on she date daudicated, πὸ word 
δον, ds ucod dnascmuch ag there way not an overdiol dng 

.wuevbor of sonpardsona whth the 720,00 nolea but the auubor 
chat Wags dound are act forth Valow. 

una asterisk denotes tho «δός notes Surmished 
τὸ tho UP, lib on 1/31/6l,, by tho Soviets. 



NY 65-17696 

The above 15. set forth for the information of 
the Bureau. It is noted that the date? 1/16/63, 3/27/63, 
and 6/11/63, were other instances when the Soviets furnished 
eurrency for use of the OP, USA, 

Mention is also made to the fact that there 
were no identical notes among the 999 $10.00 note and the 
1000 $20.00 notes when inserting said notes into the index, 

Information concerning comparison against the 
index is not to be set forth in report form or dissemination 
memorandum without Bureay authority. 

-12- 
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᾿ ~ RBure ΙΝ ENVELOPE 
Legat, Ottawa February 28, 1964 

Director, FBI (100-428091) 
< 1... Mr. Wannail 

(0) | ‘COMMUNIST PARTY, USA - Mr. Shaw 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~- C 

Phere are enclosed three copies of a letterhead 
nemorandum classified " and captioned "Communist 
Party of Canada" which relates to the forthcoming convention 
of the Canadian Communist Party and the establishment of a 

| Communist Party training school in Candda. | 

You of the enc] 
.- f th 

. At the time you furnish the 
memorandum to you should: request | 

TD a detailed accounting including places visited and contacts Lf 
6 made) of NY 694-S*'s activities during informant's trip to Ἧ 
ere Toronto, Canada, during the period 12/31/63 to 1/2/64. : 

The Bureau should .b ptly furnished all 7 af 
information received from the relative to the activitie a 
of NY 694-S* in Canada during the above-mentioned period ‘ : 

Enclosures - 3 ay : 

a. Ip 7D 
NOTE : ᾿ ir Η 

Data which we received from NY 694-S*, relating to 
his activities in Canada,was forwarded to Legat, Ottawa, | 
1/21/64, egat advised ‘by routing slip 1/27/64 that on 
1/27/64 as furnished this information. igo 69 694-S*'s ὶ 

! 
τ 

! 

ξ 
Ξ 
8 

re 
.-: 
oO 
ΟΣ 
[eal 
i 
ες 

departure for Canada on 12/31/63, Legat. requested to afford 
Teleon. coverage of the activities of Nie hile in Canada. We 
Mar - have not received the results 6 coverage. 

Contd 1 - Foreign Kiaison Unit (routggttrodghl forts 

og / 00 27. V99/ 

Ι 
Ξ 

nedosure) 

eee 
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ROUTE IN ENVEL@PE 
Jpparter 

1... Mr. Wannall 
1. Mr. Shaw 

i 

February 28, 1964 

| COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA. 

Sources which have furnished reliable information 
in the past recently obtained from representatives of the 
Communist -Party, USA (CPUSA), the following information 
pertaining to the Communist Party (CP) of Canada, 

_ The CPUSA has suggested. to the CP of Canada 
that the Canadian CP organize a national training ‘school 
in Canada which could be used for the training of both 
Canadian and American students for CP leadership positions. 
The CPUSA has, also suggested that. such a school could be 
staffed with instructors not only from Canada and the , 
United States, but also from England, and possibly from 

“the Soviet Union. " 

ΤῊς CP of Canada plans to hold its convention on 
or about Easter, 1964, and has invited the CPUSA to send 

. three fraternal delegates to the convention. Although 

Trotter μοκωυπιωκνονννρων 
Tele . Reom Cen al 

Hole & enue 
Gandy «ὐνωννυντμονσπια 

Gus Hall], CPUSA Genexal. Secretary, has not indicated as 
yet who the members of the CPUSA delegation will be, it is 
anticipated that Claude Lightfoot, CPUSA Vice-chairman | 
who attended the recent plenum. of the CP of Canada, will be 
included in the CPUSA delegation, The CP of Canada has 
requested that members of the CPUSA delegation, who will 
attend the forthcoming convention of the CP of Canada,. be 
in a position to formally discuss the establishment of a 

} ἡ 

CP training school in Canada. 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, 
it is essential that the contents of this. memorandum be 
afforded careful security and its use restricted to a 
need-to-know basis, 

100-428091 

1 - Foreign Liaison Unit 
Original and two to Legat, Ottawa, by letter 2/28/64, 
WGS:mlf (7 moe reersewn] — ENCLOSURE, 

STS y2 (05) Bou ne» ἢν 
ΒΝ 

f 

'ῶς 
q we 

᾿ é 
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COMMUNIST PARTY OF CANADA 

NOTE: 

Classified Σου τα er" because unauthorized disclosure 
‘of ‘this information could reveal the identity of the sources, 
who are of continuing value, ‘and such revelation could result 

_ in exceptionally grave damage to the nation. Sources are 
NY 694-S* and CG 5824-S*. See New York airtels 1/3/64; and 
1/6/64; and 1/13/64, and | Chicago airtel 2/24/64, all captioned 
"Solo, IS-C." 
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BLOPE Φ | er . | | - ROUTE 2 ENV ἜΤ 
YY PIRES ya β 

BAC, New York (2105-26408) | Yebevary 27, 1964 | 

Directer, ΤῈΣ (106-78927) | 
<eo=ea081 7 PERSONAL ATTENTION 

Bee ete ΣΤΥ 

, SECURITY ~ σ᾽ > | | | - 
- ΝΡ . 
em ee ame ee . 

ne Wew York Yatter February 18, 1904 

= _ 

3 Ἢ = ἔξ ΐ ξ 4 

no 8 
we desirable and secure precedure to in ref ing r use. ore 

ta the Soviets through NY 694-5*, 

Continue your review of ties to locate ene ox 
more additional candidates for this operation. Yeu should 
aeeetltate for itn available as soon as possible to 
substitute the event he is determined to be 
nawilling er not qualizied for referral ta the Soviets. 

Ore Carefully follow vith HY 60¢-5t the plan to 
refer x “legitinate’ recruit te the Soviets 

This matter mist be afferded your con continuing 
attention and the Bureau must be advised of all pertinent 

ts. De not initiate any referral to the Soviets 
without prior Bureau authority, 

- #IDV ὦ 

‘i - puttie[ ςς 1 [Go “21: i) < 

Dae ie ἌΝ _ 16] Fee aemaberz, PAGE THO 

-- 27 
é Fl 

a 

“26 
~ 

RIGINAL FILED * 

ze) 



Letter to New York 
RE; ALEKSEY MW. KOLOBASHKIN: 

105~78927 
100-438091 

NOTE: 

The Soviet contact of WY 694-8* has requested 
the informant to furnish hin the identities of three 
individuals to “work with us (Soviets)." We have worked 
out a plan to refer individuals in our control to the 
Seviets through NY 694-S* but the first two candidates 
considered for referral were not approved by the informant. 
The informant has now approved a third candidate for the 
operation and New York is conducting additional background 
investigation on this individual prioxs to submitting a 
specific plan for the referral, This matter is being 
followed closely inasmuch as the Seviets have indicated 
a desire to receive the nanes of individuals to be used by 
them soon and algo because it presents a unique opportunity 
for us to penetrate Soviet espionage activities in this 
country. 
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ROUTE IN ENVEL 
Date: 2/24/64 

PE 

ΠΣ Ξ ΩΝ Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED 
(Priority) | 

- TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100~-428091) 
2 r : 

(nd ROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

CG 5824-S* on 2/19/64 advised SA RICHARD ἢ, HANSEN 
that he was in receipt of a short communication from NY 694-S* 
noting that NY 694-S* had received a letter through a drop in 
New York City from the Communist Party (CP) of Canada. This 
letter noted that the "World Marxist Review," Prague, Czecho- 
Slovakia, was holding a symposium commencing on 3/23/64 in 
Prague and that it was desired that the CP, USA send someone 

At the suggestion apparently of the 

ἘΠῚ ΤᾺ 
The above noted matter was raised by CG 5824-5* 

with GUS HALL on 2/20/64 and at this time HALL responded by ‘ 
noting: "They are nuts, we are not sending any one of them. . \: 
I don't trust BUDISH, PERLO doesn't know what he's talking {YA 
about, and JAMES ALLEN can't get a passport." However, he 
advised that the Canadians should be told that the Party here 
is thinking about the matter of the 23rd. 

In view of the response of HALL as noted above, 
AD 

CG 5824-5* suggested that NY 694-S* incorporate in his next Luft 
letter to the Canadians something to the following effect: 

νὰ φτοῦ Bureau (RM) S (Val 
1 - New York (100-134637) (RM) 
1 - Chicago 

RWE:DIL ar [ov F2 {624 F [wes eo Oe 
ΒΝ Oman 86 | 

Sent _ ὁ ΜΝ Per 



dé δ᾽ τό inauisy of ie “23 a, he. ΣΝ 

-dnte¢ the ‘Broplén ᾿ en wee δ. 

cussed with. cess 1... “sh ve 
wah bare 

ee tats 

fa 

aes be- tbo. be. οι Serre 
transmittal τὸς ‘New York Citys: ᾿ 



ΕἘΌ,36 (Rev, 12.13.56) 

ma ‘ 
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: e 8 | ™ ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
Date: 2/24/64 

Transmit the following.in ; 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Vic AIRTEL ee RE ἢ 

το : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ῷ 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

‘Re ‘New York airtel dated 2/17/64 ὌΞΩ Ny wh. 
. Us 

Referenced New York airtel, page 3 
information concerning hospitalization of 
Soviet Union due ‘to serious mental co 
text of this Soviet message regarding had been previously 
furnished to Chicago 2/17/64 by New York tor transmittal to 
CG 5824-S* for relay to GUS HALL, At this time, New York 
advised that NY 694-S* had discussed the message with LEM KY] 
"HARRIS in New York and both opinion that it , 
‘Should not be discussed vith parents at this time 
and that they should take no action in regard to this message 
until such time as GUS HALL had returned to Néw York. 

‘lbs, 
ΠΡΟ | 

In line with the above, CG 5824-S* discussed the 
[_] situation with GUS HALL on 2/17/64 and HALL's WV 
response was as follows: 

We had better not tell or discuss the matter bee 
with anyone at this time. Let me think it over and I will ες 70 
decide how it should be approached and handled. 

The above comments of HALL were telephonically 
furnished to New York on 2/18/64, 

[gk ete Bureau ‘(RM) | | {μὰ ἘΠ ΓΝ Ὁ ΤῊΣ 5: 
RWH: 511 ων | ! 

(5) ἐξ Sp ν- 5. σὺ uf 2 & 0 2.220 , (, 

A, I "" ΡΥ ῃᾳῃΕῃῃΓῃ 
Approved iad f Sent 5 EE <1 -) apn 

65 M AR 1 0 ised" Agent Shar | 



᾿ »" 

‘be best for 

CG 134-46 Sub B 

CG 5824-S* then advised that during the late p.m. 
of 2/20/6-¢ i-S* bad again taken up with him by tele- 
‘phone ‘the matter. NY 694-S* had told CG 5824-S* be 
that he -had had some additional discussion on this with LEM. 
HARRIS and- onvinced it could be bad for the 
Party if were not told. | .Ν 

Ba on NY 694-S*'s comments, CG 5824-.S* again 
took up the matter with HALL on 2/21/64. HALL at this 
time agreed be bad for the FP ‘would 

to know of their 
was of the opinion that »“5Ὲ ! 

should talk to the concerning this matter. However, 
HALL noted that if 4-$* could not handle this matter, log 
he should. get together with LEM HARRIS, out ὁ LEM how) bic 
it should be done and have him then see the HALL | 
stated that NY 694-S* should have the personal responsibility 

hospitalization. 

for seeing that anner in which the information is to 
ven to the ds properly ee — added that the 
could be hat if any one of wanted to 

go over to see the Party would give consi eration and 
all possible help. 

The results of the discussion held with HALL on 
2/21/64 were telephonically furnished to the New ‘York Office | 
on 2/22/64 for transmissian to NY 694-5*, ι 



FD-36 (Rev. 12:13556) | 
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Ὁ . Φ Φ | 
Ι 

᾿ FBI | 
| 

Date: 2/25/64 | 
Ι 
i Transmit the following tn. 

(Type in plain text oF code) 

Via ___ AIRTEL } 
(Priority or Method a of Mailing) | 

ee ee ere eve mee hie παν ile tly “als “aie Snir ee ee wh oe ew ee oe σὸν ἀμ δας γα, ee Lk ed ΝΕ heme tte ee a ee ae ee 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428001) 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) eS fet 

C) ὯΝ . δ 
\ 

Re New York airtel dated 9/6/63, page 7, item 14; 
Chicago airtel dated 9/9/63 and enclosed informant’ S state- 
ment; New York airtel dated 9/19/63, page 1, item 1; Chicago 
airtel dated 11/5/63 and enclosed informant's statement, 
page 10; and Chicago airtel dated 12/16/63 and enclosed 
informant's statement, page 1, all captioned as above. 

All of the above referenced communications relate 
in part or in total to negotiations regarding gift stallions 
from the Communist Party (CP), Soviet Union, and from the 
Polish United Workers Party. ἬΝ 

In connection with the above, CG 5824-S* on SOM 
2/19/64 advised that while in Minneapolis, Minnesota, on ra 
2/17/64, GUS HALL, General Secretary, CP, USA, had briefly ] 

! made reference to the matter of the purebred Soviet and , 
Polish stallions, His remarks at this time were as follows: 

During his present trip to Minneapolis, HALL had 
again spoken to his brother and his brother now is in favor 
of accepting the offer of the gift of purebred Polish 
Stallions. According to HALL, the new tariff law which th 
United States Government had been considering placing in 
effect against the importation of such horses has now been 
discarded and instead the United States Government is now 
vO to increase the importation of these particular 

| ages UES (RM) " a . ny 
New York  so-astbsey cay Oy εν ἃ 

1 = Chicago 

RYE: bi aa νέφη. το1 5 Γι | Lf 

ey ταθαι Approved:«; ΝΘ Sent ) 

G5 MAR 10 seg" Aierk ὦ Chase ͵ 



CG 134.46 Sub Β 

animals, In view of this, HALL noted that there is now 
a good possibility that the Party may request in the future 

the delivery of ‘the gift stallions offered to the Party, or ; 
at least accept the offer of the Poles. He, therefore, | oo 
suggested that no action be taken to reject entirely the . 

outstanding offer of the Russians or the Poles to give these 
F 

gift stallions to the Party. | 
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PAY 1962 EDITION . . 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum, RouTE IN ENVELOPES 
TO +: MR. A. H. BELHO pate: February 20, 1964 32 

TIOLtel neceerereene 

FROM : μῃ, ἡ, 6. SULLIVAN. (2 of 1+, Belmont Heine me 
1-lr. Sullivan Gandy πότ 
l-Mr, J,A.S1zoo 

SUBJECT: 1-Mr. Baumgardner { Ἴ at TERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST  l-Hr. Gurley ) = 

ΟΞ ) 
a τ, POAC Roney, New York Office, called me at 

10:45 a ag: today (2/20/64) to say he has learned fron 
New YorkK''694 the following: 

wy 
oe NY: ‘694 just received a radio message from Moscow 

o- for-Gus Hall. It stated that Russia would furnish 
Ν $800, 000 to the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) during 
=> March of 1964 . s 

ad "τ 

μον νὰ 

It is to be noted that the Russians have already 
furnished the CPUSA this year $30,000, so when. this next: 
anountanrives, 1t will be a total of $630,000 furnished™ 
During 1963, the Russians furnished the CPUSA a total of™ 
$583,606., Be ns 

wy Les 

RECOMMENDATION: τι a 

For information and record purposes. 

aMAR, 8 1964 Feo Sy 5 δὰ }}} Cd 
by «- ΝΝΝ 

ae 7 τς ΠΟΝΊΜΜΕΓΓ SIA : 
at | aa HEC.D , 

w 
65 MAR 10 1964 



ev, 12-13-56) 4 ̓ 

" Rouve INF Β1έμψβι 
| - Date: 2/19/64 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or ¢ode} 

Vie. AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL | 
{Priority or Method of Mailing) | 

‘wm sate, ae Ce ee ke en δυδαὰ παν ὑδππα πυῦσ: τα ὅπαὶ ὥστ ὅϑπαι ὅθπαι ὅθ. ὅθπθὶ παπᾶ ἡσι L oe ee ee ee i ek. ee 1 

(4 TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ΤᾺ % 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) : [ν 
y | 

SUBJECT: (SOLO (se 7 1/4" 4 

(00: 06). | | Keel | 

akib |. 
On 2/18/64, NY 694-S* advised SA ALEXANDER Ὁ. 

BURLINSON that on said date he received a letter from a Ar 
confidential mailbox maintained by him for the specific ΟΡ 
use of contact with the Communist Party of Canada. Informant 
advised that he does not know who sent this letter to him » ἡ +e 
because of the fact that this letter did not have any cover sat hes 
communication indicating the identity of the sender. However, 

| because of the fact that this ista:box maintained for 
communications with the Communist Party of Canada, he knows ih 
that this has been sent to him by a Canadian CP official. 4 ἢ 

ty 

' Informant advised that apparently ‘HENRY WINSTON 
was forwarding this letter through this channel so that it ῪΝ 
could be brought to the attention of GUS HALL, General ¥ 
Secretary, CPUSA. 

This letter is addressed to "Dear Corirade Henry 25 
Winston" and dated December 13, 1963, at Berlin. The iet 
18 ΣΝ "Edith Anderson” ‘ 

- oyek Su ε 
ῷ- ἐδ ἐπα (1907498091) nes . 2) (RM) gt? 

1 Chicago (134, rae τ 1) (ΕΜ) Q (+ | 
- Washington Field RM . 

ἢ I ny 1000134637 3 ᾿ ἫΝ ay 

JDO: mm) Ss Μ ΤΕ, Lodi ὃ , ἍΝ 

oat Sg ᾿ 1 soy ΡΟΝ ANG aa 1:5 | 
© ¥ ry} ah I Wis wee : 

ApprovedAes - OE Sent i. Saf 

65 MAR J ῇ Ree"
 Agent in Charge 



᾿ς 

NY 100-134637 

Ὁ copies of this letter are enclosed herewith 
for the Bureau and the contents thereof is self-explanatory, 

yeoted that the letter is concerned with observations 
EDI {who is on des" Berlin, state of the 

"Nation vardian" , who ‘resides n Berlin. ΜῈ : 
ae pi et rE OS Ihara 

By: way of 4dentification, the following is Ὅς 
forth concerning persons mentioned in the letter: | 

A geanae on and 5 a Bee are identical with 
wredu-t “WEO is Office of Origin 

| os ΟἿ ΠΡ 5 ΕΣ 

\ i ἊΝ the General Manager of the 
voy ational G radian’. ΙΝ .Ν 

a 

᾿ ‘The JIM ferred to in line 2, paragraph 3 of 
the letter apparently refers to 

ONSON, Editor of the "National Guardian". 
ea enn 

Snel 

GEORGE LOHR (deceased) was on the "Worker" 
᾿ staff and resided in Germany. 

‘EDITH ANDERSON is identical with Bureau file 
105~80041 and she is currently carried on the 
editorial staff of the "National Guardian” 
and resides in Berlin, 

| A Photostat of this letter is being furnished 
to Chicago and Washington Fleld for information. ̓  



τ φΦ e 
ae SoUTE IN ENVELOPE 

SAC, New York (100134637). 2-28-6400 ὃ 
1 - Mr. Shaw 

Director, FBI (100-428091) 

‘INTERNAL SECURITY - C gy mes ως | ReNYairtel 2/14/64 (copies to Chicago and R 
Washington Field) which concerns the receipt y NY - 
694.S* of ἃ letter from a confidential mailbox main- 
tained for the specific use of contact with the Communist 
‘Party of Canada, 

For your information and future guidance, the 
* Bureau does not desire that New York or Chicago furnish 
copies of Solo communications to other field offices, 
' This procedure in no way relieves your offices of the 

responsibility of furnishing 5010 information to interested 
offices, Such information should, however, be furnished to 
interested offices under the appropriate case caption along. 
with any necessary cautionary statement relative to dis- . 
semination, The information should, of course,‘ be set forth | 

. as being received from NY 694-S® and/or CG 5824-S*, however, 

. ‘the details relating to the Solo apparatus or the scope of ( 
| the Solo operation should not be included, 

: It is essential that meticulous care be afforded 
' the handling of Solo information in order to maintain the 
ragetails of the Solo operation on a strictly need-to-know 
wbasis; In the event your offices have any questions relating 
to the furnishing of Solo information to other field offices, 

a communication. should be sent to the Bureau setting forth 
‘zany (problems and including your recomuendation as to the 
_ ‘manner?in which any such problems should be resolved, 

— 

| myc | 

ΝΥ, - GOPL—E % ΞΕ - CHieago (134-46 Sub B) egy - 42 ζσΖΖς Gs 
, Ree ἢ 

NOTE: | 19 MAR 2 1864 
Th 0 operation: involves the _extremely-—convert 

.. liaison activi ἐ " PNY 
e 

Belnontw—ewe Communist Pa (CB)! bf "the world, particularly the CP of 

. ee  π.ᾳῃῃᾳ0Κ.0.0ῃ 

Casper οτος. the Soviet tbreevi This operation encompasses clandestine 4 
ood _ meetings witht oni Als both in the United States an 

Deusoeh . seeing 0 τον, with the Soviets through 

To 1 aetenapnttinaine ν ᾿ 

“totter - ; Pity: ἢ C4) 

Holme R te ; 
Candy Aly 

My ! (note continued p Koc frrgh ; 
. φῇ 
i 6 OME] ses etype onrr [1] | 



to furnish copies of Solo communications to other field 

in this communication, 

+ 

Letter to New York 
RE: SOLO , 
100-428091 

NOTE (CONTINUED): 
wave radio message from Moscow, It is imperative that the details 
of this very sensitive operation be restricted to a need- 
to-know basis. In order to adequately safeguard this 
operation, New York and Chicago are being instructed not 

divisions, The manner ‘is which Solo information of 
interest to other offices should be set forth ‘is covered 
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1 = The Deputy Attorney 

Looe POAT ION: & TY DERIVED FROM: 

FET £UTOMATIC DECLASELPICATION GHite 
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The Attorney General 

Director, PBI 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
IWTERWAL SECURITY ~ Ὁ 

~- Mr, Sullivan 
- Mr. Wannall 

- Mr. Branigan 
“- Mr, Baumgardner 
- Mr. Shaw ad Bed ad bad fl μὲ μὸ 

Material in the enclosed memorandum was supplied 
by a source which has furnished reliable information in 

the pest. The enclosed summarizes a note 

Enbaasy, Moacov, 
protested the slanderous broadcasts by "Radio Peking in “ 

tte attempt to set the Soviet people against the leader~ 

ship of the Communist 
Soviet Foreign Ministry 
tinues to broadcast anti-Soviet statements, appropriate 

‘Soviet organizations would be forced to take retaliatory 

Bocause of the sensitive nature of our source, 

‘we: have classified this communication and its enclosure 
This information is being furnished te other 

nteres δες οἵ 

Kaclosure 

100—428091 

7 

SUR stied $ 

Party of the Soviet Union. The 
ver trued that if Radio Peking con 

[g@ 4 

WOO" ONIGVAY--0,93% the Government, 

τ Τὸ ἡ δῇ 

ῳ 

ci 

General (Enclosure) 4 Ὦ ΄ 

ὯΙ 
3 x 

Ἢ because unauthorized dis- 

— of this information could result in exceptionally 

& ye damage to the Nat 

from memoranda C, F. Do 

ion, Source to whom Soviets directed 

ng to Mr, Conrad 2/25/64 and 
the above information is NY 694-S*, Information extracted | 

2/27/64 both captioned olo, Internal Security - ΟΝ 

oe Hd BT δ αὶ ἅδῃ 
ee a ee 
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a “Ῥω 

ἰ 1-Mr. Belmont 1-Mr, Branigan 
at 1-Mr. Evans 1-Mr Baumgardner 

l-Mr, DeLoach i1-Liaison 

1-Mr, Sullivan 1-Mr, Shaw 
l-Mr, Wannall 

March 3, 1964 

SINO-SOVIET RELATIONS 

Summary of Note Delivered by the 
Soviet Foreign Ministry to the 
Chinese Embassy, Moscoy, Russir, 
in February, 1964 

The Soviet Foreign Ministry considers it necessary 
to draw attention to the character of broadcasts by Radio 
Peking in'the Russian language, In these broadcasts materi-~ 
als are used that contain slanderous attacks on the Soviet 
Union, the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and the Sovi 
Government, Attempts are being made to set the Soviet people 
‘against the leadership of the Communist Party of the Soviet = 
Union. For example, the slanderous editorial in “Hung Chi" 
("Red Flag") and Jen Min Jih Pao” ("People's Daily") of 
February 4, 1964, was broadcasted in the Russian language 
125 times during an 80-hour period, ("Red Flag and "People's 
Daily" are official organs of the Communist Party of Chins.) 
Almost every broadcast by Radio Peking is filled with attacks 
on the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, the Soviet .Govern- 
ment and the Soviet people, The broadcasts ‘by Radio Peking 
have aroused the indignation of the working people of the 
Soviet Union, who in numerous letters to Soviet social organ- 
izations are asking if such broadcasts ‘are really from Radio 
Peking or if the name of Radio Peking is being used for | 
provocatory purposes by the "Voice of America” and CHIANG 
Kai-shek's Government, 

: In its efforts to spread as wide as possible: all 
kinds of fabrications about the Soviet people and the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union, Radio Peking has violated inter- 
national rules pertaining to the use of radio frequencies of 
special assignment, which are allotted for aviation, marine 

. fleet, radio telephone and radio telegraph, This has jeopardized 
] the work of aviation and marine fleets of the Soviet Union and 

δ other countries, Such unscrupulous methods have caused serious 
—— damage to the friendship of the Soviet and Chinese peoples and 

have aided the forces of anticommunism in their fight against 
the international communist movement, The Soviet Ministry for 

MoM! σπὼ τεσσ. Foreign Affairs strongly protests such actions and calls upon 
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‘the Chinese leadership to take all necessary steps to cease 
unfriendly activity toward the Soviet Union in the interest 
of consolidation, friendship and unity between the Chinese 
and Soviet peoples. If Radio Peking continues to broadcast 
anti-Soviet statements, appropriate Soviet organizations, 
meeting the wishes of the working people of the Soviet Union, 
will be forced to take retaliatory measures, , 

NOTE: 

- Classified ὅποιος. because unauthorized disclosure of 
this information could jeopardize NY 694-S8*, who is of con- 
tinuing value, and such disclosure could result ‘dn, exceptionally — 
grave damage to the Nation, The Soviets directed the informa- 
tion in this memorandum to NY 694-S* by short-wave radio from 
‘Moscow, ‘The broadcast by the Soviets to NY 694-S* was monitored | 
by the Bureau radio station and was set forth in memoranda - 
C. Ε΄ Downing to Mr. Conrad 2/25/64 and 2/27/64 captioned 
"Solo, Internal Security ~ Cc,” 
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Le} Crete) Hdamee, ge 4-6 
ReNYairtel to Bureau, 2/10/64, reflecting that GUS 

HALL had suggested’ that the Soviets invite to the Soviet Union 
the American industrialist EDWARD LAMB of Toledo, Ohio; and 
NYairtel to Bureau, 2/13/64, reflecting that on that date a 
ciphered message was received via radio from Moscow advising 
that the Soviets had an important letter to be delivered to 
the CPUSA and that a meeting should be arranged at which the 
said letter could be delivered to ‘the CPUSA. HA AY, re > AU 

On 2/15/64, ‘NY 694~S* furnished the following informa- 
tion to SAS JOHN D. δ' CONNELL and ALEXANDER.C. ΒΟΚΕΊΝΒΟΝ: Ἶ 

ΞΕ . 
On 2/13/64, NY 694-S*, following receipt of the - ( 

message from Moscow to the effect that an important message 
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was to be delivered to the CPUSA, sent a message via walkie 
talkie to ALEKSEY KOLOBASHKIN at the Soviet Mission to the UN, 
requesting that the latter meet him at the Armstrong rendezvous 
on Friday, 2/14/64, at 6:00 p.m. Not ‘knowing whether KOLOBASHKIN 
had received this walkie talkie message or not, NY 694-S*, on 
2/14/64, went to the "Helen" drop and left a noded message, the 
plain text of which was as follows: 

"Received your message about the important 
letter you have for me. Meet me at Armstrong 
on Saturday, 6:00 p.m. If you cannot meet me 
on Saturday, then meet me on Sunday at Armstrong 
at 6:00 p.m,” 

Although the informant had in his possession micro- 
film containing other messages for the Soviets, he did not leave 
this microfilm at the "Helen" drop, but proceeded to the Armstrong 
rendezvous, thinking that possibly, if KOLOBASHKIN had received 
‘the walkie talkie message of 2/13/64, the latter might go to the 
Armstrong rendezvous at 6:00 p.m. on 2/14/64. 

KOLOBASKHIN was not at the Armstrong rendezvous, ᾿ 
and NY 694-S* then returned to the "Helen" drop to ascertain 
whether or not the microfilm message requesting a meeting with 
KOLOBASKHIN on 2/15/64, had been picked up. He ascertained 
that the said message had been picked up. 

At 6:00 p.m, on Saturday, 2/15/64, NY 694-S* went to 
the Armstrong rendezvous where henet KOLOBASKHIN. The latter 
told the informant that he could remain with NY 694-S* for 
only a few minutes inasmuch ashis "chief" was waiting for him 
in the area, 

KOLOBASHKIN then handed to NY 694-S* a roll of micro- 
film containing a message from Moscow. The contents of this 
message were furnished to the Bureau and Chicago by NY airtel 
dated 2/15/64. Referring to the message from Moscow, KOLOBASHKIN 
merely commented that in his opinion "it looks like a break with 
the Chinese.'' He stated that Moscow must have notified him and 

-2- 
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NY 694-S* simultaneously regarding their sending the message 

from the-CPSU to the CPUSA. He said that if he had any previous» 

knowledge of the receipt of this letter, he would have arranged 
a definite contact with NY 694-S* on Friday, 2/14/64. 

KOLOBASHKIN further stated that he had not received 
the informant's walkie talkie message of 2/13/64, and suggested 
that possibly there was something mechanically wrong with the 

informant's walkie talkie apparatus. He suggested that possibly 

NY 694-S* should use a new set of batteries on each occasion 

when he transmits a message. KOLOBASKHIN stated that that . 

_ is the procedure which he follows in sending walkie talkie 

messages to the informant. ‘He suggested that NY 694-S* send 
him a test message on 2/18/64, | ΕΝ 

᾿ΚΟΓΟΒΑΒΗΚΙΝ ‘then gave to NY 694-S* a piece of paper 
containing the following typed message: addressed to GUS HALL: | 

who was admitted to the courses 
language, is ill with — 
At present time her condition 

$ very serious, and‘she is in the hospital, 
where in accordance with doctors’ opinion, Io 6 
she will be over a 10 jod of time. The : 
doctors consider that is not able 
to continue her study. 

"In accordance with this the question arises 
about returning home after her recovery." 

| ufile 100-435515, is the 
Bufile 100-333343.) 

| KOLOBASHKIN also told NY 694-S* to advise GUS HALL 
that the CCCPSU invites 20 American CP functionaries to go to 
Moscow for a months vacation during 1964, According to 

- 3 « 
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KOLOBASHKIN, the Soviets desire that GUS HALL and ELIZABETH 

GURLEY FLYNN be among such functionaries to go to Moscow. 

KOLOBASHKIN said that while in the Soviet Union, the aforesaid 

functionaries would be given medical attention, rest and an 
opportunity to visit various parts of the Soviet Union, 

It was then agreed between KOLOBASHKIN and NY 694-S* 

that they would have their next personal meeting at the “Berkman” 

rendezvous on March 18, 1964, unless some occasion arises 
whereby it would become necessary for them to meet sooner, 
It was further agreed that the next drop operation should be 

at the "Margaret" drop, 

NY 694-S* then delivered to KOLOBASHKIN a roll of 

microfilm containing the following: 

1, An article appearing in the February 7, 1964, 

issue of "Time" magazine. Page 52 thereof contains a, story 

entitled "Lawyers", the text of which concerns EDWA | and 

is as follows: , 
Gai ΒΩ) 

"Looking Backward? ae 

"Im the course of piling up a $50 million fortune, 
Ohio Businessman Edward Lamb has driftdd farther and ὁ 

farther away from his first profession-the law. Last 

week, in a speech at the Harvard Business School, Lamb 
offered an explanation of sorts: ‘The importance and 

influence of the kgal profession in the United States and 

elsewhere is rapidly déclining.' The lawyer, said some- 

time Lawyer Lamb, is being supplanted in power and 

influence by the professional manager, ‘In my opinion, the 
American and international leaders of the fisture will come 
increasingly from our schools of business administration 

and less and less from the historical patterns of the law 

schools.' 
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"As an attorney, Lamb βρθολαϊζοα in representing 
labor against management; he handled an occasional no- 
fee civil liberties case, and likes to say tat he had 
‘the largest nonpaying law practice in the U.S,’ But 
fact is, he made law pay well, earning as much as 
$200, 000 a year. During the Depression of the '30s he . 
invested in distress-priced stocks and real estate, and 
he prospered on ‘the price recovery of the '40s, Finding 
that business was 'less work and a lot more fun" than 
‘law, Lamb decided that ‘the way | to build up a big fortune 
is to get control of companies." He now controls two , 
dozen of them in such assorted industries as rubber tires 

and sugar-cane-harvesting equipment. For all his wealth, Lamb 
leans toward the left. At Harvard last week he urged 
admission of Réd China into the U.N. and a ‘new look! 
at U.S. relations with Cuba, 

"Lawyers, Lamb told his audience, tend to spend 
too much time looking backward. ‘The complex problems of 
our technological society of today are being resolved by 
men who make decisions quickly based on facts and dta 
quickly assembled, ‘Last year's figures:, are of only 
historical importance as we set up profit planning 
against future targets. Professional managers, therefore, 
look forward. 

| "tLawyers on the other hand, are precedent-gatherers. 
When a dispute comes into a lawyer! s office, what does he 
do? He rushes to the law books ‘and tries to find a similar 
case; he looks for a set of facts of a similar nature to 
the present issue. He then tres to persuade a modern 
court that it too should rely on the doctrine of stare 
decisis (stand by past decisions) in settling a modern, 
complex problem, because a judicial precedent, which may 
have been established a decade or a century before, has 
been settled in a particular way. Why should anyone attempt 
to guide a society by looking backwards through a rearview 

mirrow? ' 
a 
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2. A ciphered-coded message, the plain text of which 
is as follows: a | ᾿ 

"To CPSU. 

"Rdward Lamb. is a well known and respected | 
capitalist in the USA and, in my personal opinion, 

' ds more astute then Cyrus Eaton, and, if properly 

utilized, could now play an important role in Co 

furthering closer friendship between the Soviet ; 

Union and the USA, and as .a business tycoon, could 

᾿ς pave the way for gteatly improved trade relationships 
' ‘between the USA and the Soviet Union. He is an 

_ important political force within the Democratic 

Party councils and in government circles, He is 

accepted in the broad business and monopolistic | 
circles as the new, realistic voice for American busi- 

7 ness in this new era. He understands the need for ' 
. ‘improved economic relationships between the - capital- 

ist and socialist ‘world. : 

ΠΗ411" 

3. A ciphered-coded message, the plain text of which 
is as follows: εὐ 

tro CPSU. 

"I suggest that it would be in your interest if — 
Edward Lamb were invited to the Soviet Union ‘by 
your trade institutions on a strictly business . 
basis. Your interest in him should be attributed’ 
‘toyour knowledge of his ‘talks and writings regarding - 

improved economic relationships between the USA. 
| and ‘the Soviet Union. a 

: "We -know each other for many years and have a secret | 

' relationship. At no time however must anyone know 
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"this nor should my name be mentioned to him 
at any time. If he is invited to the Soviet 
Union, it should be an invitation based 
only on his position in the financia world 
and on his understanding of the new era. 

Halli"! 

4. A ciphered-coded message, the plain text of which 
is as follows: | : 

"To CPSU. 

“We have heard indirectly that Betty, grand- 
daughter of William Z. Foster, is ill. Can 
you please send me a report. 

toad 

ye 

(The above refers to granddaughter 
of WILLIAM Z. FOSTER, who, for a number lof years past, has been 
in the Soviet Union for medical treatment in connection with 
an alleged mental condition.) 
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>. A partially-coded message, the plain text 
of which is as follows: ; 

"To CPSU 

"In answer to your message of February 1] 
referring: to WINSTON returning alone from Moscow 
via Wareaw, Paris and London to USA, ΣῈ possible 
someone should be with him until he is on the plane’ 
leaving for USA. This would ‘be best. If this cannot 
be done the airlines should be told that there is a 
blind person travelling. They have a special service 
for this. We know that you will also organize this . ᾿ as well, We will definitely meet him upon his arrival 
here at the airport. There will be no problem on wh « ¢ this end. We would like to send someone from here We escort him but please understand that we cannot 

oe ἮΝ ᾿ .Σ 

pe oe because of th Carran Act and the travel problen. af }“ Convey to HENRYIWIN ,our greetings from our. NEB ae who look forward“to his return, 

" pot a ey Oe "Again on behalf of myself and our CPUSA J ΝΜ sincere thanks for the care. which you have given to wed OO WINSTON during his stay in USSR. His definite 
schedule that we have is for his arrival February 29 
via Air India from London. To insure his being met. 
here please have him cable GUS HALL at CPUSA Office 
_the exact schedule and time of arrival. This is 

| Most important, 
I "GUS HALL! 
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6. A partially-coded message address to the CPSU, 
_the plain text of which is as follows: 

"To CPSU: 

"The following is a statement which was made 
on February 7, 1964, to the local and world press in 
reference to the CC CPC in ‘Hung Chi,' the ideological 
journal of the CPC's CC. The text.appeared in the 
'New York Times' of February 7, 1964, as published in 
Jenmin Jih Pao, | 

"As you know this is for publication or to be 
used in any effective manner which you wish to the CP 
press in socialist countries." ῃ 

"μιᾷ 
The statement is as follows: — Ths 13 IN ged M4 

“Statement of GUS HALL, CPUSA, on the editorial in *Hung Chi! 

"The latest statement of the Communist Party of China, 
appearing as an editorial in its theoretical publication 'Hung 
Chi' is one which demands detailed study and reply. It contains 
one point, however, which requires immediate reaction. 

"The statement presents a political and philosophial 
thesis seeking to justify the splitting of the working class and 
its organizations as a necessary and even a desirable thing. 
It is a thesis that glorifies irresponsible, disruptive factional 
activities aimed at aplitting Communist Parties, that sets 
disunity as a goal for which to strive. There is no other way 
in which one can interpret such statements as these: 'First, it. 
(the history of the international communist movement) demonstrates 
that like everything else, the working class movement tends to 
divide itself in two. ‘The/§ PHB ele between the proletariat and 
the ‘bourgeois is inevitably reflected in the communistkanks. ' 
'Or: united struggle, or even split and a new unity on a new basis 
~-such is the dialectics of the development of the international 
working class movement.’ 
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“A thesis which justified splitting its ranks can at 
no time-be-in the interest of the working class. It is a. 
disservice to the struggle for world peace, harmful for the 
people against imperialism and for colonial liberation, and 
detrimental to the struggles for democracy and for socialism. 

"To appeal to processes of growth through division 
in nature as an argument for splitting the working class 
movement ‘is a mechanistic, even fatalistic, approach which 
‘fails to take into account what is most impatant: the conscious 
human element and its influence in social development. 

"There is indeed a struggle within the ranks of the working ° 
class. It-is a struggle against capitalist ideology whose purpose 
is to devide the workers and set them against one another, The ., 
method of fighting against this influence is to fight for unity 
of the working class, for a common struggle against a common 
enemy... It cannot be fought by striving deliberately to split 

the working class. 

"Such ἃ thesis of disunity and splitting is neither 
_ new nor original. It has been the stock in trade of diverse 

anti-communist splinter groups for generations, serving always 
as a cloak for disruptive activities. 

"It is important to note that the promotion of 
disunity is defended as a necessary means of struggle 'a line 
which consists of "peaceful co-existence," "peaceful competition,” 
“peaceful transition," "a state of the whole people" and "a party 
of the whole people," that is, it is directed, amongst other 
things, against those who seek ‘the establishment of the broadest | 
possible unity in the struggle for world peace. 

"The thesis of the Communist Party editorial is a 
concept of defeatism ~~ a lack of confidence in the working 
class, in socialism, in Marxism-Leninism. Thre can be no other 
meaning concerning their statement of the CPSU: 'They have thus 
made a mess of the splendid socialist camp.' In the proof is the 

; ~ 10 ~ 
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"very opposite, the outstanding factor of todays world and is 
not the existence of 'a mess,' but rather the growing power 
of the socialist sector, the liberated and colonial peoples 
of the working class in the capitalist countries, who now exert 
the dominant influence in world relations. It is the recognition 
of this cardinal fact that gives the world communist movement its 
confident outlook for the victory over socialism and capitalism. 
The 'mess' is in the camp of imperialism which would be the only 
real benefit of any policy of splitting the world working class." 

(7) A partially-coded message, to the CPSU, the plain 
text of which is as follows: 

"To CPSU 

"Please, transmit following message for me to 
Comrade BEATRICEXYJOHNSON who is now working in Cuba 
for CPUSA; AN — 

"It is our opinion that the articles that 
you have written are very good and show a great 
appreciation and a deep understanding of the problems 
of Cuba but also of the rest of the Americas, including 
the U.S. I hope you will be able to continue this as 

_ well as your other activities and I will promise to 
move more swiftly and to do whatever I can to make 
your work easier and your stay there politically and 
most fruitful to our Party.’ 

(8) A plain-text message, which is as follows: 

"The following is for the World Marxist 
Review editor RUMYANTSEV: 

each of the 2,000 copies of thalwor ew 
that we are sending to various ‘people in Cove. We 
know you will be interested as to its distribution, 
etc." 

"The following is ἘΠΕῚ which goes with 
h 

-ll- 
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The insert referred to above is as follows: 

ERA BOOKS 
(Formerly World Books) 
«80 East_lith st., Rm, 212. 

_ Mee dork. te. 19003 

4 
"Gentlemen: 

"Enclosed is the fist number of a gift subscription 
to the 'World Marxist Review.’ Your libeary is one of many 
throughout the country to which we will be sending this periodical 
in 1964, thanks to the generosity of the publishers in making 
copies available. 

+ 

"There is a growing interest sin ‘the study of Marxism in 
our country. Many schools, colleges and universities offer courses 
in this subject. Also, many adult groups have been formed in ‘the 
United States to study and discuss foreign policy and world 
politics, 

“The ‘World Marxist Review' can be useful to “people 
interested:in world political questions because it presents the 
‘views of the world's Marxist parties, as they themselves express 
them. 

"We will be pleased to accept orders for any of the 
other magazines or books which we carry, but please be assured 
that there is no obligation of any kind, on your part, in 

᾿ accepting this (Bitte 

"Sincerely, 

"NEW ERA BOOKS" 
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᾿ς ΝΥ 694«S* also transmitted verbally to KOLOBASHKIN 
a message which ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN had stated should be 
traasmitted to the Soviets regarding HENRY WINSTON. GURLEY 
FLYNN had stated that WINSTON's attorney in the USA desired 
him to ‘be advised that inasmuch as his passport had expired, 
or was about to expire, to return to the USA it would be necessary 
for him to obtain "travel papers" from the American Embassy’ 
in Moscow, WINSTON also was to be advised that in the event 
he travels through other countries in Europe on his way home, 
it will be necessary for him to obtain "travel documents” at 
the respective Embassies involved while he is in Moscow. 

NY 694-S* advised that his meeting with KOLOBASHKIN 
continued for only-a matter of about ten minutes, after which 
they ‘both went their respective ways. It was the informant's © 

_. opinion, based on the fact that KOLOBASHKIN had ‘stated that his 
"chief" was in the area, that KOLOBASHKIN was anxious to finish 
his business with the informant as soon as possible. 

Ε 
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Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVE — 
“ Evans 

DATE: ‘February 25, 1964 Gx; 
Sullivan 

NAL SECURITY - C td he 

.Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential informant 
NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications directed to him by radio. 

On 2/25/64, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio station at 
Midland on.scheduled times and frequencies at which time two messages, NR 795 
GR 34 and NR 796 GR 342, were sent. 

The plain text.is set forth below. The cipher text is attached. 

LAST (Henry Winston) WILL NOT STOP IN HAMLET (Paris) OR VILLAGE 
(London). WILL CAP (arrive) IN NEW YORK ON FEBRUARY (number) 21 AT 
1525 BY AIR INDIA, FLIGHT 107. | 

TO BIRCH (Gus:Hall). FOR'INFORMATION ONLY. IN CONNECTION WITH 
ANTI-SOVIET BROADCASTS OF PEKIN RADIO FOREIGN MINISTRY OF SU 
PRESENTED THE FOLLOWING NOTE TO CHINESE-EMBASSY IN-USSR.. SU 
FOREIGN MINISTRY CONSIDERS IT NECESSARY TO.DRAW ATTENTION TO 
CHARACTER OF PEKIN RADIO BROADCASTS'IN ‘RUSSIAN: IN THESE 
BROADCASTS MATERIALS ARE SYSTEMATICALLY USED THAT CONTAIN 
RUDE, SLANDEROUS ATTACKS ON SU, CP OF SU. AND SOVIET GOVERNMENT, 
ATTEMPTS ARE MADE TO SET OFF CPSU: AGAINST SOVIET PEOPLE, ALL 
COMMUNISTS AGAINST CP LEADERSHIP. FOR EXAMPLE, SLANDEROUS 
EDITORIAL IN HUNG. CHI (Red Flag) AND JEN MIN JIH PAO (People \§'Daily) 
FROM FEBRUARY (number) 4 WAS BROADCASTED. IN.RUSSIAN FOR THE, FIRST 
TWO WEEKS (nuniber) 125 TIMES DURING (number) 80 HOURS <3, ALMOST’EVERY 
BROADCAST OF/PEKIN RADIO‘IS FILLED WITH MATERIALS*THAT CONTAIN 
INADMISSIBLE TTACKS ON CPSU, SOVIET GOVERNMENT” AND. BEOBLE, 

nclosure oxen Enclos ee ea qo! fie a 
1 - Mr. Belmont 

2 - Mr. :Sullivan. (Attention: Wi BAGS ἢ Mr. if G. Shaw). 

heme as We Δρά icon N 

we, ἢ (on MAR EABSEA a 
Hi 6 δὴ Sat inn Ἢ 



Memorandum'to Mr. Conrad 

‘Re: SOLO... 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

SUCH ACTIONS OF CHINESE ORGANIZATIONS:CANNOT BUT CAUSE CONCERN 
AND. PROTEST'‘OF ALL THOSE WHO CARE FOR FRIENDSHIP AND UNITY OF 
SOVIET AND CHINESE’PEOPLES. PEKIN. BROADCASTS ROUSE INDIGNATION 
AMONG WORKING’ PEOPLE:OF SU;, WHO IN'‘NUMEROUS LETTERS TO SOVIET 
SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS AND’ INSTITUTIONS ‘ARE OFTEN ASKING: ARE'SUCH 
BROADCASTS REALLY TRANSMITTED‘FROM PEKIN; ISN'T IT NAME:OF 
PEKIN: USED:FOR ‘PROVOCATORY PURPOSES:BY "VOICE OF AMERICA".OR 
BY. A STATION: OF CHIANG KAI SHEK'S RABBLE ΟΝ TAIWAN (repeat): TAIWAN, 
TO: ‘BE FINISHED ON THURSDAY. 

The '"Red' Flag" and, "People's Daily" are official Communist China 
publications. 

ACTION: 

For information. εὐ | 

(oe 
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FEB 251924 

τς κεν τὶ 

ΔΕ ΔΙ 
5-04 AM 225-54 EED 

TO MR DOWNING | 

FROM A WY SMYTH " 

RE SPECIAL MONITOR NUMBER 2. STATION HEARD AT SCHEDULE AND SENT 

TWO MESSAGES. 

NR 795 GR 34 

43510670 165-473 11-02546-4119 1+-74655-45003-40683~4 1537-89579 

656 46= 15296~70578=04904~887 15 --82649-S1253~4901 795412 8-47525 

10156- 4088671692 - 82395-35271 --76 155-382 185 71 71-20773- 75072 

$1654-50592-0762 1-94 152 

NEXT MESSAGE WILL BE FEW MINUTES 

END GA 

905 AM ELR 

J00-4 29 09/34) 
ENCLOSURE 



9-85 AM 2-25-64 EED: “aerate sit | A ‘at ἐξ ἣν 

COs ΝΕ ΔῊ HONLETO is & ΦΡΟΤΗΙ } 

FEB De 1934 

POUT 

TO ΜῈ DOWNING 

FROM A W SMYTH 

| 

RE SPECIAL MONITOR NUMBER 2. SECOND MESSAGE FOLLOWS. 

NR 796 GR 542 

1951-905 10°64885
-25225-22908"~6809

4°71087-31581" 00877-9015 

sas5@~20519"95954-
09507-951 127-1 7586" 15505~ 12585- 0

0405-57129 

ssag5-12559~48750°
65911-89202-"76542

°51975°33076" 65080-9988 

cags3-13510°19638-
52507-G1201"-24870

-2961572901 7-99497" 1901 

ncenbe19987=48149~
12524~79396~-89952

-16019°06158- 0921
5" 1888 

ματος, 7198155882 1
-57199-SSB0S~-2585

4-55562~ 1892601 760-9809) 

syg9 44181-9185 1-€3956
°54952-49510-56795

" 604169511" 997° 

ss aponag954-44617-
57751~T66ATH 10054717915+ 45992

799 78-9798" 

7266280 143+5043 13071 8~ B6754-~ 46589 = 49
583~36469-52717-78

059 

9928696 124-78501-5.4281-09
483~-045 72-7 4997"

 $57162°89277°95154
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wea 1-97795+59025+017
86-90730"- E8809" 65880"76991 78465" S88 

vqagaeag014-41459
~B4525-G4654-~A50

56° 16515-05971" 15625" 459" 

vraag-05357"6246 
161848 8TA2E=~T12A1“ 15877-99876 S96095 090° 

nn peoga6o-05535~452
21-615AB"=A41AA*9

ESBT”62B90" 82155" 118% 
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END PAGE ONE 
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pace Tuo GR 151 Qtcrar vowrtor nuvser 2 79 GR 342 

* 

48798-23492 14089-45472-09538-~16641~13438-69929-20549=55542— 

99499-46499= 15642-1545 4-24885--52580-30295=2077T= 18755= 19594 

04687-9528 12-9 8016-1693 1-72 137-92 15 14°97853-26477-94065-71520 

2582 1-76306-309 19"61746=36689--42956=35718-94989"59762°52585 

0662 1-63425-10100-47786-002:15+=15 128206069405 1-63990-21619 

04858~5 1408 17742~-42747-66018~-85594-4 7502-6785 8"59509=77779 

86634-26150+37342-56567-09869--89766-78007-01877-50071-56808 

23952-8222 14-38 126° 15075 +844 409-4488 1-589.45-59598-58855~ 75052 

94455-9932 7=-98143~18025= 17583--76859-$1269=2 1 489- 45444-42141 

7079 1-62459=29 825-5581 1-409935=-838 19-6459 1-659 12-55965- 61484 

94504~ 478207 1039-0286 75 8030-882 40=59542°58115=69888-7970! 

6 1662-68 129-075 1191771591114 le 1578092 1245-0885 8~7665 1-45 199 

17156°67655-21824= 1 8058-65 809951118-77415-05948-65112-47749 

08879~05 15756426 15850-5962 4-~06585-85489=19944-56858~ 10611 

02005 13297-6275 1-30860-6 889 7-~82202~65805 -0525 7-22 64895805 

71324809 1 7-57880-62371-53307~-80789-38209~ 17763+65266-61549 

813 14-1703498649 4-5 4686-092 75-881 85~87225-~ 1245681 859-44595 

20137-99930" 19458-7935 42-656529-68664952840~ 78555-1586 1-0582 1. 

67768-3569 4* 16025-9779 4-62 898 =~ 487 1 d= 1 1209857 18-89898-87955 

27841-51544 

END GA ι 
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Date: 2/27/64 

(Type in plain text or code) 

Vig ATREBL | REGISTERED MATL 
υϑϑϑϑϑϑϑϑαανσαοι (Priority ον Method of Mailing) 

(0) TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: Sexo 

ReNY airtel, 2/25/68 to Bureau and Chicago, 
reporting that on 2/25/64, two radio messages were received 
from Moscow ~ one concerning HENRY WINSTON's scheduled 
return to NYC on 2/27/64, and the other concerning the 
Soviet reaction to derogatory Chinese broadcasts. 

--ς 

é On 2/27/64, a ciphered message was received, ; 
# via radio, from Moscow, the said message being a continuation 
+ of the message from Moscow received on 2/25/64, concerning the 
4 aforementioned derogatory Chinese broadcasts. The plain text 
3 of the aforesaid message is as follows: 

vi To Gus Hall (continuation) 

ᾧ In order to spread as wide as possible all 
¥ Φ kinds of fabrications about Soviet people and its 

γ᾽ [x Party Pekin radio rough¢ly breaks international rules 
§ ἣν τ of using radio frequencies special assignment, which 
te [ὃ x are allotted for aviation, marine fléet, radio 
Ὁ telephone and radio telegraph. This creates 
. abnormal conditions, dangerous for work of aviation | 
Σ and marine fleet of SU and other countries, actions κ΄, 
ey of Pekin radio, which is spreading anti Soviet 

| Slander and even direct anti Soviet appeals are 
G7 Δ Cen ᾿ } ' 

14S). Bureau (100-428092)," TRI): REC: 28): ‘ 36 es 
1 + Chicago (134-46-Sub B) (RM AM) / oy “ 42 fo fs 7 
1 - NY 134-91 fanv) (41. οι ὦ ὅπ' 

Δ ὦ ΝΥ 100-134637 Cred} Ὁ θὲ με + asses 
ACB: rm | 22MAR Ὶ 6.258 : 

(i ---- -- 
Appro 2 VE Sent M Per 

{ee Kr gent in Charge 

BONAR 6 



ΕΟ NY 100-134637 

nothing else but rude interference into | 
the domestic affairs of SU. Such unworthy methods 
of Chinese organs cause serious damage to friendship 
and cooperation of our peoples and objectively help 
forces of anti-communism in fight against CPSU, 
world socialist and international communist movement. | 
Soviet Ministry for Foreign Affairs strongly protests 
against such unadmissible actions in- respect of USSR 
and hopes that Chinese official organs after 
evaluation once more of all responsibility they are 
taking on themselves before its own people, will 
take all necessary steps in order to stop unfriendly 
to USSR activity in interest of consolidation, 
friendship and unity between our péoples. And if 
anti-Soviet Pekin broadcasts continue, appropriate 
Soviet organizations, meeting wishes of SU working 
people will be forced to take necessary measures 
in ‘response. 

The above is being furnished to the Chicago Office 
for its information and should not at this time be furnished 
to CG 5824.~S*, If Chicago does not concur and feels that 
this message can and should be given to CG 5824-S* with the 
understanding that he takeg no action thereon, it should 
obtain Bureau authority to furnish him this information. 

: For information of the Bureau, NY 694-S* is 9011] 
+ | in Miami and will remain there until 3/5/64. Upon the 
4, iInformant's return to NY, the security angles involved in 
} furnishing this to GUS HALL will be discussed and the Bureau 

will be furnished specific recommendations. Pending the 
- anformant's return, no action is being taken with reference ke 

pA 
Ht 
am 

\ 
at 

to this message. 



MECLASS TEPICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

DATE ΟἹ τ ΟΣ 

ne Φ eect, PENELOPE 
ν i= Belmont 

1. = Sullivan 
1... Mr. Wannall 
1 -- Mr, Branigan 

_ 1 - Mr. Baumgardner 
. 1 - Liaison 

1 = Mr. Shaw | 

March 3, 1964 

BY ‘LIAISON 

‘Honorable Dean Rusk 
The Secretary of State 
Washington, D. C, 

2 πε 
Dear Mr. Rusk: 2 35 

3 " 

Ga) 

Material in the enclosed memorandun was.supplied 5 2 
‘by a wource which has furnished reliable information in mer ὦ 
the past. The enclosed momorandun summarizes a note = ΡΗ 
delivered by the Soviet Foreign Ministry to the Chinese to & 

oscow, Russin, in February, 1964, ‘The note 2 = 
protested the a asts by Radio Peking in 2 3 

agains 
ship of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, The 7 
Soviet Foreign Ministry warned that if Radio Peking con- 
tinues to broadcast anti-Soviet statements, appropriate 
Soviet organizations would be forced to take retaliatory 
measures, . 

Because of the sensitive nature of our source, 
we have ὁ sified: this communication and its enclosures — 

his information ia being furnished to other ) 
interested: ΣΝ of the: Government, | 

Sincerely yours, 

Rap? mactosuse 
100-428091 

; SEE NOTE PAGE TWO: 

δ τον , oe RENO oA  42964 \s ο 
Tt we HET Gs eed ᾿ ΝΣ " ΕΣ oak aida) \; \ 
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f 
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Honorable Dean Rusk 

NOTE: 

Classified Tipese ones! because unauthorized dis- 
closure of this information could result in exceptionally 
grave damage to the Nation, Source to whom Soviets directed 
the above information is NY 694-S*, Information extracted 
from memoranda C, F, Downing to Mr. Conrad 2/25/64 and 
2/27/64 both captioned “Solo, Internal Security - C," 



SAC, Chicage (1000-33729) | | 2/28/64 

Director, FOI (100-3-81 Sn , a ‘ZL Me, Shaw πῶς 
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA | ~~ 
INTERWAT IO DMAL, RELATIONS Referral/Consult | \. 

(ἢ. 

ὟΝ 
N 

In view of the fo: are instructed 
te centact Cé 5824-9" and SY 694- be Well as any other Η͂ 
logical sources in an effort te develop any information | relative to the request made by CIA. pertinent Fe 
information obtained should be set forth in letterhead “4. 
nenorandun form. a 

2 «= Hew York ( 4) Ξ 
iV ~ 100-428 ΤῊΣ Referral/ Consult : 

.SOTE: . _ 

nformation CTA . 
uiry and and advised that we would 

furnish then any additional information received, 
NY 694-S# and CG 5824-S# perform liaison duties between the 
CPUSA and other Comeunist Parties, there is a good possi 
bility that these informants may have additional in ruation 
pertaining to CIA's request, . 

God- nd 
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«ὌΝ % fur Ἡ ewaore ὦ 
ΕΒῚ 

Date: 2/25/64 

ransmit the following in . 
(Type in plain text or code} 4 

“ ΑΙΆΤΕΙ, REGISTERED | 
ee (Priority or Method of Mailing} Ι 

Ἱρπὰ ἄμιν εἰπὸν ee i ied et prec eee ote et enema tae σαν — ! 

ΞΟ ἸῸ : ΘΙΒΕΟΊΤΟΚ, FBI (100-428091) 
7 

\} FROM : SAG, NEW YORK (100- -134637) Ne aN 

: SUBJECT: Coo) | ao τὸς 
is On 2/25/64, two messages were received, via radio, 
% from Moscow, one in cipher-code and the other in réipherexi. 
# The plain text of the ciphered-~coded message is as follows: 
ud™ 

Winston will not stop in Paris or London. Will 
€ & arrive in N. Y. on Febraary 27th at 3:25 p.m. by 

| Δ ᾿ Air India Flight 107." 

The second message-~-~in plain text--is as follows: 

"To Gus Hall, 

"For information only. In connection with anti-Soviet 
broadcasts:of Pekin radio Foreign Ministry of SU presented the 
following note to Chinese Embassy in USSR: SU Foreign Ministry 
considers it necessary to draw attention to character of Pekin 
radio broadcasts in Russian. In these broadcasts, materials are 
systematically used that contain rude, slanderous attacks on SU, 
ΟΡ of SU and Soviet government, attempts are made to set off 

ee BUREAU Wig ἴσο 72 52, / “3597. Ἴ (100.-428091) (RM) 
1 - CHICAGO (134-46-Sub-B) (RM-AM) ᾿ 
1 - ΝΥ 134.91 (INV) (41) τὰ & 5 ferns 1964 
1 - NY 100-134637 (41)-- - 8 παν 

. ᾿ ὡ; " a " 

Φ νὰ 

ACB :msb > 
(7) ‘ . an 
‘- « " aN 

Appro ΜΝ 

ΣΝ 
oe net Le ᾧ ory ον αἰ - . 



NY 100-134637 

"CPSU against Soviet people, all communists against CP 
leadership. For example, slanderous editorials in Hung Chi 
and Jen Min Jih Pao from February 4 was broadcasted in Russian 
for the first two weeks 125 times during 80 hours. Almost 
every broadcast of Pekin radio is filled with materials that 
contain inadmissible attacks on CPSU, Soviet government and 
people. Such actions of Chinese organizations cannot but 
cause concern and protest of all those who care for friendship 
and unity of Soviet and Chinese peoples, Pekin broadcasts 
rouse indignation among working people of SU, who in numerous 
Letters to Soviet social organizations and institutions are 
often asking: Are such broadcasts really transmitted from 
Pekin. Isn't it name of Pekin used for provocatory purposes 
by “Voice of America!’ or by a station of Chung Kai Shek's 
rabble on Taiwan. To be finished on Thursday.” 

. "Hung Chi” above is in English "Red Flag" and 
"Jen Min Jih Pao" in English is "Peoples Daily,” 

The information above referring to WINSTON was 
telephonically communicated to the Bureau 2/25/64 for the 
Counterintelligence Program, since this information is of 
particular interest to the State Department. 

Chicago is authorized to furnish CG 5824-S* the 
essage concerning WINSTON. It should not furnish to CG 5824~sS* | 

the second message until specifically requested to do so by 
either the NYO or the Bureau. . 



UNITED STATES coven Meer @ Ton yh — 

Memorandum ROUTEIN ENVELOPE ss= 
Evans. 

pare: February 27, 1904} οὐ 
sen 

. Salliven 
, ες ἴανεῖ See 

' “Trotter 
Tele. Room ey 

ἘΦΊΠΙΦΕ eee 
Gandy 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential informant. 
NY 694-S* who has been receiving.communications directed to him by radio. 

On 2/27/64, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio station 
at Midland on scheduled times and frequencies at which time a.message,. NR 773 
GR 353, was:sent. 

The plain text is-set forth below. The cipher text is attached. 

TO BIRCH (Gus Hall) (CONTINUATION). IN ORDER TO SPREAD.AS WIDE AS 
POSSIBLE ALL KINDS OF FABRICATIONS ABOUT SOVIET PEOPLE AND ITS 
PARTY PEKIN. RADIO ROUGHLY BREAKS INTERNATIONAL RULES OF USING 
RADIO FREQUENCIES OF SPECIAL ASSIGNMENT, WHICH ARE ALLOTTED FOR 
AVIATION,. MARINE FLEET,. RADIO TELEPHONE. AND RADIO TELEGRAPH, 
THIS CREATES ABNORMAL ‘CONDITIONS, DANGEROUS FOR WORK OF AVIATION 
AND MARINE FLEET OF SU.AND OTHER COUNTRIES ACTIONS OF PEKIN RADIO, 
‘WHICH'IS SPREADING ANTISOVIET SLANDER AND EVEN DIRECT ANTISOVIET 
APPEALS, ARE NOTHING ELSE BUT RUDE INTERFERENCE INTO DOMESTIC 
AFFAIRS OF SU. SUCH UNWORTHY METHODS OF CHINESE ORGANIZATIONS 
CAUSE SERIOUS DAMAGE TO FRIENDSHIP AND COOPERATION OF OUR 
PEOPLES AND OBJECTIVELY HELP FORCES OF ANTICOMMUNISM IN FIGHT 
AGAINST'CPSU, ‘WORLD SOCIALISM AND INTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST 
MOVEMENT.. SOVIET MINISTRY FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS STRONGLY PROTESTS 
AGAINST SUCH TICIAL ORGA ACTIONS IN RESPECT OF USSR AND HOPES 

1 - Mr. Belmont 
ΔῊ Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. ἀ 3.) sizoo! ‘Mae. .G. a 

PWP:drv δα X vet, Seah AGO “2 
(10) Wa κίονα \ 4G (Oo ya ON NEXT 04/867 Ἶ Ἢ 

NO ee | NA δὰ 
~ BB MAR 6 “gg” ἢ aug NS SY ΓΟ μὴ δάροι 



Memorandum ‘to ΜΕ, Conrad: 

Re: SOLO . 
Internal’ Security -.C 

4 

TO USSR ACTIVITY IN INTERESTS OF CONSOLIDATION FRIENDSHIP AND UNITY 
BETWEEN OUR PEOPLES, AND IF ANTISOVIET PEKIN-BROADCASTS CONTINUE, 
APPROPRIATE SOVIET ORGANIZATIONS, MEETING’ WISHES OF SU WORKING 
PEOPLE, WILL BE FORCED TO TAKE. NECESSARY MEASURES IN RESPONSE. 

ACTION: 

For information. 
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TAD 
TO MR DOWNING 

FROM Δ YU SMYTH 

RE SPECIAL MONITOR NUMBER 2. MESSAGE FOLLOWS. 

NR 775 GR $53 

62685 -45582-750596=89043-3619 1--25184-60155-=71327-28401-83614 

712009 ~5 1528-50089~8 1968-2380 8=-9 422839 1379-261 44-9 1639-37504 

99 194~06072-00649-62074=73860--5 | 765= 19300-1507 7- 86422-69068 

7T1582-24850-56566-9 1672-3 1222...» 47444-87890" 4332 4- 12261-72697 

§4604=52090"25525-45695"22906--05254-43229~46230-2 8250-2 8828 

079207105695 17 1-67285-17896--45316-9 1634-95 888-22025~ 43182 
40417-66440-78528-94637-66504-~ 16502-53893-49051-04492-7175! 
43963-61639-30871-10563-02 199--03104-82605-04954- 46892-22366 
24630=22 103- 13533-64013 49020=-59302-78512-01071-19171-49169 
775 18-01350-70087-+44768-195 13=-45894"5 1 195-44477- 12842-56988 

52.177-69.496-932 19-2039 1-61 164--07019-35399-61346-878.43~89266 

64649-39 175-1285 4-00909-81 412 --61 778-1529 4- 15976-2285 7-82 426 

67422-0928 75-52773-=77887- 82965 -~ 12994-69092 -0 1581-065 89-52948 

38 146-25414-909 89~ 135 153-53352--2 40 16-5 7454-62519-2 7627-15177 

8582 1-09602-55022=1 1959-80852 -=.,06,5~82064-61560-5 49 49-12 445 

SINCLOSUBS 

ween μόνος ΒΞ ᾳ0Κ.ᾳἜ.Ε.ΕΕ.Ξ val ΕΣ 

END PAGE 12 {Ov me, ὅ 09 J- 3,77 . 
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“ust * PAGE TWO GR ve 773 Φ Ἶ 
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4420 1-62.438-20812- 88635-8466 | --06029-30724-782 71-0659 1-56661 

2073 7~2 1065-05339-199 17-98068--83754~ 035083792 76-56159- 11859 

69771-41982-27607-5395 0-322 70--25 161-9087 1-30916-56409~ 465 le 

95407=01829-433 1 7-86625-56812--33163-44676-32 151- 41071-72956 

24571-59568~85303-97875-31380--55880-022 48~ 79549 = 4022 1-04078 

5 7623-14979-78484-67885-13765~~ 15982-22300-92256-9 1750-28745 

24183-9 172862958643 82-96035== 10709-58590-80 105-S5598-222 86 

19523-62764=02609-3 1039-05 134--91 766-0412 4-04502~59465- 19700 

5256 1-03962-01412-44906-60 183~~ 145.44-26290-56942- AOE S9~ 16988 

94342-6469 4-76039-49 83 1-62387--35682~=79254=1 1539-077 45- 65565 

18830-5 1376-06 140-5971 3-72384-~ 152 10-44610-57003~98057- 49545 

62408-50375-0477 1= 18641-54860 -59287-57508~79647~55555~ 6110 

2342 1-342.49-79 704-67 135-82838~-3 7041-35 15 1-59007"56048-39657 

2202495 145-22 460-05687- 10543--9061 1 -12887-58455~125 17-01784 

87562-86932~1232'1-29502-03343=-3209 1-425 74-01 1917-50482 ~ 42652 

58908-73565~-79743- 35 S48-.1492 4~* 462.36-70580-95694- 15072-14958 

62677-60044-63883-50089~ 12805--20116-72652- 19 115-95510-64978 

63164-04125~802 19-1319 1-05858--34693-22.438~ 1972925 105-29954 

60727-8660 1-9629 1-30545-08817--92986~62.49 1-23588-50190-77451 

RPRVAXEZRE/ | 

4045 1-84889~87330-60966—733 10--560 1 4-19155-97795- 60282-81518 

~ 

[0-42 6 04 | 3207] ν 
27954~17239~74647 

END GA ENCLOSURE 
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RECLASSTETCATION AUTRE TY ΤῊ τὶ Ee 

PET AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GCOIrD 
“ft DATE O1-20-2£012 

τ 

Ν ROUTE 1. = Mr, Belmont 
1... Mr, DeLoach 
1 ~ Mr, Sullivan 
1 = Mr, Wannall 
1. = Mr. Branigan 
Δ = Mr, ‘Baumgardner 
1 - Mr, Shaw 

BY LIAISON | ra 
¢ 

Ι ¥ 

Ζ ¥ 

Honorable Walter W,. Jenkins L δὰ 
Special Assiatant to the Prosident | 
The White House ~ 

Washington, D, C. Q 

Dear Mr. Jenkins: / mn = 

Material in the encl andum was supplied —, 7 
by a source which has furnished reliable information ia τ 
the past. The enclosed memorandum summarizes a note os ὦὉ 
delivered by the Soviet Foreign Ministry to the Chinese = Ἢ 

Enbassy, Moscow, Russia, in February, 1964, The note > τῷ 
protested the slanderous broadcasts by Radio Peking in 5 = 

ite attespt to set the Soviet people against the leader~ = & 
ship.of the t Party of the Soviet Union, 

measures, 

inesttted aie commaniction aud ste, suehosure -have class ca an 

" * hig information is being furnished to other 
interested officials of the Government, / 09 72 4“ 

πιο yours, 72009) 079 
19° MAR.5 1964 

, gs 
Lp Enclosure 
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. NOTE: 

Honorable Walter W. Jenkins 

Classified ngopesGenat." because unauthorized dis- 
closure of this information could result in exceptionally 
grave damage to the Nation, Source to whom Soviets directed 
the above information is=NY 604-S*,. Information extracted 
from memoranda C. F. Défning to Mr. Conrad 2/25/64 and 
2/27/64 both captioned| 



νος ἐ | Φ 

. ROUTE IN ENVELOP 

SAC, Chicago (134-46 Sub B) March 6, 1964 

tor, FBI (100-428091) + Mr, Shaw 

| ReBulet 2/28/64 setting forth instructions 4 . 
relating to the furnishing of Solo information to other A 
field offices, and telephone call to the Bureau from al 
SAC Marlin Johnson, Chicago, 3/3/64 requesting clarifica- _ 
tion of the first two sentences of paragraph two of { 
referenced Bureau letter. ) >» % 

i 

The first two sentences of paragraph two of , 
referenced Bureau ‘letter state: "For your information ὁ » { 
and future guidance, the Bureau does not desire that r 
New York or Chicago furnish copies of Solo communications ἫΝ 
to other field offices. This procedure in no way relieves ie 
your offices of the responsibility of furnishing Solo | 
information to interested offices." In other words, th 
Bureau does not desire copies of communications under the 
5010 caption be furnished to other offices, Information 
received through the Solo operation of interest to other). 
field offices should be furnished to those offices under' 
the appropriate case caption. However, the details ἢ ΐ 7 
relating to the Solo apparatus or the scope of the Solo \ 
operation should not be furnished other field offices. Λ 

i 71} i 

4637) { 
4 

° MAILE Ἢ ‘a 

NAR.6 ‘1964 
| | comMeel - a). 
Under the date of 2/14/64 information tinder the 

| Solo caption was furnished to Washington ‘keld by New York 
| pate airtel and includéd information conterts gpaimail drop + 5 
| ‘specifically +) p under the SolpCapparatus for contacts 

Caliah on With the Comitinist Party of Canada. It is imperative that , 

Sci WGS :m1f (5) REC- 93 Wet NOTE ΩΝ Ἢ TWO We 

Sli mee 4 My συ" 3. 702. ΜΆ, \oy 
“Trotter ν᾽ 

Tele. Foot seneune <& r ay παν 

ον CS fA AR 1.0 ΜΘ O4Y resrec oI 22llAR Tg W264 
ὍΝ i ; 



Letter to Chicago 
RE: SOLO 
100-42809) 

NOTE CONTINUED: 

details of this very sensitive operation be restricted to a 
need-to-know basis; therefore, referenced Bureau letter 
instructed that details of the Solo operations are not ‘to 
be furnished other offices. Instructions relating to the 
manner in which information received through the Solo 
operation is to be transmitted to interested offices was 
included in referenced Bureau letter. 

pe ee ae ~ 

mr nee 



ΓΝ AUTHORITY ΡῈ RD FROM: = 

VECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

‘Honorable John A, MNcCone 

‘Coateek Intel14 ‘Con ntelligence Agency 
Wash 

ROUTE δ ENVELOPE 
ee 

Mr, 
Mr. 
Mr... 

‘Belmont 
Sullivan 
Wannall 

Mr, Branigan 
Mr, Baumgardner 
‘Liaison 

Mr, Shaw 

March 3, 1964 

μὶ pat pt fet μὲ μὰ ed 

BY LIAISON 

ington, o Se 

Dear Mr,. McCone: 

Material in the encl andua was supp 
by a source which has furnished reliable inforsation 

DH 61 SG ty 

ship of the Communiat | ; The 
Soviet Foreign Ministry warned Radio Poking cone 
‘tinues to t anti-Soviet statenouts, appropria 
Soviet organizations would be ferced to take: Per eciatory 

Koh; ‘Enclosure 
— 100-428091 

| as "Room! de 
| —_Holnes eae Lagat reLeryps unit] 

measures. 

Recause of the sensitive nature of our source, 
have ¢ ified this communication and ite enclosure 

* This information is being furnished to other 
terested officials of the Government. 

Sincerely yours, 

) i EX-103 

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO 

‘WGS:kmj 
(9) 
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ee 

Honorable John A, McCone 

NOTE: 

Classified Sigyesecect’ because unauthorized dis- 
closure of this information could result in exceptionally 
grave damage to the Nation, ‘Source to whom Soviets directed | 
the above information 15 NY 694-S*, Information extracted 
from memoranda C, F. Downing to Mr, Conrad 2/25/64 and . 
2/27/64’ both captioned "Solo, Internal Security ~ c." 
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Ἧ FBI 

Date: 2/27/64 

' Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Vie AIRTEL 

Sealants let nel βαρ amen ti ee hh he ta te eee tel erie ellen eee ee etl ee ed 

Ω το : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
ROD SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

ΩΝ Cc 

A 

εἰ 

: Re Chicago airtel dated 1/31/64 and Bureau airtel 
dated 2/5/64, both captioned as above. 

In discussions with CG 5824-S* relative to the 
subject matter contained in referenced airtels, he advised dee 
that when in New York during early February, 1964, he and 
NY 694-S* did raise the matter relating to the assignmen 
given NY 694-S* by his Soviet contact in regard to the 
encouraging of as many “of our young people" as possible to 
participate in the Foreign Service Scholarship Program. 
However, at that time because of pressures of other Party 
matters and because of NY 694-S*'s own commitments, they 
were unable to seriously discuss this assignment or formulate 
a joint plan of action or make recommendations in regard 
thereto, Since his return to Chicago, CG 5824-S* stated he 

' has been so deeply involved in other Party matters here and 
at the same time has spent almost two weeks in continuous 
contact with GUS HALL and for this reason has been unable 
‘to give additional consideration to the matter, Sime 
he feels that it is a very serious ‘request and one which 
requires a lot of thought and: planning, he wants to be able 
to discuss this in complete detail with NY 694-38, He feels 
that any recommendation must be carefully planned. In order 

dio Bureau (RM) | eA . b G | | 

b> Siete ἀδοηϑέαοη a τῇ oy τι 7 09 / τῇ 
πος νἀ enerly 

Co Bee ψοῦλῃ. 10} £64 

i enw στο, 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

to do this, CG 5824-S* states that he contemplates some 
personal discussion with NY 694-S* in the very near future 
and at such time would do his utmost to see that they discuss 

this problem, The source noted, however, that the initial 
observations he made regarding this matter, which appear in 
referenced Chicaga airtel, are still valid. 

Chicago will follow this matter ‘closely and stress | 
with the source the importance thereof, ‘in order that some 
plan of action on it may be recommended, 



ΗΠ FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100~134637) Ν Coane) 

' SUBJECT: Qo | 

) ῆ 

Ι 
FEI | 

| 
Ι 

Date: 32/64 | 

| . 

i Transmit the follewing in (Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL REGISTERED 

ee oe aa Dele 

Ζ 

ΕΡ̓ VATS 1 Ἰσβέξιαι
 Agent in Charge 

renee yi 

unofficial channels." 

a πὲ BUREAU (100-428091) (RM) “1 de 

(8) -Ὡπὶ ΜΝ rye + 08 ΜΑΒ 8... 1864 

ἐχτθδ ὁ 6ὃϑὃθϑὃΘὃϑΘὃὅὃΞΞ“Ὃ 
| \bAL be 

Approves Sent gE 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

On 3/2/64, ciphered-coded radio messages were received 
from Moscow, the plain text of which are as follows: 

1) "Please meet us on Thursday, March 5, at Berkman. 
» Time is as usual, If we cannot meet on Thursday, 

meet us on Saturday, March 7," (This refers to a 
meeting between NY 694-S* and: ALEKSEY KOLOBASHKIN, 
the informant's Soviet contact, scheduled for March 5 , 
at the Berkman rendezvous.) μ ᾿ 

2) "Qur -publishers“are dy to pay ro alties ta 
᾿ ELIZABE auseteinn, Ji and APTHEKER ' 
νν or their ‘book in the amount $3,900.00, The uld 

, Like to know whether it is better to send money to the 
‘authors through "International Publishers! or through 

L ~ CHICAGO (134-46~Sub-B) (RM-AM) 
L - NY 134-91 (INV) (4L) 1... . 
1 - NY 105-36402 (ALEKSEY-M, KOLOBASHKIN) (341) 
L - NY 100-134637 (41) αι « 

ACB :msb ΝΗ REC. 11 / Vo ~ 426 



NY 100-134637 

3) "We are ready to invite JACK OHILDS and his wife 
for rest in April-May on account of your Party 
quota,!! 

4) ;  “RRWARD \ d a meeting with our representative 
Mf in UN and /piroposed to arrange a visit to USSR. Our 

trade organizations are considering this proposal, " 
(EDWARD LAMB is the Toledo industrialist whom GUS HALL 
has suggested be invited to the Soviet Union as 
reflected in NY airtel 2/10/64.) 
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4 OPTOMAL FORM NO, 10 

Φ Totson --.Κ{-- 
ΝΜΕΝΤ Belmont “ UNITED STATES GOVER 

“ὦ 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOP A ἘΠΕΣΞΞΞΞ τ᾿ 
Evans 

TO : Mr. Co DATE! Baan 2, 1964 ee 

rRoM : Οἱ, F. Dosming an 
Gandy severe 

SUBJECT: Quo) at γε 

g TERNAL SECURITY - .ο 9}. 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential ρέει. 
NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications directed to him.by radio. 

On 3/2/64, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio station at 
Midland on scheduled times and frequencies at which time two messages, 87 
GR 37 and NR 824 GR 150, were sent. TY, ER 

‘The plain text is set forth below; the cipher text is attached. Al 

PLEASE MEET US'ON THURSDAY,, MARCH (number) 5 AT BERKMAN (réepea 
BERKMAN, TIME AS-USUAL, IF WE-CANNOT MEET ON THURSDAY,- MEET US 
ON SATURDAY, MARCH | '(aumber) η. : ἜΝ 

TO BIRCH (Gus Hall), (Number) 1. OUR PUBLISHERS ARE READY TO PAY 
ROYALTIES TO GRASS (Elizabeth Gurley Flynn), BARK (Jim Alien) (répeat) 
‘BARK AND ACORN (Herb Aptheker) (repeat) ACORN FOR THEIR BOOKS IN THE 
AMOUNT OF (number) 39 HUNDRED-DOLLARS, THEY WOULD LIKE TO ‘KNO 
‘WHETHER IT-IS BETTER TO SEND MONEYS TO THE AUTHORS THROUGH 
"INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHERS" OR THROUGH UN OFFICIAL CHANNELS, 
(Number) 2. WE ARE READY TO INVITE SPRING (Jack Brooks) AND HIS WIFE 
FOR SUN (Medical Treatment or Rest) IN APRIL - MAY ON ACCOUNT OF YOUR 
LANE (CP)-QUOTA, (Number) 3. EDWARD LAMB (repeat) LAMB HAD A MEETING 
WITH OUR REPRESENTATIVE IN SWAN (United Nations) (repeat) SWAN AND 
PROPOSED TO ARRANGE A VISIT TO NEST (USSR), OUR TRADE ORGANIZATIONS . 
ARE CONSIDERING HIS PROPOSAL. ᾿ 

BERKMAN is a cover name for Serry's Bar δηᾶ ΟΥ̓], Bronx, New York. 
EDWARD LAMB is a lawyer and business executive from Toledo, Ohio. $3 

ACTIO “, pec δὲ 7 00 “28 2609) ν 
ΓΝ 

For information. | =NCLo Fr vton ; ΕἸ oT eaMtR * 9 1964 AL 
necio ey . 

1 - ΜΙ Belmont ay “4 
2 - Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr, J.-A. Sizoos Mr. W. G. Shaw) 4 

ὦ ΠΩ 5 \6 0 cst) 
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V. $. cipat IAT Gees 

COMMUNICATION NS SCT 4 NR 687 GR 37 MARD 10 ἢ / v4 ) 

. pawn 

29772-05073 45326« 13 120°77183*=82605=58296"89337=43938-31755 

03099-03455-78189=99657= 1249 79-778 45-7168 1-40155-2882 68-2927] 

90182-18840-885 1 4-63525-32668--66684~ 76 888-522 412 1980-79948 
tee. 
ee 

wre 

20719-96039-79687-3619 1209575+-80028-24860 © "" 
--ς ᾿ 

Ἢ 

NR 824 GR 150 ει 

δῶρϑ0-. 86582 -995017-δ0521.52241-.-59647.85110-ὖὼ5491»79.195.74165 

85158- 89459-.-26691}»711666-25250-5-1851524-67515-.816855-05548.66797 

§65.55~62 788-2038 154957959 187-1501 1<1 7207-05152-02974-683516 

! §1763-81158"35535 ~462 19-044 42--83820-092 76-4706055507-85 152 

| 539 76= 1168 1* 19225 -45342-82359 1--19915-26158- 12295~ 10486-48225 

95566-57800" 11528-4625 495 991" "08102 16672-58552 -65409-77444 

70154 11154-40032 1474059655 --53059-25584-90945~-50256-21557 

᾿ §8934-24707-$ 12 12-75932-75115--92407"7 1795-9 1580-7685 1-95905 

432.65 -25 176=62287-54554-72 197=-28045~35 163-62598-42719-68356 

10686-81849 -050355-469 14-93174=-21405-91509-59445-81116-50426 

09830-62932-93561 1-29 19075015 --42277-35968-44025~ 18766-51677 

133 15-8557 1-80590-28393-5 839 7-"22318~41903-59269~349 1075149 

69141- ~73022-51656-52857°05 780--04029~2 1964-5 7524-6 1389-87795 

56469-37133" 00889-41257-46754--5115 rE “355 ἴεν a3 

“6023 76719~59027-08885~92763~96654~-859 La Sas Lids {τ 
. __.. ENCLOSURE 



mat 

FD-36 (Rev, ἝΝ " Me ® : 

oe ROUTE IN ENVELOP#) 
Date: 3/6/64 

Transmit the following:-in 
(Type in plain text o7 code) 

| 

γα. SERTEL . REGISTERED MAIL a 
: . ει . (Priority or Method as Mailing) | 

| TO : DIRECTOR, FBI + (100-2809) ν΄ 

( FROM: ἢ 0 YORK (100-234637 Ἷ 
\ 

f Σ 

᾿ A suasser: (Goto ) _ ΄ (νὴ ‘beh!’ TT 
᾿ ΞΟ 7 Ne 

ὑφ, 

᾿ on 3/4/64, there was received at a New,;York mail Cnale , 
| drop a letter dated 3/2/64, to be transmitted to GUS HALL, foal Eeablet 

General Secretary of the CPUSA, from NO anadian 
P representative of the World Marxis€ Review. (NY .694-9* Cent 

advised that NORMAN FREED has recently réturrnéd to ‘Canada. 
' from Prague for a short vacation,) ‘The ve sforosaid letter, —~ 
which is partly coded, is as follows: 

"March 2=64 τᾷ. 

“Dear Walleye | Ry Νὴ 

"T received your note as I arrived to my home town. 
I intend to.stay here until after Easter and return the 
beginning of April. I have many matters to talk to “A. 
you about that I am sure would be of interest to you as 
well as some ‘request we have for you by way of songs etc. δὸ 

“My board asked me to visit with you for 8 about 
a week to make arra ents of mutual interests. I would 
like to do it before the Easter holidays. 1 you.could 
advise me as to when and where it would be most suitable 
for GO I wid make nai to visit with you. 

ag BUREAU (100-428092) (RM Ν 
CH )υυ - Δ 6 09) ASG 

~46- - 
ΕΟ ΗΝ rate) "4s @2MAR 11 "43 τὰ 
NY 100-84994 δ HALEN 1): 

1 ~ NY 100-1346037 (42). ᾧ , 

MB) ye 3 9 ¥O TH = 
— Ἢ 

Zz Btn at! 
eqs VE Sent —_____. baer per 

MAR 1 oP OK Hagent in Ch
arge 



ΝΥ 100-134637 . _ ΝΕ τ 

"Since I hope to see you soon I -will not write 
about many matters that I am sure ‘you would be interested 
in. Thanks for your Kind words, It 4s a pleasure to 
do what I can that is.of benifit to you. Give my best to 
Mr, & Mrs. Good. 1 am sure Mr. Nice 15 home. I was in 
London when he was there but I was not able to see him, 
Give my best to Perch and his family, perhaps you could 
arrange for him to get in touch with me through my brother- 
in-law and advise about my visit with you or any others: 
may you consider it advisable. 

"with best ‘regards _ 

"Rass. 

RSs I hope to hear from you soon 80 that I can plan ΝΣ 
my holiday.” 

ο 

NY 694~s* advised that the code words in the 
above message have,.the following significance’: 

"Yalleye" - GUS HALL 
"Songs" = Speeches of GUS HALL 
"wr, and Mrs. Good" - MORRIS CHILDS and wife 
"Mn, Nice” - HENRY WINSTON 

"Perch" Ὁ JACK CHILDS , | 
"Bass" ~ NORMAN FREED | ΝΞ 

Further. interpretation of the above note, ᾿ 
according to WY 694~s*, as as follows: ε 

The note referred to in. paragraph 1 is a note 
written by NY 694-s*, in the name of GUS HALL, advising 
FREED that HALL would like to contact him after the datter''s 
arrival in Canada. | | 

“Board” 4n paragraph 2 refers. to ‘the Nataonal Board 
of ‘the Communist Party of Canada. “Brother~in-law" in paragraph 

᾿Ξ xvefers to _SANCGARR, member of a Canadian espionage ring 
Sn the past, who resides in Toronto. Lp ἮΝ 

ΡΝ 



NY 100134637 

, | NY 694-s* advised on 3/5/64, that he delivered 
the above note to GUS HALL on that date and HALL 
expressed great interest in conferring with NORMAN FREED, 
HALL stated that his time is extremely limited in that he 
is. preparing for the next meeting of the National Executive 
Committee of the Party; therefore, he suggested that a 
CG 5824-S* be available to confer in New York with FREED 
inthe event that HALL, by reason of his nunercus | 

commitments, ‘should not be able to do 50. . 

: HALL stated that he had been advised by HENRY 
WINSTON, who recently returned from the Soviet Union and 
‘who had met FREED in London, that although WINSTON did 
mot have time to confer at length with FREED, he did 
[ascertain from the latter that FREED had talked at length with 
|TOGLIATTI, General Secretary of the Italian CP, and also 
‘with JOHN GOLLAM, General Secretary of the British cP, 
HaLL said that ‘he inferred that FREED undoubtedly had 
most interesting information of an international character 
to transmit. to the ,CPUSA, HaLL instructed NY 694-S* to 
make arrangements whereby NORMAN FREED should come to New 

| York as soon as possible. . 

NY 694-g* advised on 3/6/64, that on the evening of 
3/5/64, he had tédlephonically contacted SAM CARR, FREED's 
prother-in-law, in Toronto, NY 694-~S* arranged that 
CARR extend to FREED HALL's invitation to come to New York © 

on Sunday afternoon, 3/8/64, or Monday, 3/9/64. Pursuant 
to NY 694-S*tg instructions to CARR, FREED was to telephone 

to NY 694-s* dmmediately upon his arrival in New York, ᾿ 
at which time NY 604-S* would secure for FREED a hotel 
reservation. It was further agreed that in the event that 

"BREED should not be able to come’ ‘to New York on 3/7 or 8/64, ᾿ 
| SAM CARR would telephonically advise NY 694-S* to that effect. 

ΝΥ 6904-s* further advised that in a telephone 
contact on the evening of 3/5/64 with ca 5824-s*, it | 

was arranged that cq 5824~S* would come to New York 

sometime during the weekend-of 3/7 & 8/64. 

~3- 



NY 100-13}}637 

ΝΥ 6o4-se and CG 5824-s*, according to ‘the 
New ‘York informant, hoped to arrange that FREED confer 
with σα οϑδι 85} before conferring with GUS HALL, : 

“ 



BAC, Hew York (ros-seaoa) 6 ΝΕ 3/4/64 
| (100~134637) 

Birector, ἘΒῚ (1 : ΝΝ l= Mr. Linton 

ALEESRY Μ. KOLOBASUKIX ΝΣ ~ Ae Byan 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ BR ~ SIGH 

BOLO 
INTERWAL SECURITY = Ὁ 

ReNViet 2/24/64, 

Authority ia granted for you te instruct 
WY 694-20 ‘te make available to his t, 
Aleksey BM. Xolebashkin, the pame -of as a 
possible “Legitinate” ‘yeoruit to viets, 

open a new Nepionage = αὶ investigation 
on st in view of the sensitive nature of this 
operation, na leads should be set eut for Buffalo at this ᾿ 
time and no active investigation sbould be conducted by τ 
your office without first securing Bureau authority, ν ic 

ise when NY 604-8 refers the name of 
te his Soviet contact and any pertinent 

Yeaction ‘the referral. 

1 = 68-tee(___—] 
NOTE: 

Kolobashkin, Boviet contact of XY 694.8%, has 
requested informant to furnish him the identities of three 
individuals to “work with us (Soviets)." We have worked 
‘out a plan to refer individuals in our control to the 
floviets through NY 664-8* but the first two candidates 
were not approved by the informant, The informant has now . 
approved the third candidate for the operation and New York 
is conducting background investigation on this individual 
prior to pubaitting a specific plan for referral, 

DR sxbee (Note continued page 2) 
(11) 

ot 7 i δ 

ORIGINAL FILED ON 

Aye 

6 GUARL ον 



Letter to συ York : 5 
RE: ALEXSEY M. XOLOBASHKIN 

| 105-78927 
BOLO 

100428001 

‘NOTE (CONTINUED): 

. ‘By menorandun Baumgardner to Sullivan dated 
12/18/83 approval was granted for referral of a “Legitimate” 
recruit to the Soviets and 

_ is presently es ne 
y University of ᾿ 

cate no information regarding 

Because of the sensitive nature of this operation, 
we are York te conduct no active investi- bé 
gation of δὲ this time; We will closely follow 1 
this matt complete background is obtained 
regarding at the earliest possible date, security 

: wo alert all pertinent 
gources to deteruine if is actually made 
opezational by the foviets,: 



‘bic 
a 

DIRECTOR, FBI (105*789273— | 2/24/64 8 . ἰ’ 
| (100-428091) a © 

ως, NEW YORK (2105-36402) . &: 
(100134637) | 4 

ALEKSEY M. KOLOBASHKIN 7 ον ἢ} 
1S « R “ SMUN | | | τ, 
O | “ 

($010) | : 7 Cm: 

ReBulet 2/14/64 and NYLet 2/18/64. 7 N 

On 2/20/64, NY 694-s* advised that LEM HARRIS has \., 
"would be all right for NY 694-s* to refer »S 
to the Soviets. NY 694-S* stated that this : 

8 been the first and only “Lepitimate'' recruit that HARRIS has ἢ 
come up with, It is the opinion of NY 694-S* that it would be 

. 8 good idea to submit his name to the Sov ᾿ 
a  Ἰανὰ the fact that he, _ ~ 
non-political and inactive. NY 694-s* advise z 
is doingl ππτ στ τ ἢ at the Universit “- 
his early twenties a 8 Working on a 
which he will get in poskoximately one and 1 
NY 694-S* stated that work in 
be of particular interest to the Soviets. | 

For the information of the Bureau, the files of the NYO ᾿ 
contain no information on fact that 
when he was 12 or 13 years of age LEM HARRIS 
reportedly was having problems wit adopted 
an attitude in opposition to the views of 

“hd BUREAU 7X495~ 78927) (RM) { 00-726 97 /- 
“= =100-428091) _ NOT RECORDED 
1 - N¥ 134-91 (INV) (41) | 191 FEB 251964 
1 = N¥ 105-36402 (341)- . | 
lL ~- NY 100134637 (41) | σσ 

ΒΤ ΝΣ 

(7) 



:. DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITT 6. FROM: RO © 
FBT AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE I E | 

11 lye cole - aS | BL )Ρ tae tg 

ἢ 

be |. 

a, Sena 

March 11, 1964 

(") BY LIAISON 

Honorable Dean Rusk i = Mr, Belmont 1 =~ Liaison 
The Secretary of State 1 ~Mr. Sullivan 1 - Mr, Shaw // 
Washington, Ὁ. C, 1 = Mr, Wahhdtin he J | 

| i ~ Mr. Branigan 1] fe 
Dear ir. Rusk: 1 - Mr. Baungardner ; Hu 

ft 
A source which has furnished reliable information lv . (¥ 

din the past has supplied the following information which relates 
to the proposed formation of a new Communist International, , 

Gus Hall, General Secretary, Communist Party, USA, 
recently proposed to the Conmunist Party, USA, National Board 
that 2 new Communist International be formed, He expressed 
the opinion that the formation of a new Communist International 
would be a means of solving the current dissenaion in the ranks 
of the international communist movement. The Communist Party, 
USA, National Board unanimously accepted Hall's proposal. 
Hail plans to submit his proposal for the formation of a new 

Communist International to the Central Committee of the 
' Communist Party of the Soviet Union and is of the opinion 
phat his proposal will be received enthusiastically by the 

. jets, 
# 

. f It is noted that a Communist International was 
Af organized in 1919 by the Soviet Union as the organizational 

nd instrumentality through which 4t dominated and controlled 
ih Communist Parties throughout the world, The Communist 

International was formally dissolyed in 1943, at which time 
the United States and the Soviet Union were military allies. pot) 

—, [" Bacause of the sensitive nature of BOULCE, 
-Ξ» we have classified this communication This 

information is being furnished to other interes ter officiais 
Of ‘the Government. 

Η TORSO — μκνυκωκοννν 
Belmont 

Mohr κυ ς 
μὰν στα | oan a FE= 100428091 

‘ a : 

Fete GY ier a 
CU 

TROTET mene σπωνανον 
Fete. Roos ΝΗ wei tale! 

Ga ceed 1%. 1601 TELETYPE UNI 



Honorable Dean Rusk | 

NOTE: | 

Classified re ας because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could result in exceptionally 
grave damage tothe Nation. Source who furnished ‘the 

Z, information is NY 694-S*, See New York airtel 3/6/64, 
Osolo/ Internal Security - Ὁ." ΝΕ 

δαὶ 

Dissemination being made to the Honorable Walter W, 
‘Jenkins, Special Assistant to the President; the Honorable 
Dean Rusk, the Secretary of State; the Honorable John A. 
McCone, Director, Central Intelligence Agency; and the Attorney 
General and Deputy Attorney General, 



OPTIONAS FORM νῷ, 10 if 
5010-9104 . : 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
τὸ =: «DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091)) pare: 3/4/64 

(ἣν ῬΒΟΜ : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637a) ΠῚ 

: SUBJECT: ay | an 

dy 7 ReNYlet 2/4/64, : | 

The records.of the NYO reflect the Peengtinis 
transactions regarding SOLO funds, as reported by NY 94-S* 
during the month of February, 1964 : o 

| Credits | 

on hand 2/1/64 a $246,595.00 ~~ 4% 
Debits | 

2/24/64 to LENA DAVIS SCHERER for mo 
Nat'l. office expenditures $ 12,000.00 

Balance $234,595.00 

sy” 
KY) / gh dS 

yew y 
a / συ =T25 709/378 

ASH ΟΡ oe 
C2)- Bureau 
1 - Chicago (134-46-F )(SOLO)(RM) 
1. = New York oe F (424) y 
Δ - New York(134-91 Inv 
Δ - New York(41) pig BY OT BH δή : 

ἴββιπρο μη ΒΕ oo Na 
65 MAR 13 δὰ 

δε 



| ς ,.. NITED SeATES cove vex ‘Kou in & Miro Pe 

,. Memorandum 
TO ,Σ; | DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

ft f OY SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub Ὁ) 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: March 5, 1964 

S= C 

(Y) Re Bureau letter dated 5/4/60 and Chica 
dated 2/5/64, 

Referenced Bureau letter dated May 4, 1960, 
instructed Chicago to set forth details of receipts and 
disbursements of funds jin possession of CG 5824-S* and 
report such information to the Bureau by the fifth of the 
nonth following the month being reported. een 

QO 

Balance of funds in possession of 
CG 5824-S* as of January 31, 1964 

Solo Funds 

Maintained in cash in safe 
deposit ‘box, Michigan Avenue 
National Bank, Chicago, Il]linoiS...uscsceeseed 19, 978. 83 

Maintained in cash in safe. 
deposit box, Mid America ne 
National Bank, Chicago, L1linois..ccscccecees 62,000.00 

CP, USA Reserve Funds 

Maintained in cash in safe 
deposit box, Michigan Avenue 
National Bank, Chicago, T1Llinois..cescceseeve 26,153.32 

4 Total $108,132.15 

Additions ὌΝ “HY 2% {672 -Ὡ007 
eee aie 

ΕἾ Noné« WEEa CTE go tmne 12 196 δὰ 
ET RM) ξρι ἢ — mate 

” New vork (100-4 δ eh7 ΑΝ Υ Walt {oy 
(1 - 100-128861) (CP, USA - Reserve Funds) fy 

1. Chicago 

WAB: DIL @ Meno: Vou sanat 4D 
5 Ay τι KY ag D-l0-G4 

60 MA 13 i964 | UGE. oy 



CG 134-46 Sub F 

Disbursements 

Solo Funds 

10/31/63 

2/1/64 

2/7/64 

2/12/64 

2/14/64 

2/17/64 

To MAX WEINSTEIN to be fur- 
nished to the National 
Committee to Repeal the 
Mc Carran Act. (This informa- 
tion was not previously 
reported to the Bureau in 
previous Solo funds accounting 
letters. CG 5824-S* made this 
disbursement on the eve of his 
departure for his last Solo 
mission and inadvertently 
neglected to furnish this 
information to the Bureau. 
This disbursement was recalled 
to the informant's ‘memory by. 
a notation contained in the 
safe deposit box during a 
routine audit of these funds 
being made by him during this 
past month, This expenditure 
will be the subject of a 
forthcoming letter to the 
BULCAaU.)occevecensocssseseeenad 

To BELLE WEINSTEIN for 
living SXPENSSS .reseesreanesees 

To CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT to pay 
for drinks and meal in con- 
nection with meeting with 
Nigerian students on 2/7/64... 

To GUS HALL for expenses of 
dinner partyceccacuvessevccenes 

Reimbursement for out-of- 
pocket expenses of GUS HALL 
while in Ch~cagO.wscesqececeaes 

To MAX WEINSTEIN as re- 
imbursement for traveling 
expenses and purchase of 
sample merchandise while 
ADVOAd . sacaccceccesesesesesves 

=- 2 = 
4 

1,000,007 — 

244 .00 / 

30,00 7 

30.00 / 

10.00 

300.00” 



CG 134-46 Sub F 

2/23/64 

" 

2/23/64 | 

2/24/64 

2/24/64 

ml 

2/25/64 

| 2/25/64 

2/25/64 

2/27/64 

2/27/64 

To GUS HALL ‘for expenses 
during stay in Chicago, 
2/20-25/64 recroevvucevcsssered 

Reimbursement for out~of~ 
pocket expenses for GUS HALL 
during HALL's stay in 
Chicago, 2/20=25/64 or eeccceees 

To GUS HALL to pay for ex- 
penses of National Trade 
Union and National Negro 
Commissions meetings held 
in Chicago, Illinois 
(expenses for rental of 
meeting places and expenses 
of delegates) sececesvecsseseee 

To MAX WEINSTEIN to be . 
turned over to the National 
Committee to Repeal the. 
Mc Carran AcCtascoevcseccvsesesss 

To MAX WEINSTBIN to pay 
GUS HALL's hotel bill during | 
his stay in Chicago, 
2/20-25/64.c¢ecsccesevnionsers 

Reinbursement for out-of- 
pocket expenses for GUS HALL 
on trip to Detroit on 2/25/64. 

Reimbursement for out-of- 
pocket expenses for purchase 
of plane ticket from Detroit 
to Cleveland for GUS HALL on 
2/25/64 cccccsecencesseceeesnas 

Reimbursement for out-of~ 
pocket purchase of liquor ., 
for GUS HALL to use as gift... 

Reimbursement ‘for out-of- 
pocket purchase of shoes for 
GUS HALL, cocccccvecccccqussece 

i 

200,00 52 

‘1, 000,00, 

1,000.00* 

150.00 

10,00 

13.00 

20,00 | 

28,00 



CG 134-46 Sub F 

2/27/64 To OTTO WANGERIN as con- 
tribution from the CP, USA 
National Office for 
WANGERIN's medical and 
Living CXpenSeS.,.ecsseesseeaad 100,00 

2/27/64 "To JACK KLING to hold as 
‘part of reserve fundsS.....ss0. 15,000. 00 

Total $ 19,335.00 | 

CP, USA Reserve Funds | 

None. 

Total Funds in Possession of 
CG 5824-S* as of February a 1964 

Solo Funds . ᾿ 

Maintained in cash in safe 
deposit box, Michigan Avenue | 
National Bank, Chicago, TUNIS. re τσ σε σον οὗ 643.83 

Maintained’ in cash in safe | 
_ deposit box, Mid America 

National Bank, Chicago, TIULinodsS.wcaecccsceen 62 , 900,00 

cP, USA Reserve Funds 

Maintained in cash in safe. 
deposit box, Michigan Avenue | 
National Bank, Chicago, Il1inois..csevceeeeee 26,153.32 

Total.  $ 88,797.15 
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- OPTIONAL FORM MO, 1 

UNITED STATES GOVERMENT | Φ 4 

Memorandum ε 
so: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pate: 3/9/64 

(i FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

ὼς Ga SUBJECT: 

ReBulet, 2/20/64, requesting information. concerning 
who was present when NY 694-S* conferred with TIM BUCK and 
LESLIE MORRIS during the informant's stay in Toronto between 
12/30/63 and 1/3/64. 

NY 694.S* advises that he conferred with 
TIM BUCK at the latter's home, both the informant's wife, 
ROSALYN, ‘and TIM BUCKts paramour, ELIZABETH MASCOLO, being 
present. Although they were not party. to the conferences, 
being engaged in separate conversations of their own,. they 
nevertheless were in a position to hear, Δ they desired; the 
cenversation between BUCK and: NY 694~S*, 

Except for one conference between LESLIE MORRIS 
and -NY .694~S*, which was held at a table in a restaurant, 
‘and at which. the informant and MORRIS discussed. the ms 
advisability of the Canadian CP's providing a training 
school for its own students (see NY airtel, 1/3/64, page 3, 
paragraph 3), NY 694-S* reports that he conferred with 
MORRIS at the latter's.home. At. this. time both the infermart)s 
wife and MORRIS! wife, SONIA, were present, engaged in their 
own conversation, but being in a position, if they were ‘so οὐ 
inclined, to hear the conversation between MORRIS -and: the 
informant. 

es ae | 

~ NY 134-91 (INV) (41 Bs ἘΠῚ eg Ca), ti ‘a5 
ACB: mnl ” — 
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yo t. 1 ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
SAC, Chicago (134-46 Sub B). March 13, 1964 

Director, FBI (100-42809]) 
> 1 - Mr. Shaw 

019. | 
| (0 INTERNAL SECURITY ~ € 

ReBulets 2/28/64 and 3/6/64 which relate to the 
furnishing of Solo information to other field offices. 

| In view of certain administrative problems / 
involving the procedure outlined iin reBulets, it has 
been decided that hereafter the Bureau ‘will handle all : 
dissemination of information in the Solo case. Therefore, 7 
your offices are not to furnish copies of communications 
under the Solo caption toother field offices. x 

2 ~ New York (100-134637) 

NOTE: 
: 

New York has recently furnished information under the 
Solo caption toaher field offices. This procedure violates 
‘the need-to-know restriction placed on the -handling of S0lo information, Therefore, reBulets instructed that copies of 
communications under the Solo caption were not to be 
furnished other offices; that if information was received 
through the Solo apparatus of interest to another field 
office it was to be furnished. to interested offices under 
the appropriate case caption, but was not to contain any 
details relating to the Solo apparatus or the scope of the 

| Solo operation. SAC, Chicago, ‘by telephone catls to the Buréau 
3/3/64 and 3/6/64 pointed out that the furnishing of 
‘information to other field offices under the appropriate case caption could:'pinpuint::the Solo apparatus even ‘thou 

Tolsona——ve GEtAIIS of the Sold Apparatus! were not furnished. For lst! τ example, he cited information the informants ‘receive while 
Give, «Cin «the Soviet unions BUthigugh no actual details of the Solo’ 
EV005 enn ay K J REC 11 / σὺ - 42609) > oh 0 ROSeD eevoaeree (6) 

EX-103 poMAR 13 1964 « “tecetype unit L_] 
ee eel 



Ae 

Letter to Chicago 
RE: SOLO 
100-42809] 

apparatus would be set forth it would be obvious such an 
‘apparatus existed by virtue of the fact informants would 
be reporting information received in the Soviet Union. 
As a result, SAC, Chicago, believed that this matter could 
best be resolved by having the Bureau handle all dissemination 
of information in the Solo case. 



OPTOMAL FORM NO, 16 5010-106 Η ‘ 
MAY 1742 ΘΙ ΤΟΝ Ι ᾿ f 

OSA GEM, 1EG, MQ. 27 
; 

‘UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT | a ς 

Memorandum ROUTEIN INV? ELOPES= | | peeash νας 

“aa Vin 
2 TO: : Mr. conaa 222 DATE: March 10, 2. = 

nos fg Ἔ, Dovining " a 
SUBJECT: Eo) | λ is 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C | | 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications ‘transmitted: 
to him by -radio. 

Tavel es eel 

Trotter τ bleedin 

Tele. ROOM waren 

On 3/9/64 transmissions were heard by ‘the Bureau's radio station 
at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies, but-no messages’ were . 
transmitted: 

ACTION: 

For information. 

2.- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. ‘G. Shaw). 

\ dry | δὲ Θ) ν᾽ RECO ἢ συ “2. 609/ «9670 

ΕΝ | EX-103 ΜΆ 13 [964 

Ν f ; 
? 
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Honorable Valter W. Jenkins 

© sexe ROUSE IN ENVELOP 
JRC DASSEPICATION AUTHGRITYS DERIVED FRO: 

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GOITRE 

ΤῈ OL-3L-2ZOLE 

March 11, 1964 Bee 
BY LIAISON ͵ ἢ yy" 

Bpecial Assistant to the President 1 - Mr, Belmont 
The White House a 1 ~ Mr. DeLoach A, 
Washington, D, ¢. 1 ΜΡ, Sullivan . 

Dear Mr, Jenkins: | 1 - Ms Branigan 

in the past bas supplied the following information which relates ™ 
to the proposed formation of a new Communist International. “S 

recently proposed to the Communist Party, UdA, National Board 9 
that a new Comauniat International be formed, He expreased 4 

1 - Mr, Wannali - 

Η δέῃ » Baumgardner 
A source which has furnished reliable information “τοι. 

Ξε 

Gus Hall, General Secretary, Communist Party, usa, “72 
pS. HY ST 1 

the opinion that the formation of a new Comnuniat International 
would be a means of solving the current dissension in the ranks 
of the international communist movement, The Communist Party, 
USA, Mational Board unanimously accepted Hall's proposal, 
Hall planes to submit his proposal for the formation of a new 
Communist International to the Central Coumittee of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union and is of the opinion 
δονὶ his ‘proposal will be received enthusiastically by, the 

viets, 
iy 

it is noted that a Communist International was 
organized in 1919 by the Soviet Union as the organizational 
dnstrunentality through which it dominated and controlled 
Communist Partios throughout the world, The Communist 
International was formally dissolved in 1943, at which. tine 
the United Btates and the Soviet Union were ‘military allies, 

infornation: is being furnished to other ted officials 

ne ἢ Because of the sensitive nature of ource, 
| Lyi we have classified this communication Pera ot " This 

Tolson | 
Belmont πριν 

Mohr 
Casper . 
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Honorable Walter Ἦν, Jenkins | 

ROTE: 

 ~Classified ἀξοτοθσεῖςιν because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could result in exceptionally 

e damage to the Nation. Source who furnished the 

ation 4s NY 694-S*, See New York airtel 3/6/64, 

“Internal Security ~ ¢," , 

Dissemination being made to the Honorable Walter ¥. 
Jenkins, Special Assistant to the President; the Honorable 
Dean Rusk, the Secretary of State; the Honorable John A. 
McCone, Director, Central Intelligence Agency; and the 

Attorney General and Deputy Attorney General. : 



“BECLASSTETCATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FRA: 

PET AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICaATION GOIDE 

\ | D Π1-31. 3012 

P ote ae aa Φ hye 

- ‘Mr, Belmont 
- Mr. Sullivan 
~ Mr, Wannall 
- Mr, Branigan 
- Mr, Baumgardner 
- Liaison 1 ~ Mr. Shaw 

' (" March 12, 1964 

BY LIAISON iP Ψ 

See eS Bat μων ra UNVELOPE 
ΟἿΣ, Us " ΓΙ 

a 
Dear iy, Rusk: 

Ἀν -ὦ 

᾿Ξ 

» ND 

My letter of February 20, 1964, with enclosure, = § 

contained a summary of a letter that the Central Committee" 1° τὸ 
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union had sent to the & = 
Comaunist Party, USA, citing the need for calling of a Φ @ 
conference of all Communist Parties. 

Material in the enclosed mesorandum was supplied 
by sources which have furnished reliable information in the 

past, Tho enclosed memorandum susmarizes an exchange of 

iettora in February, 1964, between the Central Comitteces 
of the Communist Parties of China and the Soviet Union, 
‘The Soviets were labeled "double-crossers" for failing to 

notify the Chinese of their intention to call a international 

conference of Communist Parties, Strong exception to this 

critician was expressed: by the Soviets, who indicated they 

were Going everything possible to unite the world communist 

MOVEMORT. 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, 

wo have classified this communication and its enclosure 
" ia information 15 being furnished to other 

otenaated officiais of the Goverment. / συ - uf 2 g 09 | 3 ( 2 

Fi, 100-428091 Sincerely yours, 

)/7G SEB NOTE PAGE TWO \_/ ἘΠΊ AR 18 1964 | ἮΝ 
ὙΠ na 

rojson A gle Welivk 
ccnp ἤπολοθοχθ με Ζ5. “ΛΠ Ί ΑΝ 

' φαρρετῖ =i, 



ἈΝ, αἰ - ᾿ a i 

5 : ᾿ a . . , + 

£ . ᾿ t 

Honorable Dean Rusk 

‘NOTE: 

Classified "IgpeBetret! because unauthorized dis- 
closure of this information could reveal the identity of 
the source, who is of continuing value, and such revelation 
could result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. 

_ Source is NY 694-5*, who is referred to as "sources" -in order 
to further protect the security of this inf : 
tion extracted from New York airtel (3/6/64; olo, /Internal 
Security - c. " | 

" 



ἘἘΟΤΘ ΘΙ ΕΤΟΣΈΞΕΟΝ AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

Fer , UNaTIC DECLASETFICaATION & ] 
. " 

. Φ me 8 
«Ὁ 

The Attorney General March 12, 1964 

1 ~ Mr, Belmont 
Δ. += Mr. Evans Director, FBI L - Mr, Sullivan 
1 - Mr, Wannall 

(4 raT P , USA 1 =- Mr. Bran” gan 
COMMUN ARTY 1 - Mr, Baumgardner INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 1 ~- Mr, Shaw 
INTERWAL, SECURITY “Ὁ 

iy letter: of February 20, 1964, with enclosure, 
contained a summary of a letter that the Central Committee 
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union had sent to the 
Communist Party, USA, citing the need for calling of a -| 
conference of all Communist Partics. . 

Material in the encloged memorandum was suppli 
by sources which have furnished reliable information in 
pest. The enclosed memorandum summarizes an exchange of 
Letters in February, 1964, between the Central Committece 
ef the Communist Parties of China and the Soviet Union. 
‘The Soviets were labeled “double-crossera" for failing to 
notify the Chinese of their intention to call an international 
conference of Commmist Parties, Streng exception to this 
criticism was expressed by the Soviets, who indicated they 
were mts everything possible to unite the world communist 
SMQOVCHORT, 

&: 

Woou ΒΗΠΟΥ 3} 0.020 "6. 485 ὁ 6! BN 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, 
‘Classified this communication and its enclosure “sip 
" This information is being furnished to other 

interested officials of the Governnent. ὦ 

Enclosure | a 
URE Ν πα αι εἶ ΠΤ lag 

| 100-428091 waft Varn on, 

1 = The ΜΝ Attorney General (enctoeure) ae 

[) NOTE; Classified pace” because sinauthorized. disclosure 

of this information could re eal’ the identity ‘of the source, who 

4s of continuing value, and such, revelation could result in 
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FRI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GORE 

STE O1-31L-2012 

Freel τῇ τς ᾿ | 
Θ᾽ See Φ 

at, 

as 

Mr. Belmont 
Mr, Evans 
Mr, DeLoach 
Mr, Sullivan 

Wannall 
Mr, Branigan 
Mr, Baumgardner 
Liaison 
ΜῈ, Shaw 

12, 1964 

a 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
μεμι Jad μὰ et ad ed μὰ μὰ 4{4{{141{ιειἡ 

ἕξ 

F ὃ 
SINO-SOVIET RELATIONS 

Summary of letter from the Central Comnittee, 
Communist Party of China, to the Central 
Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union, dated February 20, 1964 

The Contral Committee of the Communist Party of China 
stated it had learned that the Central Committee of the Com 
munist Party of the Soviet Union had sent a letter dated 
February 12, 1964, to many fraternal parties proposing that 
an international conference of Comnaunist Parties be held, 
The Communist Party of China strongly protested the fact 
that it did not receive such a letter and referred to the 
‘Soviets as “double~-crossers,"' “double-dealers" and "chauvinists." 

Summary of letter from the Central Conumittee, 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union, to the 
Central Committee, Communist Party of China, 
dated February 22, 1964 . 

The Central Committee of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union acknowledged a letter from the Central Committee 
of the Communist Party of China dated February 20, 1964, stating 
that although the insulting tone of the letter morally obliged 
‘the Communist Party of the Soviet Union to leave it unanswered, 
a reply was being made in order to exclude the possibility of 
any atteapts to mislead "111-informed people," 

The Communist Party of the Soviet Union rejected the 
claim that it had acted in a sectarian manner by not sending 
its letter of February 12, 1964, to the Communist Party of 
China, stating it purposely had not done so because the Com- 
munist Party of China had repeatedly failed to answer proposals 
calling for joint measures to strengthen the unity of the inter- 
natioual communist movement, The Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union: stated it considered it necessary to inform fraternal 
parties of the fact that the Communist Party of China had 
failed to respond to proposals for strengthening the unity 

ave the international communist moverent and had continued to 

CSPOT anattienisimiattite 
intensify ites attack against Marxist-Leninist Parties. 
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τ 1 

' Φ @ ΓΝ 4 
ἐπα - : 5 ἐν, 

" a : ᾽ ! ε 

κἀν 

ΒΙΝΟ-ΒΟΥ͂ΣΕΤ ἈΧΙΑΤΙΒ ᾿ ᾿ 

ει The Communist Party of the Soviet Union stated that 
since the Communist Party of China persistently disregarded 
the various appeals made by the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union and even depicted such appeals as a display of weaknoss, 
there was no need to send the letter of February 12, 1964, to 
the Communist Party of China, The Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union pointed out that ita letter of February 12, 1964, 
was written for the purpose of ending the abnormal currents 
existing in the communist movement and charged that the 
attempts of the Communist Party of China to brand the Com 
munist Party of the Soviet Union with words Like “chauvinistic — 
bad manners," “arbitrary actions" and “inatructions of the 
-allmighty" testified to the weakness of the position of the 
Communist Party of China and its desire to conceal its own. 
actions ry . , ᾿ ͵ 

The Communist Party of the Soviet Union further 
charged that the leadership of the Communist Party of China 
is trying to dictate to the Communist Parties of capitalist — 
countries when to start a revolution and how to carry it out, 
The Communist Party of the Soviet Union stated that the chau- 
vinistic manner of the Communist Party of China can be seen 
by its demand that it be furnished the letter of the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union dated February 12, 1964, The Com 
munist Party of the Soviet Union questioned if the Communist 
Party of China really believes anyone would accept the tone 
of the demand and rush to carry out the demand, The Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union considered this as not only rude, 
put ridiculous as well. ' 

In conclusion, the Communist Party of the Soviet 
‘Union expressed its desire to do everything possible in order 
to unite the world communist movement on the basis of the 
fundamental principles of Marxish-Leninisa, The Communist 
‘Party of the Soviet Union also expressed its profound confi~ 
dence that the world communist movement will overcome the 
present difficulties, consolidate its ranks and achieve new 
successes in the struggle for the cause of the working class, 



SINO-SOVIET RELATIONS ᾿ς 

| NOTE; 

| Classified WypseecEst" because unauthorized dis- 
_. Closure of this information could jeopardize NY 694-S*, who 

is of continuing value, and such disclosure could result in 
- exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. See New York 
airtel 3/6/64,."Solo, IS-C." Dissemination being made to 
‘the Honorable Walter W. Jenkins, Special Assistant to the © 
President; the Honorable Dean Rusk, the Secretary of State; 
the Honorable John A, McCone, Director, Central Intelligence 

- Agency; and the Attorney General and Deputy Attorney General, 
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Transmit the following in 
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AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL ἢ 

AC veh δ αι " 

6h 

Φ τὰ Ww Hew Φ 
FBI we 

Date: 3/10/64 

(Type in plain text or code) 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

ζω) 115-46 

ReNYairtel dated 2/17/64 and captioned as above. 

Reairtel, pag ; items 1, 2 and 3 contain iInfor- 
mation regarding ἘΌΝ MB, Ohio industrialist, and trans- 
mission of such information to the Soviets ‘regarding hin. 

Relative to the above, CG 5824-S* on 3/6/64 advised 
SA RICHARD W. HANSEN that GUS HALL, General Secretary of the 
CP, USA, ‘had, during the course of a discussion in Cleveland, 
Ohio, on 3/1/64, made the following comment: 

When ARNOLD JOHNSON was recently in Ohio, he had 
made an effort ‘to see EDWARD LAMB, but JOHNSON was completely | 
ΝΥΝῚ and was not able to see. this individual. 

i 

-New York (1o0-194637) (AM) (Info) 
i- -Chicago 

oe οὐ /mat24 fat S| 

ot NY 7 
MAR ‘1 Brae avAgent in Charge 



aD FROM: τὸ ΒΈΓΙΑΘΕΤΕΤΟΛΤΤΟΝ AUTHORITY DEE 

PEL AUTCHAT LL DBODLBSSIF LEAT LOR GLEE 

rr ROUTE @! ENVELOPE 

- March 11, 1964 

3 
7 ISON | | τς | | BY LYA | | 

ἂς Honorable John A, McCone we wl 1 - ἈΚ. Beluont 1 - Mr, Shaw 

~S2 Central 1 - Me. Wannall ' Ys Central Intelligence Agency ‘ 
as Washington, Ὁ. Ὁ, δὴ y 1 «Ἐν. Branigan 

rh 
1 = Mr. Baungardner ΡΣ 

4 Dear Mr, NcCone: 1 ~ Liaison σ᾽ 

Ἃ A source which hag furnished reliable information 

< 

as in the past has supplied the following information which relates 
Jto the proposed formation. of a new Communist International. : 

Gus Hall, General Secretary, Communist Party, USA, . ; 
recently proposed to the Communist Party, USA, National Board™ = 
that a new Communist International be formed. He expressed 3 -Ξ 
the opinion that the formation of a new Communist International 

Swould be a means of solving the current dissension in the r —_ 
ὴ ᾽ of the international communist movement. The Communis a 
en USA, National Board unanimously accepted Hall's yronousle es 2 

hen 

φΞ 
" Hall plans to submit his proposal for the formation of a new =x 

Ἃ} Communist International to the Central Committee of the 3 
ἫΝ Communist Party of the Zoviet Union and is of the opinion x 

ie that hia proposal will be received enthusiastically by the 
1% 3 Soviets. 

Mage It is noted that a Communist International was = 
νύ organized in 1919 by the Soviet Union as the organizxationaly 
Wie) instrumentality through which it dominated and controlled = 

Communist Parties throughout the world, The Communist. 
International was formally dissolved in 1943, at which tiap 2 ἰῷ 
the United States and the Soviet Union were military aLIAPS. ag 

tf 
Lb Because of the sensitive nature of our sources ΕΞ ψ, 
Xlp|‘cwe have classified this conmunication on τυ βσσεαξ.Ν τοῖρ = 
j information is being furnished to. othe: of Berens d officials 

1 aif “polsoy .of the. ‘Government. Rae 
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4 
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Honorable John A. McCone 

NOTE: 

Classified * because unauthorized 
disclosure of this ormation could result in exceptionally 
graye damage to ‘the Nation. Source who furnished he | 

ation is NY 694-S*, See New York airtel 3/6/64, 
(O" S00 internal, Security ~ ¢,* 

Dissemination being made to the Honorable Walter Ἢ. 
Jenkins, Special Assistant to the President; ‘the Honorable 
Dean, Rusk, the Secretary of State; the Honorable John A, 
McCone, Director, Central Intelligence Agency; and the 
Attorney General and Deputy | Attorney General, — 
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Selocchm-—-- SEE NOTE PAGE 2 

Pavel comma see (11) 
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Holmes 
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tye 
YS so00-120001°3, (596 

DHCLASS IFICATION AUTHORED DERIVED FROM: 

PET AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

DATE OL-S1-2£012 

_ @ ROUTE I@ ENVELOPE 
Oper 

The Attorney General March 11, 1964 

Director, FBI 1 = Mr. Belnont 

1 ™ Myr. Evans 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 1 - Mr, Sullivan ἢ - INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 1 ae, Beanigan 
INTERNAL, SECURITY - Ό 4 - Mr, Baumgardner 

1 τ Mr. Shaw 

A source which has furnished reliable information 
in the past has supplied the following inforgation which 
relates to the proposed formation of a new Communist 
International, 

Gus Halli, General Secretary, Coomunist Party, 
USA, recently proposed to the Communist Party, USA, 
National Board that a new Communist International be “17 
formed. He expressed the opinion that the formation of 
a new Communist International would be a means of solving [58 
the current dissension in the ranks of the international μι. 
communist movement. The Communist Party, USA, National 
Board unaninously accepted Hall's proposal. Hall plans to 
submit his proposal for the formation of a new Communist 
International to the Central Committee of the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union and is of the opinion that his 
proposal will be received enthusiastically by the Soviats. 

It is noted that a Communist International was 
organized in 1919 by the Soviet Union as the organizational 
instrumentality through which it dominated and cantrolled 
Communist Parties throughout the world, The Communist =, 
International was formally dissolved in 1945, at which . 
time the United States and the Soviet Union were-military 

OV3Y-6.33y 
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. allies. | 

Because of the sensitive nat of our. ource, 4 
we have classified this communication Wy aoe 
information is being furnished to other interested officially 
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The Attorney General 

NOTE: 

Classified ἤρου» ποτ αξ» because unauthorized | 
disclosure of this information could result in exceptionally 
grave damage to the Nation, Source ‘who furnished the information 
is NY 694-B*.,, See New York airtel 3/6/64, "Solo, Internal ae 
ecurity ~ ¢." ty 

Dissendnation being made to the Honorable Walter Ἧς 
Jenkins, Special Assistant to the President; the Honorable 
Dean Rusk, the Secretary of State; the Honorable Jobn ‘A. 
McCone, Director, Central Intelligence Agency; and the 

. Attorney General and Deputy Attorney General. 
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ὌΝ ROUTE IN ENVEL 
Date: 3/6/64 

PE 

TTT ES rao Transmit’the following in 
{Type in plein text or code} . 

για AIRTEL | REGISTERED MAIL ___! 7 
| (Priority or Method of Mailing) ] SY 

Oe ee ee ἄρτι ee ἀμπαό κάμαν ̓ δπμα. - - sires ates ὦ ἐν νοῶν WA 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (200-428091) 

| FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) cn” | 

On 3/6/64, NY 694-S* furnished the following ἰχὰ 
information to SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON: Ca 

— 

GUS HALL, CPUSA General Secretary, told the Α 
informant on 3/6/64, that he had just left a meeting of XX 
the CPUSA National Board to which he had proposed that K 5 ἐ 
there be formed a new comintern. He said that he had told 
the National Board that in his opinion the formation of ἃ 
new comintern would be the only way to prevent the Communist 
Parties of the world, including the CPUSA, from "drifting." 
He stated that the formation of a new comintern would ‘be the 
best method of fighting the Chinese. According to HALL, he 
has given considerable consideration to this matter and feels 
that the creation of a new comintern is the only answer to 
the current situation with respect to dissension the ranks 
of the Communist Parties of the world. According to HALL, 
he had been quite concerned about/tR# CPUSA National Board 
mighb react to his suggestion, but, to his delight, they were 
very enthusiastic about it and accepted it unanimously. 

~\ ei 
72.) Bureau .(100-428091). (RM) 

Chicago (134-46-sub B) (RM) 
NY 234-91 (INV) (42 
NY 100-84994 (GUS HALL) (414) 
NY 100-128819 {CPUSA, NYD ~ INTERNATIONAL .RELATIONS ΡΝ. 
NY 100-134637 (41): 2 ἐ ὃ ‘ 

—_ 
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NY 100-134637 

NY 694-S* stated that he told HALL that the 
latter should do nothing further about this matter until . 
the Soviets are advised with respect to his suggestion, 
HALL agreed, and stated that on Wednesday, March 18th, 
he would furnish to NY 694-S* for transmittal to Moscow, 
a copy of the remarks he had-made to the National Board 
concerning the proposed formation of a new comintern. 
HALL stated that it is his opinion that his suggestion will 
be received most enthusiasticaly by the Soviets. 
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3/13/64 
τῷ 

Airtel 1 + Mr, Shaw 

To: ‘BAC, New York (100-134637) 

Director, FBI (100-428091) 

Guo) 
NAL SECURITY - ¢ 

Sul Livay ee] 

Τανεῖ ονισπροονκωνοννινω 

Tele, Ficom see 

ἀρ Θ τ ΠΛ 2. 3.3.49 

Reurairtel 5/11/64. 

Resirtel stated. that NY. 604-58! wife, Rosalyn, will 
undergo surgery on 3/18/64 and ‘informant plans to take his 
wife to Moscow sone tine after she leaves the hospital pro- 
vided her condition λα satisfactory, 

In view-of the fact that informant's. security may be 
jJoopardized by this proposed trip to. Moscow, you should 
promptly contact ΝΥ 694-8* and obtain the answers to the 
following questions, 

ἃ, Does Rosalyn know of or suspect the informant 
status of RY 694-267 

ΖΦ, 18 there any possibility Rosalyn will undergo 
medical treatment in Russia where she may be given an 
‘anesthesia? If so, has informant considered the fact that 
if Rosalyn knows or suspects. his informant statue she may 
inadvertently compromise hin? 

3, Does NY 694-8 intend to leave Rosalyn in 
Russia or will she return with ΝΥ 694-8* after a visit of; 
approximately two weeks? 

4. Does Gus Hall know of ‘the plans.of NY 694~8*. 
to travel to Russia with his wife? 15 so, has Hall instructed 
informant to take up any Party matters with the Soviets? 

Wa 90 - | { ται τ τ] ως 48 Ὁ 67,7) 
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Airtel to New York 

100-428001 

δ, Did informant request that the Soviets invite 
him and his ‘wife to Russia or did the Soviets" invitation 
come as a surprise? 

Promptly suairtel answersto the above questions 
‘and aatter, Bureau advised ¢ of any additional developments in 

w- matter, | | . 
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‘ ROUGE wl EiVeore 3/20/64 
Transmit the following in : {Type in plain text or code) 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

mids ler, Adee a ee Sain el te ie ΑΝ ὙΕΜ ΔΜ, νῆμα ee
 oe ee ὝΜΟΣ πασὰ = ecient a er mitt hae de ema dese eve ee ae SO ee is it at el ih Se μππας, aan

 tee be στ ie ies et ee tel od Ἅπαν 1 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

(ὦ) PROM : SA, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: ΩΝ ΄ 
-Ὁ 

ReNVYairtel to Bureau, 3/6/64, reporting contact 

aa 604-s* and Soviet contacts with ALEKSEY KOLOBASHKIN 

on 3/5 . - 

NY 694-S* advised on 3/10/64, that he inadvertently "ΡΜ 

failed to report that during his contact with ALEKSEY | 
KOLOBASHKIN on 3/5/64, on the instructions of GUS HALL, Re wor 
he asked the latter what effect, if any, the information Ν᾿ 

furnished by the Soviet defecton, LURE MOSSE might have* . 

on the GPUSA, NY 694-s* told KOLOBASHAIN HALL ΩΣ 
concerned as a result of having been ‘told that the ee i 

aforementioned Soviet defector had mentioned "100 na ad at, 
KOLOBASHKIN: refpolied that he had no information in this / 

regard, but that ‘he would ‘4nguire of Moscow whether or 

not the information furnished by NOSSENKO ‘to the US Governmen 

might in any way affect the CPUSA. : 

Referencey NY airtel, 12/18/63, on page 2 of whic 

appears a coded message sent by GUS HALL to the Soviet 

Union suggesting that a socialist country sponsor; a 

proposal in the UN Assembly for Puerto Rican independence. 

ΡΟΝ (λθο, 428092) (Rit) 
| “ZT - cHtcaco. (134-46-suk δὶ AM-RM) INV) (42 ~ NY 134-91 - | | | 

- ΝΗ 185236402 YU, KOLOBASHKIN) (342) 6 5 peed | 

{8} 

μι μὴ μ ΝΥ 100-134637 [(1] 
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NY Δοο- 3.637 

NY 694-S* advised that with regard to the above- 
mentioned matter, GUS HALL told him that upon HENRY | 
WINSTON's return to the USA, WINSTON told HALL that ‘he 
had been instructed by the Soviets to inform HALL that 

» “they could not make the motion in the UN for the 
independence of Puerto Rico." | | 
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Transmit the following tn 

FBI 

Date: 3/11/64 

(Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL REGISTERED Ι 

. (Priority o Method of Mailing} 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM » NEW YORK (€100-134637) 

SUBJECT: p 
ReNYairtel, 3/2/64, reporting“receipt from Moscow of 

\several ciphered-coded radio messages, one of which, appearing 
on page 2 of reairtel, is as follows: "We are ready to invite 

| JACK CHILDS and his wife for rest in April-May on account of your 
Party quota." --“ππΠ 

On 3/11/64, NY 694-S* advised SAS JOHN DENNIS O'CONNELL 
and ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON as follows: 

The informant's wife ROSALYN will undergo surgery on 
March. 18,1964. It is his plan, in the interest of both his wife 
and the Bureau, to accept the Soviet invitation to..visit . Moscow. 
Provided his wife's condition is satisfactory, | he would like to 
take her to Moscow ats Sometime aftex.she, leaves. the hospital. i 
He would stay in Moscow no longer than two weeks. 

a re rpneranesiunpaiey PAPI AAA ep a PN - 

The informant stated that he had no time to discuss 
this matter at length with the NYO, but desired that the Bureau 
be advised immediately regarding nis intentions. 

¢ The above is being furnished for the Bureau's sy 9 
information. . Z ou ¥ £o¢l. - 

1 BRE κο 28/02 — 

- BUREAU (100-428091)¢RM) δέν, 1964 
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Enclosure 

NPERNAL SECURITY - C [2 qd 

‘On 3/11/64, at approximately 5:30.P,M., ASAC Donald E. ‘Roney, 
New York Office, telephonically furnished the text of two messages the 
informant desired to send and requested they be enciphered. At.about 
10:25 A.M., 3/12/64, Supervisor Warren Marchessault, ‘New York Office, 
was telephonically furnished with the enciphered text. 

The plain text:is set forth:below. The cipher text is attached. 

REFEREE. (Central Committee)’ (space) BIRCH: (Gus Hall) CONVEYS 
TO'YOU OUR WARM THANKS FOR HEEDING OUR CALL OF PROLETARIAN: 
SOLIDARITY. THANK YOU FOR YOUR SPEED IN EXPEDITING THIS 
MATTER. THIS SHOULD HELP OUR SITUATION AND OUR WORK 
IMMENSELY. HUB (Morris Childs) 

REFEREE (Central Committee). (space). CONFIDENTIAL (space) BIRCH: 
(Gus Hall) IS SERIOUSLY WORKING ON IMPORTANT ARTICLE ON’ THE. 
THEME OF LANE (CP) UNITY AND THE NEED FOR INTERNATIONAL Ω 
SOLIDARITY AS AGAINST THE SPLITTING AND DIVISIVE TACTICS OF 

THE POND (China) LANE (CP). WILL HAND TO YOU VIA CLOSED, ' 
CHANNELS THE OUTLINE WHEN rT: an NO LOSS IN TIME, 

ACTION: we a “42% Ὁ δ 09 | 3700 
For information. 404 

i 
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1 - Mr. Belmont 
2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
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44976 
06309 
89740 
57432 
13962 
01768 

&7103 
69068: 
25257 
08842 
93482 
41623 
40427 
22875 

7816S 
82522 
30884 
75533 
39730 
$5478 

65343 
C8102 
58769 
93616. 
98126 
35289 
05356 

Φ 3/12/64 

56233 85006 46501 
96145 83149 07169 
44415 65260 01005 
T4936 27906 $§6212 
94986 O7653 77343 
62328 71271 

87679 38217 32052 
61008 13110 64126 
6599S 70902 59586 
42818 38781 .20236 
28075 83845 34702 
01628 $4791 04044 

 SLS21 22966 09795 

/ 

ENCLOSURE 

7 Jov- 42 a ed 

34857 
$4635 
42068 
97885 
31905 

61417 
49379 
13071 
54627 
17238. 
75345 
22378 

oO 
ee 

24569 
06222 
08978 
73714 
57550 

09742 
7S632 
44981 
72924 | 
96931 
42302 
48051 
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Date: 3/13/64 

(Type in plain text or code) 

REGISTERED MAIL 
: (Priority οὐ Method of Mailing} 

DIRECTOR, PBI (100-428091) 

SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

ReNY airtel, dated 3/6/64, wherein it was KS 
GUS HALL advised NY 694~S* that 4 

he had proposed to a meeting of the CPUSA National Board 
that a new comintern be formed. 
further ‘reflects that HALL had advised the informant that he would 

reported that on 3/6/64, 

Referenced communication 

give to the latter for transmission to Moscow a copy of his 
remarks to the CPUSA National Board meeting with respect to 
the formation of a new comintern, 

On 3/12/64, NY 694.S* advised that ‘he had received 
from HALL a copy of the text of HALL's remarks to the CPUSA 

The informant stated 
that HALL instructed him not to send the aforementioned text 
of his speech to the Bowsers but rather an outline thereof 

(This outline, according 
to NY 694 πὰς was ‘prepared by HALL with the assistance of 

tional Board meeting held on 3/6/64. 

which he was giving ‘to NY 694-S*, 

Bureau (100- 428091) (Enels, 4) (RM) 
~ Chicas ο (134-46-SubB) ( 

1 - NY 13h -91 
1 - NY 100-13 

INV) (41) (Att. 
37 {ud} (att: ) 

nf 0 -᾿ 79. £09) 3/0 
ΓΒ MAR 18 1964 
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NY 100-13} 637 

NY 694-S* further advised that when he transmits 
the above-mentioned outline of HALL's speech to the Soviets - 
probably on March 17th ~ he will also give the Soviets a 
message concerning the outline as follows: | 

"This outline by comrade Gus Hall regarding 
the need for international ceordination, and the 
proposals for some sort of cooperative authority, 
as for your information only.. No other party 
has seen this document. The proposals therein 
have been discussed at great length by our 
leadership, who are of the same opinion as 
comrade Gus Hall, 

"We will not discuss these problems publicly 
until we hear from you about these ideas of 
proletarian internationalism to counter the 
splitting methods of the Chinese CP, and their 
effect upon the world movement. We await your 

. thoughts on these propositions. 

"As far as the CPUSA is concerned, we will 
defend the urgent need for an international 
coordination to defend Marxism-Leninism, 

"Morris Childs 
Chairman of the International 
Affairs Committee, CPUSA" 

t 

This message, according to NY 694-S*, will 
be coded before being transmitted to the Soviets. 

There As enclosed herewith for the Bureau two 
copies each of the above-mentioned text of HALL's speech 
delivered to the CPUSA National Board on 3/6/64, and of 
the above-mentioned outline of the said speech. 

One copy each of the above documents is being 
furnished herewith to the Chicago Office. 



NY 100-134637 

NY 694-S* further advised that when he was 
given the: above-mentioned outline there was attached 
thereto a note from GUS HALL which. was as follows: 

"Theenclosed I do not want changed or 
edited in any way without a check with me. ' 

i" Gus k 

NY 694-S* stated that the content of the 
above-described outline, so far as he knows, is known 
only to GUS HALL, CG 5824-S* and to himself and therefore, 
extreme caution must be exercised in handling this informa- 
tion inasmuch as the dissemination thereof would jeopardize 
his own and CG 5824-S*! security. 

It should be noted that the NYO has already 
furnished the Bureau a letterhead memorandum contahing 
a summary of GUS HALL's alleged remarks to the CPUSA National 
Board meeting of 3/6/64. 

‘secu 
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March 12, 1964 

(0 BY LIAISON 

Honorable John A, McCone (ye 
Director ye 
Central ‘Intelligence Agency | ash AG 

qv Vere Washington, Ὁ, Ὁ, 

Dear Mr, McCone: 
» 

My letter of February 20, 1964, with enclosure, ( 
contained a summary of a letter that the Contral: Comitteo 
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union had sent to the 
Communist Party, USA, citing the need for calling of a 
conference of all Communist Partios, 

Natorial in the enclosed memorandum was supplied 

! ‘by sources which have furnished reliable information in the 
past, The encloged memorandum summarizes an exchange of 
letters in February, 1964, between the Central Comaittees 
.of the Communist Parties.of China and the Soviet Union, 
The Soviets were labeled “double-crossera" for failing to 
notify the Chinese of their intention to call an international 
conference of Communist Partios. Strong exception te this 
χε ον was expressed by the Soviets, who indicated they 
were doing everything possible to unite the world communist 

movenent. 
- 

18: 
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Pana Because of the sensitive nature of our sources | 

3 have classified this communication aad. its enclosure | 

" This information ia being furnished to other 
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. NOTE: 

: Classified Be seaey because unauthorized dis- _ a 

closure of this information could reveal the identity of ες 

: 

Honorable John A, McCone 

the source, who is of continuing value, and such revelation 

could result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation, 

Source is ΝῪ 694-S*, who is referred to as "sources" in order 

to further protect the security of this inf nt. Informa- 

tion extracted from New York airtel 3/6/64, “Solo/ Internal 
Security - C," : ᾿ 

" ‘ i 
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‘2 Mr, Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 

“coma 27 5 Ὁ: 

. F. Downing 

Φ ξϑιϑτιοα 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Μ emorandum 

ERNAL'SECURITY - C 

{ΠΡ ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
Date: “March 16, 1964 

‘Evans 
Gale: 
Rosen 
Swlhves ᾿ἀινααπααλμμαν ποι» δα, 

TOE]  ασοστανταπττωνο 

Ττοῖῖεε ,κκακακυνανων 
Tele, ROOM smewee 

‘Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable confidextial 
informant .NY-694-S* who has-been receiving communications transmitted, 
‘to him by radio. 

On 3/16/64. transmissions-were heard by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland at-scheduled times.and frequencies, but no messages 
were transmitted. . 

ACTION: 

For information. 

» 
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11 MAR 19 1964 
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Date: 3/12/64 

Transmit the following In 
(Type tn plain text or code) 

Vio AIRTEL ___ REGISTERE 
(Priority or Method of Meiling) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428092) 
FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-234637) Aig Ae 

: LO 
= 9 

aa 
On HAY 64, there was received at a NYC mail ἣν 

ἃ note dated 3/7/64, tobe transmitted to GUS HALL χοῦ. 
LESLIE MORRIS National Secretary of the Canddian. CP... 
said note enclosed a letter dated 2/2/64, from BEAT HNSON, 
CPUSA, Representative in Cuba, to MORRIS, ‘The contents*/U* hr * 
oa e letter is as rollows: Q ney 

"near Leslie: 

“Thank you, our friends have brought me your regards and I< wit 
message I was glad to have it at this time, for only the Gay, 
other day I received word about #in and. would not have known 
‘it stands with him now. OK, Now as a matter of fact I 
wanted to and have written you several times and then 
change my mind, for I did not know if its OK. Had heard from 
Moise and Norm and answered them. I surely thought that 
G would ‘be informed. Never mind, I was happy to hear from 
him and will be glad to write. Actually Ihave the need to me 
see someone and have a good ‘heart to heart talk, If that Oy 
were possible it would solve many things. 

“Now as to the paper, things are regular and I understand 
the pieces are being published, altho I have not seen an issue 
since December. If the papers were sent weeklyiwithout 
8 ee them, they would get to me sooner and I need them 
not only ΤῸΡ myself. JI think this has been explained many 
ran foigh and nothing has change; on that score, 

A) B ἜΠΕΙΣΕ a 
CHICAGO (134-46-Sub Ἔ ἈΝ ΒΝ 

1 eo 7934637 CRE 
ACB:rvs (7) Sead ἡ σὺ 

αἰ MAR 19 1964 
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"NY 100~134637 © 

‘But with the old information, it 4s still more than anyone 
here has, so I have suggested that I do a Bulletin 
extracting from my sources on what 1s going on in the various 

‘ movements, ‘They were happy about this and I will send on 
the first issue this month. Jt will go to the press, etc. 
etc, and will furnish in some measure what is so badly . 
heeded, So Af someone could pay attention to keep me — 

 4nforsded, it would be excéllent. 

“YT hope my stories have revealed that this country 1s going 
places. It is £ grave economic problems with a 
revolutionary spirit that characterizes their approach 
to all matters. It is very thrilling to see what they 
.have been able to do, ingpite of the many and serious hang~over's 
from the past. Organization is still the main need, 
labor discipline and a deéper understanding of the world. 

{the P.... 15 still in the process of organization and relations 
with otherg of like mind is not yet worked out into a policy. 
That is my problem, ἘΞ , 

"Have tried to raise these things, and some ‘proposals as 
_xd@ates interrelations between ours and theirs, but ‘to day the 
Bulletin'is the only reality. It will come with time and patience. 

“Please tell my friends not to worry about me. TI seem to always 

manage somehow. Ἃ do not want to be a financial burden on | 
anyone so I found a way to live, but 1t 1s the big expenses. 

of chasing around to get something done, taxis, etc. that — 

I. eannot afford, Have an apartment. Its nice, I can _ 
work there, but it ts far out and has no telephone. So if I 
could get a little money from time to time, it would help 
a good deal, But if that is not possible, I will try to manage. 

‘the major thing that troubles me ig lack of commuications | 

with Ὁ and the lateness of the material. But that is | 
an objective factor I hope. There must also be an attempt for 
ἂς. to write for the press here. J suggested an article on 
the main objective at the present time. JI am having ᾿ 



NY 100~134637 ᾿ ΝΕ ᾿ " | 

“translated his plece in the Deember PA on this question and 
will try to get it published.” But original articles by ‘our 
people for them would ‘be very valuable to bring a better 
understanding of our problems, 

"Please have the people An world Marxist Review change my 

Calle 28, No, 116 A 
Miramar, "Habana 

and as well for 811 letters and material you are ieind 
enough to send me, 

address ta 

“Thnaks for the new Years card and my best wishes will 
continue thry_ out the year. ,You could also write to me 
directly, it is the same, but ‘that you can decide. 

“glve my best to all, thanks for remembering the music box, 
I had given my brother your address to send one. Is that the 
one you mean or ἀξ it another. Anyway will be happy 
when at comes here. Ν᾿ 

ΝΕ "with much dove | Bea, 

ἮΡ, 8. 

The ‘people here want a 14st of suggestiong of. people to be 
invited for the 26th of July - please tell my frlends to send 
this on to you without delay. 

| tp Ἢ 7 Ἐς 

twin" in paragraph 1 15 HENRY WINSTON, "Moise" and 
"Norm" in paragraph 1 referred to MORRIS CHILDS and NORMAN . 
FREED, Canadian CP Representative to the World Marxist Review. 
tg" Χ the same paragraph refers to GUS HALL. "P" in 
paragraph 4 refers to the CP of Cuba. "Music box" in 
paragraph 10 refers to a phonograph which 1s to be sent to 
‘BEATRICE JOHNSON. "Be" An signature is BEATRICE JOHNSON. 

Ι 
ἰ a 

A 
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* UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT fob 
a ne 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE ΞΞ 
Evans 

TO : Mr. Conrad “yb JP DATE: March 13, 1964 fore 

fy Trotter 
FROM, 3C. x Downing 

(pie τ σττς 
suse. 

ὴ AQ 

INPERNAL SECURITY - Ὁ | ἣ» [3 Sofie 

4/12/64, at approximately 4:05 P. M. , Supervisonl ___].: 
New York Office, telephonically furnished the text ofa ὃς 

message the informant desire i requested it be enciphered. 
At about 5:00 P.M. , 3/12/64 was telephonically furnished 
with the: enciphered text. 

The plain text is set forth below. The cipher text is attached. 

REFEREE (Central Committee), THE FOLLOWING IS BEING RUSHED TO 
YOU WITH ALL POSSIBLE SPEED, ‘BIRCH:(Gus Hall) ASKED IF 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT. AND ANSWERS CAN BE TRANSMITTED ΒΥ RADIO, 
-BROOKS 

ACTION: 

For information. 

kee7 76δὺ 423, 09153906 
a 

mis . 

5 MARLO 1964 

ween ΕΝ 

a Πρ : 4) 

1 - Mr. Belmont 
2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 

Wewray κα ary 

(10) δεν. 

Enclosure 

iy BIN 
65 HAR 28 1964 



76207 
38366 
54341 
04193 

30369 
OC7E8 
20807 
85734 

07446 
40252 
98487 
84446 64728 

31439 
83705 
92340 

[00 - 42 509/-37 os 
ENCLOSURH. 



ἘΒΟΤΑΘ ΤΕ ΤΟΚΈΙΟΣΝ AUTHORITY DRBIVED FROM: 

A FisT AQTORATIO DECLAS SL EITCAT > ἶ - 

KATE OG2-O1-EF012 ae 

ne, Se Φ ~epesteat 

‘ ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

. 

τ... 
1 - 
1. 
1 - Mr. Wannall 

1 « 
1 - 

/ : | March 12, 1964 

BY LIAISON 

‘Mr, Baumgardner 
Shaw” 

4 | 
Honorable Walter W. Jenkins 
Special Assistant ta the Presi 
The White House 
Washington, 2D, C, 

Dear Mr. Jenkins: 

My lettex of February 20, 1964, with enclosure, 
contained a summary of a letter that the Central Comittee 
of the Coumuniat Party of the Soviet Union had sent to the 
Communist Party, USA, citing the need for calling of a 
conference of 81} Communist Parties, 6, 

Material in the enclosed memorandum was supplied 
by sources which have furnished reliable information in. the 
past. The enclosed memorandum summarizes an exchange of 

en 

~ 

HOOY ΔΝΙΟΝΞ8--0.5938 

conference of Communist Parties. Strong exception to this 

critician was expressed the Boviets, who indicated they 

movesent, | REGS 260 - Godoy BIG 
Because of the sensitive nature of our sourc 

we have classified this communication and its enclasur 4 
-* his information is being furnished to other 

interested officials of the Government, — -.- 

100-428091 Sincerely you 

| Ky? SEE NOTE PAGE TWO \/ 
ΒΗ ty 

| ἐ Ρ 
: Belo ΖΞ Σ a) rt ζ' rer i" | 
ver Bnclosure .. 0! : 

ij ao δεν ᾿ 
Η 

allah: 1 ἐ 

Son ἣν \ wep, or cfs git 
EBvae = a ‘ Group ἢ ᾿ : 

Gale WGS3kmj\H/ ay | 2 tic "A . | 
seh iat Ws ia 

Sliven ΗΝ (9). ; | and . 
VEL | eemeanevmrrcenmann ᾿ 

4 

“Trotter κα ῃ i assifica 
AY 

ἘΒΞΕΙΑΙ οὐ | ne 
Geedy moun MALL roowl—] gecerype unit [3] 



of | Φ Φ 

_ Honorable Walter W. Jenkins 

NOTE: - 

Classified ‘RppesSSeau" because unauthorized dis- 
closure of this information could reveal the identity of 

the source, who is of continuing value, and such revelation 

could result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation, 

Source is ΝῪ 694-S*, who is referred to as "sources" in order 

to further protect the security of this informant, Informa- 

tion extracted from New York airtel 3/6/64, "Solo, Internal 

Security - Ὁ," ΒΕ 



FD-36 (Rev. 1213-56) 

ΟΦ Rou IN Guvaore Φ 
FBI 

Date: 3/12/64 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL Ι 

(Priority or Methad of Mailing} Ι 

Oe ὑσϑδὰ ασπαι ἡππΝ ἔσαν ὑπ ὑπϊδα σπᾶν ππαν ὑσῦν τς ̓ ὐδὼ μὐπδδ Ἡδπδα ee ee a ee a a ee τὰτι ται ππνα. a a a a ἘΜ πα... Ν eb ie ee ee μα ὅσα, ™ =! 

| 0: " ‘DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) } 

follows: 

"Dear Herbert: 

νον 

γὰ 13) Bureau (RM) 
1 - Chicago (134-46-Sub B) (AMR) 
l= New York (134-91-Inv.) #41 

“lL = New York (100-134637) #41 

ACBrin 
(7) 

| Approved a | Yo Ν 

6 Ὁ MAR o7 S64
 i Agent.in Charge 

‘FROM: AC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

(4 @ | SUBJECT: (SOLO 

NY 694-S* advised he received, via a New York mail ὍΝ 
note from Toronto, Canada, which was unsigned but addressed to GUS 
HALL under the latter's code name "Herbert." 
the note must have been sent by either LESLIE MORRIS or WILLIAM 
KASHTAN, Canadian CP functionaries. 

The informant stated that 

The context of the note is as 

"I understand that an international conference 
of working women will be held in Bucharest May 11th “4 ᾿ 
τὸ 16th at which there is a desire to havé American τ στὸν 
participation. From what we have been informed they ὃ 
wish for official delegates or observers which, in our | 
gituation, may not be the easiest to achieve. Presumably ) 
this would be true in your situation likewise. It may be | 
however that they would stretch a point with you even 
though they are not prepared to do so for us. 

"ALL the best 
As Ever,' 

ni 
ΠῚ oa a ̓ ad 

aS 

Sent ως 

συτ 4.2 Go Yo iL 3707 

5 MAR 19 1964 

M Fer 



“SAC, San Juan : | March 17, 1964 
sy Director, FBI (100-42809])- yy, : } 1 - Mr. Pettit | Ν Ἴ. ΝΕ 1 - Mr, Shaw : COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

NY 694-S* recently learned that in December, 1963, 
Gus Hall, General Secretary, Communist Party, USA, suggested 
to the Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union 

| (CCCPSU) that a "socialist country" sponsor a proposal for | 
Puerto Rican independence in the United Nations Assembly. 
However, the CCCPSU indicated that it could not make such a 
proposal. a. | 

| The above is being furnished for your ‘information ὁ! 
and you are cautioned that extreme care must be exercised 6 6ὃ9Θι 
with respect to any dissemination of the information furnished . 
by NY 694-S* as the information, by its nature, tends to, °° | 
identify the informant, Unless this information is obtained ed 
from ἃ source other than NY 694-5*, it should not be | ΔΎ ΤΕῸΝ 
included even in paraphrased from in any communication vey 

: _ prepared for dissemination outside the Bureau. τ, a 

LA 100-42809 | ΝΕ ΤῸΝ 

NOTE $ | : ᾿ εὐ \ 

The above information was extracted from New York - ἂν 
airtel 3/10/64, captioned "Solo, IS-C." In-view of the fact! τῇ 

, that this data is of. interest to:San Juan, it is heing bo 
furnished for information. '  & | & 

WGS:all:mlf re: 
(6) | | τ ΒΞ oo | ee 

. Ly SY 2PO9/. ye ae 

. Ἱπωνμαρμναδίωμαι ΠΤ ΣΎ ΝΣ : ᾿ ει . 

NIPATE VEIT gn 1g seh . DUPLICATE VELLO'Y = aid aan 81964 £ 
68 WAL δ 108 i . ἜΝ ΙΝ το ο ᾿ Ὁ 
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SAC, Cleveland (100-8681) : March 16, 1964 

| 100. | 1. Mr. Branigan Director, FBI (100.14646) 1 Mr. Horner 

EDWARD OLIVER LAMB 
SECURITY MATTER - Ὁ 

ReBulet 2/14/64. 
Information was received from NY 694-S* 

on 3/2/64 that Lamb had met with a representative of 
the Soviet Union to the United Nations and had proposed 
that he visit the U.S.S.R. According to the source, 
certain Soviet trade.unions are considering Laub's 
proposal. ° 

On 3/6/64 CG 5824.S* advised that when 
Arnold Johnson, the Communist Party official, was recently 
in Ohio, he had made an effort to see ut ‘WAS 
"completely rebuffed and was unable to see Lamb, 

This is furnished for your information and 
you are cautioned that extreme care must be exercised 
with respect to any dissemination of information received 
from NY 694.S* and CG 5824.S* as the information, by its 
nature, tends to identify the informants. Unless this 
information is obtained from a source other than these 
informants, it should not be included even in paraphrased 
form in the investigative section of a report. 

NOTE: Lamb listed in Reserve Index, Section A. He is 
ἃ prominent Toledo, Ohio, businessman who has been the 
subject of Security Matter . C investigation in the past, 
No subversive activity reported since 1956, Recently Gus Hall 
briefed the Soviets regarding Lamb, stating that he is a friend 
of the Communist Party. who is influential in the Democratic 
National Committee, whose views coincide: with the Soviets and 
who would be of value to them, Cleveland is under instructions 
to bring investigation up ‘to date and surep. κ. 

/\ /~ 100-428094 (SOLO) 3 / Ga HG 67] ́ 
εἰ . 

MH: 4b (6) “ie ALONE: | BAF RECOREEE 

ἊΜ saygie NO gO 
ΕΝ ες ων οὶ 

ow * 

ran 

CNODrayp PIED ἣΣ / gd-/ YG Y 4 ~ S99 



PECDASSIPICATION —_ Te DERIVED PEO: 

AUTOMAT 1 CATION CUI 

Ἢ ΠΕ ΞΕ 1 22} 

Ψ ᾿ ) . 

1 ~ Mr. Belmont 
Δ - Mr. Sullivan 
1 -~ Mr. Wannall 
1 - Mr. Branigan 

ROUTE B IN ENVELOPE
. 1 — Mr. Baumgardner 

1 ~ ‘Liaison 

L = Mr. Shaw 

—— | March 20, 1964 | 

( ᾿ | BY LIAISON: | 

So @ Secretary of State | 
Washington, ἢ. (, NL 

Dear Mr. Rusk: x 

The following information was supplied by a 
source which has furnished reliable information in the 
past. 

%& 
oy Φς is tars 34-0, 09x 

δ, Hd OE }  O2 buy 

A neeting of Leadizg Communist Party representa- 
tives of European communist bles countries, ex¢luding 
Albania, is scheduled to be held in early April, 1964. 
This meeting is being called for the purpose of discussing 
the current status of the Sino-Soviet dispute. Attendance 
at this meeting will be limited to representatives from 
Kuropean communist bloc countries; however, delegations \ 
from the Conmunist Partias of France and Italy may be 
invited since they represent the largest and most important 
Communist Parties in Europe outside of. the. communist bloc. 

Because of the genaitive nat of source, 
wo have classified thia esemandextson Ξτορόεδεδι" " This 
information 15 being furnished to other interested officials 
of the Government. 

᾿ Sincerely ars ' 425. g 0 41. aa 

Go. Vpn som 
Grour are 0} 100-428091 

LSS DET seeneneeteeiniet was ° pudf/ 

De etal: "ἢ: + Ἵ τὶ Frise πὶ pan ΠΝ Ἱ 

a) 
Sullivan a 4, 2 ! 

“TROUT ΚΌΝΙΝ ΟΞ ὅτ) reny “ἘΠ δ 40. 

ΡΞ MAS rears 



Honorable Dean Rusk . | ΝΣ ἱ 

: NOTE: 

‘grave damage to the Nation, Source who furnished the . 
nfromation is CG 5824—S*, See Chicago airtel 3-16-64, 

‘ Ts-c." 
' ᾿ ᾿ ‘ 

. Dissemination being made to Honorable Walter ¥. 
Jenkins, Special Assistant to the President; the Honorable 
Dean Rusk, the Secretary of State; the Honorable John A. 
MeCone, Director, Central Intelligence Agency; and the 
Attorney General and Deputy Attorney General. 

Classified SPSS" bedause unauthorized 
disclosure of this. information COuld result in exceptionally | 



SECLAGSTEICATION AUTHORITY DERE 
τ 
BD FROM: 

aah oy ἐμὲ 4 μι. i Ed Ed 

DATE OQ2-01L-2£012 

\ 
% safe Φ Ἰσρ εχόξετ. 6- Mr. Belmont 

- Mr, Evans 

x ~ My. Sullivan 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE = i= καὶ Branigan 
1 ~ Mr. Baumgardner 
lL =~ Mr. Shaw 

The Attorney General March 20, 1964 

Director, FBI Ἃ -κ«- 
a 8 

1 oO ἔᾳῷ, 

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS mo 
INTERRAL SECURITY ~ C ws = 

rH a ξι tL 

The following information was supplied by a™ (f 
source which has furnished reliable infermation inithdé=’ 
past. 

A meeting of leading Consunist Party representa- 
‘tives of European communist blec countries, excluding 
Albania, is scheduled to be held in early April, 1964. 
This meeting 15 being called fer the purpose ef discussing 
the current status of the Sino-Seviet dispute. Attendance 
at this meeting will be limited to representatives from 
Kuropean communist blec countries; hewever, delegations 
fron the Communist Parties ef France and Italy may be 
invited since they represent the largest and most important 
Communist Parties in Europe eutside ef the communist blec. 

‘Because of the sensitive nat of eyr-source, 
‘we have classified this communication : “, This 
information is being furnished to: ether“interest wfficials 
‘of the Government, ἐν : = 

#3 
100-4238091 Ry mE 37 Of : 

. -~ i . . τ Pod ‘ 

Δ = The Deputy Attorney Gendgl / Uv 42107! 
. 5 

MALEDS | 5 MAK 23 1854 | 
MAR20 1964 \Y —_— 

f COMN-FBE ; 

Ὧν SEE NOTE, PAGE TwO ἔμ" ; 

Tolsén wih i | We Balmont: ᾿ Mot WGS: pwd i. TT: | 
ΤΑ ΕΟΝΝΕΝΕ ees hae 

hg and my ve edo ! . 

Glee ον Bagh Me ρει ζασανίρῃ 
Rosen f it 4 εὖ es 3 ΙΝ i ιν # τ Bae ἀμὸν τ τε Wheto ee ὦ ΕΣ ὦ μαι 

Sullivan eaten, wy 

TOE τγανανσυννοτν | f. 

Trotter eT ! 4 al 

Tele, Room 
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ἔρια OSH ARS .284 rereryee unit C1 



The Attorney General 

F ᾿ ἢ 4 7 

' my ᾿ : NOTE: / | τὰ ΕΝ 

' Classified Tappesseoen because unauthorized . 
disclosure of this information could result in exceptionally 
grave damage to the Nation. Source who furnished the | 
/information is CG 5824-S¢. See Chicago airtel 3-16-64, . 

Solo, /IS-C." ΝΞ ες 7 _ 

Dissemination being made to Honorable Walter W. 
Jenkins, Special Assistant to the President; the Honorable 
Dean Rusk, the Secretary of State; the Honorable John A, 
McCone, Director, Central Intelligence Agency; and the 
Attorney General and Deputy Attorney General. 

ΕΝ ι 



Pa 
Sv. 30-29-63) 

ω 4 
\. ROUTE, IN ENVELOP} 

Date: 3/16/64 
---5----- 

Transmit the following ἐπ. 
(Type in plain text or code} | ‘ 

Via AIRTEL ( 

(Priority) 
“σῷ ne a ee πὶ πα σα “ha rm“ sine mst" me ey SOA“ nn em i kg Ue et ne sg μένον ne we ἐν reeset μῶν ant on ae em — 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) φό 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) σ΄. 
IS. 

Ἧ Kane : 
Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 

and three copies of a letterhead memorandum captioned "MEETING 
OF COMMUNIST PARTY REPRESENTATIVES FROM EUROPEAN SOCIALIST 
COUNTRIES, APRIL, 1964," One copy of this letterhead memorandum 
is also being enclosed for the New York office. 

The information set forth in the enclosed letterhea 
memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 3/16/64 to SAs 
RICHARD ἡ, HANSEN and WALTER A, BOYLE, ᾿ TUR 

The information in the enclosed letterhead memorandum 
was developed duxing discussion with NORMAN FREED, Communist 
Party (CP) of Canada representative to the'World Marxist 
Review," official theoretical organ of the internatYyonal 
communist movement, Prague, Czechoslovakia, while that 
individual was in New York City, 3/10-13/64. ‘During the 
period of this visit, FREED held three meetings with CG 5824-S* 
on 3/10, 11 and 13/63, with GUS HALL, General Secretary, CP, 
USA, participating in the meeting of 3/11/64. 

classified " T’ since it sets forth information furnished 
by CG 5824-S*, a most highly placed sensitive source, who is 
furnishing information on the highest level concerning the 
international communist movement, the disclosure of which 
could tend to identify this,source and thus adversely affect 
the at nad BRO inte t. \o Benes, ἢ wu, ΓΝ fi 

ac (Enc, (RM) * δ & Core. EC. hi 12-4350 4 
1 - New York (100-134637) (πο. 1)(1}) 279" > 

-- ἐν ΕΠ Me sr ' Ἂς αὐ 5 1 = Shteage με} WEY si unk wah I 
δ 77: 

PT ARR I ore πος : \ ΤῊΝ 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has ‘been 



CG 184-46 'Sub B. a 7 
+ 

" 

The enclosed ‘letterhead memorandum 185 Shown as 
having been made at E Washington, D.C, 



ΕΘ ΑΘ Έ ΤΟ ΤΤΟΝ ΡΟ ΠΕ ΤΙΡΙ FRO: 

HEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION ΟΕ ᾿ 
Ha 

ate 

“ἷ. 

be 
4 : ᾿ 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, ‘D.C, 
File No. ‘March 16, 1964 

Ξ 

MEETING .OF COMMUNIST PARTY 
REPRESENTATIVES FROM EUROPEAN: 
SOCIALIST COUNTRIES, APRIL, 1964 

A source, who has furnished reliable infornation 
in the past, during March, 1964, advised as follows: 

As of late February, 1964, it was learned that a 
meeting of leading Communist Party (CP) representatives of 
the European socialist bloc countries, excluding Albania, 
was scheduled to be held in early April, 1964. This meeting 
will be scheduled for the purpose of discussing the status 
of the continuing ideological differences existing between 
the CP of the Soviet Union and the CP of China, as well as 
discussing those. matters relating to governmental differences 
existing between the USSR and the Peoples Republic of China, 
While attendance at this meeting will be limited to Party 
representatives from socialist bloc countries, there is a 
good likelihood that delegations from the CP of France and 
Italy may be invited since they represent the largest and 
more important Communist Parties in Europe outside of the 
socialist countries. The exact date when such a meeting 
will be held or ‘the location thereof was not known as of 
late February, 1964, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is 
the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is 
joaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency, 



PD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56) 
ae . 

ἢν». 

“ 

ATRTEL 

8 
ROUTH IN ENVELOP 

Date: 3/ 

4 

17/64 

---72 ------ 
(Type in plain text or code) 

REGISTERED MAIL 
ἰΡ ον ο or Method of Welling) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

"Conference of Working Women, Sponsored by the World Federation 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Enclosed herewlth for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies of a letterhead memorandum captioned, 

of Trade Unions, Bucharest, Rumania, May, 1964." One.copy of 
this letterhead memorandum is also enclosed for the New York 
Office. 

course of that individual's visit to New York City 3/10-13/64. 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 3/16/64 to SA 
RICHARD W. HANSEN. 

The information set forth in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was developed by CG 5824-S* as a result of a 
series of discussions held with NORMAN FREED, CP of Canada 
representative to the "World Marxist Review," during the 

CG 5824-S* held separate meetings with: FREED on 3/10 and 13, 
and a.joint meeting with FREED and GUS HALL on 3/11/64. 

pe, 

When the question was ralsed by FREED regarding 
the invitation of the World Federation of Trade Unions (WFTU). 
to send 3 delegates to the Conference of Working Women in 
a γὴν S08 EN on Ἧι 

308 
Wang NOLO 

αἰ 16764, HA 

EX-103 
-Hew qork (100- 154637) (nc. 1) (intd% 

1-Chicago 
RWH: MDW 

‘ (5) al 4 

+6. A 

ΝΣ 

τὶ 

» AAG neg 

LL noted that because 

gl 12901) 

θοῷ 1) 3-6} — 

Sent 

S MAR 23 1964 IS | 

ᾧ 
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τ > 

Φ ᾿" ᾿ ἣ ᾿ ᾿ i : 

i | ! 

' 

CG 134-46 Sub B 

of passport problens, this matter was not a Simple one.. 
However, he stated-that perhaps 1t could be arranged ‘to 
place some ‘wonen among the May Day delegation to the 
Soviet Union and from there these women could ‘proceed to 
Bucharest for the Conference. FREED was requested to 
inform the “FTU that the CP, USA was working on the matter 
relating to this invitation, 

The enclos letterhead memorandum has been 
classified TROSSeaeReT" since it sets forth information 
furnished by CG 5824-5S*, a most highly placed senstive: 
source who is furnishing information on the highest level 
concerning the international communist movement, the dis- 
closure of which could tend to identify this source and . 
adversely affect the national defense interests, 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
᾿ς 85. having been made at Washington, D.C., in order to further 
protect this source, 



RUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 
gE OZ-GL-f012 . 

UNITED STATES ‘DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Ἶ -FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

‘In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὁ. Ὁ, 
File No. , 

March 17, 1964 

‘CONFERENCE OF WORKING WOMEN, SPONSORED BY 
THE WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS, . 
BUCHAREST, RUMANIA, MAY, 1964 

FE 

A source, who has furnished rellable information 
in the past, in mid-March, 1964, advised as follows: 

During the period of May 11-16, 1964, the World 
Federation :of ‘Trade Unions -(WFTU) (a characterization. of 
which appears in the Appendix hereto), Prague, Czechoslovakia, 
has scheduled a Conference of Working Women which will ‘be 
‘held in Bucharest, Rumania. The Communist Party, USA, has 
‘been. invited to select and send three delegates to this 
Conference, 



APPENDIX 

CONFERENCE OF WORKING WOMEN, .SPONSORED Pr on 
BY THE WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS, 
BUCHAREST, RUMANIA, MAY, 1964 

WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS 

L. Cited as "part of a solar system of interna- 
tional Communist~front organizations which have been 
established in recent years * * ἘΠ "American: supporters 
include the left-wing unions within.the Congress ΟΣ 
Industrial Organizations," 

(Committee on Un-American Activities, House Report 
1953 οὐ the Congress of American Women,. April 26, 
1950, originally released October 23, 1949, p. 1.) 

2. Cited as "Communist-dominated:" 
(Internal Security Subcommittee of the Senate Judiciary 
Comnittee, Handbook for Americans, S, Doc. 117, April 
23, 1956, p. 93, also p. 59. ) + 

This document contains neither recommendations nor con 
clusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and 
is loaned to your. agency; it and its contents are not to 
be distributed outside your agency. 

APPENDIX 



᾿ς Transmit the following in — 

p.se rev, 121-56) 

4 

᾿ ROUTEIN ENVELOPE wear % 

Date: 3/17/64 

—_ a i ἀπο 

( Type in plain text or code) 

Vio. ————ALR TSE ὦ REGISTERED MAIL of 

. (Priority οἱ or Method of Maiting} I 

: Ἶ ομ 

(4 TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) &. oy 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three coples of a letterhead memorandum captioned, 
"Comments of Norman Freed, Communist Party of Canada Repre- 
sentative to ‘World Marxist Review,' Prague, Regarding 
‘Symposium In and Tour of German Democratic Republic, December, 
1963." One copy of this letterhead memorandum is' also enclosed 
for the New York Office. 

The information appearing in the enclosed letterhead | 
nemorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 3/16/64 to SA 
RICHARD W. HANSEN. . Υ 

ἃ Ι 

The information set forth in the enclosed letterhead’: 
memorandum was developed by CG 5824-S* as a result of a series 
of discussions held with NORMAN FREED, CP of Canada representa-~ |: 
tive to the "World Marxist Review," during the course of that ᾿ 
individual's visit to New York City 3/10-13/64. CG 5824-S* 
held separate meetings with FREED on 3/10 and 13/64 and a Joint | 
meeting with FREED and GUS HALL on 3/11/64. 

he enclosed letterhead menorandum has been classified 
aes" since it sets forth information furnished by 
CG 5824-S*, a most highly placed sensitive source who is fur- 
nishing information on the ONS tev co enn sion 
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international communist movement, the: disclosure of which 
could tend to identify this source and adversely affect the, 
national defense interests. 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as having been made at ‘Washington, D. C., in order to further 
protect the identity of this source. | | 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὁ. Ὁ. 
‘File No, . 

‘March 17, 1964 

TOP-SECRET 

COMMENTS OF NORMAN FREED, COMMUNIST PARTY 
OF CANADA REPRESENTATIVE TO "WORLD MARXIST 
REVIEW," PRAGUE, REGARDING SYMPOSIUM IN AND 
TOUR OF. GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC, DECEMBER, 
1963 7 _. 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in-mid-March, 1964, advised as follows: 

During December, 1963, Norman Freed, the Comnunist 
Party (CP) .of Canada representative to the "World Marxist 
Review,” official theoretical organ of the international 
communist movement, published at Prague, Czechoslovakia, 
‘spent ten days in the German Democratic Republic (GOR) as 
part of a group of European, Latin American, and Canadian 
conrades attending a symposium and touring the country as 
guests of the GDR. In reporting on the results of this visit 
to the GOR, Freed made the following comments: 

Throughout the period, the visiting group traveled 
over much of the GDR and visited many industrial cities. 
What was learned during this time was that the Germans are 
beginning to apply the incentive payment to workers in order 
to increase production. As a result of this, productivity 
‘has increased and overall production is substantially better 
than a year ‘ago. 

Another surprise found while in the GDR was that 
now represented in the government are other minority parties 
working in coalition with the ruling Socialist Unity Party 
of Germany. Such minority party representation was found not 
only in local and provincial governments but was also found 
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DECEMBER, 1963 

in the national government aS well. This cane as a surprise 
‘because previously it had been believed that these parties 
had been eliminated. In talking to some of the people 
affiliated with these coalition parties, it was learned that 
many had been ex~Nazis and that they had no hesitancy in 
admitting this fact. They told about how they had returned 
to Germany after the war, renounced Nazism, and joined their 
current coalition parties. 

Another surprise was that in East Berlin and many 
other cities in the GOR it was found that many factories are 
being run on a 50-50 basis with private owners, This was 
particularly true in the optical and photographic industries. 
In talking to some of these owners, it was found that they 
had been retained as managers of these various plants. In 
most cases they seemed happy with the situation because in 
addition to their regular salaries they are also now sharing 
in the profits. Some of these owners even stated that they 
were doing better now than they had done before because now 
12 they run short of capital, all they have to do is go to 
the government and get more. Many noted that the governnent 
could not turn then down on such requests for capital since 
the government had a 50% investment in the business. 

In general, it appeared that the industrial-economic 
situation existing in the GDR today had improved over the past 
year and that the country was in better shape. 

In regard to the Christmas visits by friends and 
families from West Germany with relatives in the GR, the 
following was learned: 

Many of those in the GOR had written to friends and 
relatives in West Germany telling them they were starving and 
how they did not have this particular item or that item. Therefore, 
when these relatives and friends came from West Germany at 
Christmas they were loaded with many goods, food, and other items, 
However, what many GOR residents at this time did was to remove 
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most of the materlal goods they possessed from their homes, 
like television sets, they would hide thelr food, and then 
try and show their visiting friends and relatives how poor 
they were supposed to be. Eventually, this fraud was exposed 
both by the government and the people. For example, the 
government went out of its way to stock all of the stores 
and at this tine almost anything could be purchased at con- 
trolled prices, When the visitors found things and conditions 
were not aS bad as had been pictured in the GOR, and that the 
people lived differently than had been portrayed by the West 
German Government and press, these people came back to West 
Germany and attacked their governnent and press for false 
stories about the GOR. All in all, the Christmas visits to 
the GOR created a generally more favorable impression of the 
GOR in the minds of most West German citizens. 

On political matters, the visiting group met with 
leaders of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany which included 
such. individuals as Walter Ulbricht, First Secretary, and Otto 
Grotewohl, Chairman of the Council of Ministers. These and 
‘other Party leaders emphasized that those present should not 
push the Soviet Union, Great Britain, or the United States 
for a German peace treaty. The Soclalist Unity Party of Germany 
and the GDR feel that this problem will be solved by the Germans 
themselves. Some day in the future they and the West Germans 
will get together and talk and there is a possibility. that some 
day a German Federation or even a German Union, without too 
many strings, could be arranged so that they can continue 
their own forms of government in the present areas. Many people, 
they remarked, in the West do not look unfavorably towards then. 
Therefore, they would like to urge that the communists and 
Communist Parties in other lands not overemphasize the question 
of the ‘German peace treaty. 

On the question of self-determination for the Gernan 
people, which has been raised by some Americans, they would like 
to suggest that this again not be emphasized as they will never 
agree to it. No one should be kidded, they remarked, by outward 
appearances aS most Europeans and even the British do not want 
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a unified Germany. ‘Most Europeans breathe a sigh of relief 
when the two Germanies are not together. Therefore, they 
would like to repeat that there must ‘be a de-emphasis on the 
question of a united Germany. " 

In comparison with previous years and previous 
visits to the GOR, it was found that the Socialist Unity 
Party of Germany leadership who spoke to the visitors expressed 
a better understanding of the current world situation and far 
more independence in regard to their relations with the Soviet 
Union, 
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This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
‘your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed out- 
side your agency. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 

and three copies of a letterhead memorandum entitled 
"JOOTH ANNIVERSARY MEETING OF THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL," 
One copy of this letterhead memorandum is also being enclosed 
for the New York Office, 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was furnished on 3/16/64 by CG 5824-S* to 
SA RICHARD W, HANSEN, 

The information in the enclosed letterhead memorandum 
was developed during discussion with NORMAN FREED, Communist 
Party (CP) of Canada representative to the "World Marxist 
Review," official theoretical organ of the international 
communist movement, Prague, Czechoslovakia, while that 
individual was in New York City 3/10-13/64, During the 
period of this visit, FREED held three meetings with CG 5824-5* 
on 3/10, 11 and 13/64, with GUS HALL, General Secretary, CP, 
USA, participating in the meeting of "3/11/64. 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been 
classified " " since it sets forth information furnished 
‘by CG 5824-S*, a most highly placed, sensitive source, who 
is furnishing information on the highest 1 
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the international communist movement, the disclosure of 
which could tend to identify this source and thus adversely 
affect the national defense interest. 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as having bean made at Washington, D.C, 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

‘FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to. Washington, D.C, 
File No. March 17, 1964 

Sr 
LOOTH ANNIVERSARY MEETING 
OF THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL 

A source, who has furnished. reliable information 
Δ the past, in: mid-March, 1964, advised as follows, 

September, 1964, represents the 100th anniversary 
of the First International and in connection with this event, 
plans were being made to hold the 100th anniversary celebra-~ 
tion in London, England. However, it has now been decided 
that because it was impossible to ascertain beforehand what 
the official reaction of the British might be to such plans 
and because the British Government might restrict attendance 
by world communist representatives, the original plans had 
been modified. Now it has been decided that the celebration 
in connection with the 100th anniversary of the. First Inter- 
national will open with a small affair in London during 
September, 1964, and then immediately thereafter the festivities 
will be transferred to the German Democratic Republic. The 
German Democratic Republic will act in the capacity as offical 
host for the entire celebration. Although the First Interna- 
tional was founded in London, England, it is felt that the 
foregoing plans are acceptable ‘because the founder of the 
First International, Karl Marx, was in fact of German origin 
and, therefore, it is only logical that the German Democratic 
Republic honor him in this way, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is 
the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 
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On 3/6/64, NY 694-S* furnished the followin’ infor- 

mation to SAS JOHN DENNIS O'CONNELL and ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON: y 

At 6:00 Dim. on 3/5/64, NY 694-s* met ‘his Soviet 
contact, ALEKSEY KOLOBASHKIN, in the area of ‘the "Berkman" 
rendezvous. While strolling in the area, NY 694-S* was “ΕΙΣ 
handed by KOLOBASHKIN a roll of microfilm which, according fe 
to KOLOBASHKIN, contained a letter, dated February 22, 1964, at (, 
from the CPSU to the CP of China. ‘KOLOBASHKIN instructed HER | 
NY 694-S* that the Latter should memorize the content of the !' | 
said letter and furnish the information contained therein hte off” 
verbally to GUS HALL. He stated that tnis was a security is rf} 
measure, in that. the content of the letter was such that WYO™ 
no chance should be taken that this letter fall into the φ 
"wrong nands."' δ 
Ye Brophy? 
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KOLOBASHKIN referred to the Soviet letter dated 
February 12, 1964, addressed to all fraternal parties, advising 
that the Soviets were contemplating calling an international 
CP conference with respect to the Chinese-Soviet dispute, 
He stated that the aforesaid letter had been either "intercepted" 
by the Chinese or made available to the Chinese by one of the 
fraternal parties to which it had been sent. He then stated 
that the Chinese had sent to the CPSU a letter, with the 
content of which he was not familiar, protesting the fact 
that the CPSU had sent such a letter as it did to the 
other fraternal parties and had not sent a copy thereof to 
the CP of Ghina. The said Chinese letter, according to 
KOLOBASHKIN, was extremely critical of the CPSU and referred 
to the CPSU as "double-crossers," "double-dealers, "' vebauvinists, ” 
etc. ΝΣ ᾿ 

According to KOLOBASHKIN, the instant letter he 
was delivering to NY 694-S* was the CPSU reply to the Chinese 
letter of protest. Photographs of the CPSU letter of 2/22/64 
mentioned above are enclosed herewith for the Bureau and 
Chicago. 
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KOLOBASHKIN then gave to NY 694-S* a black empty 
suitcase, stating that on March 17, 1964, he would deliver to 
the informant $150,000.00 in cash in a similar suitcase. For 
security reasons, NY 694-S* was to give KOLOBASHKIN at that time 
the black empty suitcase which KOLOBASHKIN had given him on 
3/5/64. KOLOBASHKIN stated that on 3/17/64, in the event that 
everything were '"'0,.K.," the informant should go to a telephone 
booth at 1:05 p.m., at Whitehall and Broad Sts., the telephone 
number of which is WHitehall 4-9430, and place a piece of black 
tape on the left side of the telephone booth as an indication 
that it would be "0,K."" for the Soviets to mam deliver the money 
to him on the back staircase of the 15th floor of the informant's 
office building, 50 Broad St., at 1:15 p.m., on that date. 

In the event ‘that the situation were not "0.K," for 
this above-described transaction, the informant should follow 
the same procedure on 3/24/64. 

On 3/31/64, following the above-described procedure, 
the Soviets will attempt to deliver to NY 694-S* another 
$150,000.00 in cash. In the event that such transmittal 
of this money be impossible on that date, a similar procedure 
will be effected on 4/7/64. 

In connection with the above, NY 694-S* called to the 
attention of KOLOBASHKIN that in accordance with information he 
had received via radio from Moscow, the amount of money to be 
transmitted by the CPSU to the CPUSA was $600,000.00. KOLOBASHKIN 
stated that he had no information regarding this--that so far as 
he knew, the/ZHéuint of money to be transmitted to the CPUSA from 
the CPSU was the sum of $300,000.00. 

NY 694-S* and KOLOBASHKIN agreed that the walky-talky 
operation to date has been ineffective and that unless the reason 
therefarbe ascertained, a change in the method of communication 
must be devised. However, they decided to make one more attempt 
to determine whether or not the walky-talky operation could be 
utilized. It was agreed that on 3/15/64, between 11:00 and 11:15 
a.m., NY 694-S* would send a signal to the Soviets as he drove his 
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automobile on 66th St., between Second Ave, and Lexington Ave, 
In the event that the walky-talky operation again prove a failure, 
the informant made the following arrangements with KOLOBASHKIN: 

At a lamp post on the southeast corner of Broad and 
South Sts. in New York City, the informant will place a piece 
of brown tape on the i: of the lamp post that faces east on 
each Wednesday, or a day following a radio reception, which tape 

_ can be viewed by the Soviets as they pass this intersection, 
while traveling in a car, coming from the east and going to the 
west. ‘The tape will be placed on the lamp ‘post at 12:00 noon 
by the informant and the Soviet car will observe it there at 
1:00 p.m. After placing the tape, the informant will proceed 
to the phone abovementioned, WH 4-9430, and remain in that booth 
at 2:00 p.m., at which time he will be called by the Soviets, and 
at which time they can χα their business. The informant 
also made the arrangement that this same lamp post is to be used 
in the event he failed to receive a radio message, in which 
instance, he will place on the lamp post a white-chalked XM 
which will indicate to the Soviets that he failed to receive 
the message, and they will repeat it the following day. 

Before terminating their meeting, NY 694-S* gave to 
KOLOBASHKIN, on microfilm, several messages, as follows: 

1) A ciphered~coded message, the plain text of which is the 
following: ! 

"To Central Committee, CPSU 

"Someone from the CPSU traveling in the USA told one 
or our CPUSA members that the Central Committee of the 
CPSU will take care of the financial needs of HENRY 
WINSTON when he returns home. Such an impression can 
do great harm in many ways. Only myself and MORRIS 
CHILDS should know of such secret financial matters. 
While we greatly appreciate and are thankful for such 
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a decision on your part, WINSTON or any similar 
CP member must never know of such help coming from 
your Central Committee. 

"GUS HALL - MORRIS CHILDS" 

2) A ciphered-coded message, the plain text of which is as 
follows: 

"HALL agrees and is interested that students of 
Negro and Latin American descent be sent to Howard 
University. We will try to contact as many as possible 
for that seminar," 

(Re above, see NY airtel, 1/22/64, reflecting on 
. page 11 thereof that KOLOBASHKIN, referring to an article . 
appearing in the 1/21/64 issue of "The New York Times," reflecting 
that a special training program to: prepare Negroes and Spanish~ 
speaking Americans for diplomatic and consular assignments would 
be offered next summer at Howard University, stated that the 
Soviets requested that it be arranged that as many”of our young 
people" as ‘possible be encouraged to participate in this course,) 

Partially coded messages, the plain text of which is as follows: 

3) "To CC, CPSU 

‘In the future anyone going to your Washington, Ὁ. C., 
Embassy or any other of your Embassies, asking or 
talking about various matters, such as LOUIS WEINSTOCK 
did when he went to your Washington, Ὁ. C., Embassy 
asking for an invitation that a young girl “be sent as 
a student to the USSR, must carry an official credential 
either from myself or MORRIS CHILDS, specifically 
stating the particular request. WEINSTOCK had no 
right to ask this of you. 

"GUS HALL" 

~&- 
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4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

' prior to May 1, 1964, 

“TO -CC CPSU . 

"Can you give us further information as to the arrival 
o£ LOUIS SAILLANT of World ‘Federation of Trade Unions 
in New York. | 

: "MORRIS CHILDS" 

"To cc CPSU | 
“ΠΝ 

tHe again call to your attention that HALL and 
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN are not receiving translations 
now. Other basic translations from the Kommunist 
and other organs are not coming in also. 

"MORRIS ‘CHILDS" Ὁ 

"To CC CPSU 

So not to repeat the misunderstanding regarding 
travel, fares and expenses such as we had with the 
1963. May 1. delegation, we will .send. someone to your 
Washington, D. C., Embassy ‘to ask your representative — 
at the Washington, Ὁ. C., Embassy. for the total , 
amount: of fares when such a delegation is chosen 

"GUS HALL" 

"To CC CPSU ΝΕ | 

Nhat happened to TIMUR TIMOFEEV's book ‘Program 
of the CPSU and the West." We were led to understand 
that this matter would be given consideration and we 
would receive it to study with. possible publication’ 
if it proves useful. 

| ΜΝ cRILDs" 
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(TIMUR TIMOFEEV, mentioned in the above message, 
is TIMMY DENNIS, son of the late CPUSA General Secretary 
EUGENE DENNIS. ‘TIMMY DENNIS ‘has been employed in the Inter~ 
national Department of the CPSU.) 

8) "To cc CPSU | 7 ι 

"Received and read your message of February 25 and 
27 re the Chinese anti-Soviet broadcast. - To my 

‘mind these attacks should be made public, exposing 
these anti-Soviet contacts." a 

9) "To CC CPSU 

"Is it true that PAUL ROBESON, SR. , asked you for 
ες ‘financial help. | 

"GUS HALL” 

10). "To CG CPSU | 

| "Please send the $3900.00 in royalties for 
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, HERBERT APTHEKER and’ 
JAMES ALLEN through our closed channels. 

"GUS HALL” 

11). "Sister MARGARET next. 
ad ‘DAN mext. il 

("Sister Margaret" refers to next drop to be ‘utilized. 
UDAN" refers to next rendezvous for personal contact.) 
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Tor TTES CF ΤῊΣ COeMUN : 

fear conurades, 

fhe Central Co:mittee of the CPSU has received your letter of Fotruary 

20, 1968. 

Rude in thelr tone, wiworthy δὰ insulting cethods in respect of the CPSU 

which you are using in this letter zorally obdlise us to leave ἀξ without 

any Qiswer, And if, nevertholess, we fownxd it advisable to answer to you we 

are doing this in order to axclude the possibility of any speculations and. 

attecpts to mislead ill-informed ἔφοροι 

You express felg.sd indignance on the account that th otter of tho 

Central Conittss of CPSU of February 12, 1964 dlrocted to sany fraternal 

partics was not s:nt to the Central Comnittes of the CPG and you represent 

this as sonething short of an atterpt to conceal the content of that letter, as 

“sectarian” and "fractional actions of the CPU, 

Put what is the actual situation? It was not aceldental that wea cid not 

sent the letter of February 12, 1964 to you. During the past' several months the 
Central Comittes of the CPSU has repeatedly approached to the leadership of 
the CPC, both in oral and written form, with the pronosals to take Joint reasy 
for strengthening the unity of the soctalist brotherhood and that of the Interns ) 
pal co.munist movenent, the Centra?’ Committee of the CIC never found it necessary ; 
to give an answer to our projosals, You pald no 

. 

normalising the 

attention to the rrorosals for 
¥ t 

situation within the cocmmist moverent put forward by 
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the delegation of the CPS! during the negotiations held in roscow in July 

1963. 

CPSU of. November 29, 1963 which contained a detailed programe for elirinating 

You left without answer the letter of the Central Cocmittes of tha 

the existing differences, Numerous oral appeals of the leaders of the CPS) to 

the leadership of the CPO nade through comrades Teng Hslaceping, Liu Iisles, Fyn 

Chjen and Pang Chye-ll were not answered as well, If you wish to get youre 

selves acquainted with the centioned deocimonts and raterials you will ses 

without any difficulty that they deal with the sane problous which the Contral 
- 

Comittes of the CPSY outlined to the fraternal partios in its letter of 

February 22, 1964. 

ihile giving no answer to our letters you uilcashod a ulde canpaim azainst . 

the CPS and other rarxisteleninist partios, intensified splitting and 

fractional activities din the international coomunist movement ani dexocratic | 

organizations, | 

The Jeanin Jih Puo in the issue of February 4, 196% openly called 

for a split ina ths communist movecent and thus demonstrated the unviliinmess 

of the leadership of the CPC to respond to positive proposals contained fa ths 

‘Actter of the Contral Comittes of the CPSU of iovexber 29, 1943, 

Under these conditions the Central Coomittes of the CPSU interastod tn 

rallying the communist movenent and desirous of outlying its rarxist-lconinist 

position which 18 slandercusly attacked by the Chinese press has found it 

necessary to discuss the satter at the Plenary reeting cf the Contral Cocmittes 

held in February and after that to give an open account of its views. The 

Central Coumittee of the CPSU decided to dnforze the fraternal parties of 

this decision, 
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Ve had to tell them frankly that our proposals had failed to meet with 

any positive respond on the part of tho leaders of the CPC and that the latter 

continue to intensify their attacks against the general course of the world 

Communist movement, expanding their splitting activities, (6 have declared that 

we share the opinion of all fraternal parties, who really adhere to the positions 

of the Declaration and Statement on the necessity of repuising the dissentery 

and of wertaking collective zeasures for the consolidation of unity of the 

Communist movenent on the funcacental principles of farxiswLeninis:, ince again 

we have spoken for the expediency of calling tha Conference of tha Communist 

and lorkers! partios, which you too. had-ropeatedly mentioned in the past. 

Our letter comiemeod the striving of the leadership of thse CPC to set up 

factional bloc with ἃ special platforn uniter its hegenony’. 

vais is what was sald in the letter of the Central Cocuittes of the CPA of 

February 12, I964, 

Qur basic position on all the problers, contained in the ictter of February 

12, 1964 had been xnown to you long before our appeal to the fraternal parties. 

Before sending, then this letter wo had ropeatedly tried to discuss with the 

Cmtral Committee of the Chiness Communi st party the problems of consolidation of 

the wiity of communist sevenent, and it 1s not through cur fault that all these 

attecpts had brought no results, Since you perslatently disrezarded our varlous 

letters and appeals and, what is mora, depicted thn as a display of our 

weakness, there was no nexd and it was even useless to semi you the letter of 

‘February 12, 1964, After all that one can only wonder at your allegetions that 

the CPSU is "inciting a new carpaign against the cpct, “acting behind its back, 

43 ἃ double-dealer... comiuote splitting activities". It 15 not difficult to ace, | 

that the striving of the leaders of the CPC for exaggerating in every possible way 
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the case of the letter of February 12, 196 ans tor civtorting ths true xcaning 

of this action of ths Central Comittee of the CPSU, represents still another 

awoard attenpt to shift the blame on someone olee, ἐσ hold the CPSU responsible | 

fcr the difficulties, which arose in ths Communist movement exclusively through 

the CFC leaders? fault. 

As our poonle's saying goss, it means to uss ἃ well known trick, whoa ἃ real 

culprit ds yelling: "Catch the thief!" 

fo find the real double-dealers end dissenters, who are “acting behind the 

backs of the fraternal parties", one should speak up about those, wh fer rany 

yoars has been conducting factional activities, one should eddress cnesslf to 

those, who openly substantiate the necessity of splitting the Comumist movanent 

ani oven declares it as "natural"... 

For instance, what would you think of the following: as far back as in 

June 1960 ccorade Liu Shaoechi and other leaders of the CPC, in their talks with 

the Albanian delegation slanderod against the CPSU, deliberately distertod tha 

home and foreign policy of our party, tried to incite the Albanian leaders apains 

the CPSU. Such actions of the Chinese leaders called forth the just Indisetion 

of the meabers of the Albanian celegatica, εἴ openly sald 90 to the Chinese 

σοῦ σα and informed the Central Ceomittes of the CPSU about it. 

This is exactly nothing olse but the real backestage, splitting activity 

against a fraternal party. 

it is posaible to endlesely cite the facts and, if necessary, to publish 

documents wmasking back-stage activity of the CPC leadership against CPSU and 

other fraternal parties that has been comiucted for a number of years. You were 

frankly told about it by the representatives of fraternal parties back at the 

Bucharest and Moscow Conferences. 
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As for tho CPSU we do net conceal our rlews ond actions frou any fratornal 

party including tho CPC to the representatives of which wa had repeatedly 

explained our views and our position on all major problens.- 

The CPSU used its right = as can any Corzuniet Party « the right of 

consultation on any problem it is concerned with, Inspite of the fact that in 

your article of 4 February you perultted wild fabrications about cur Party and 

ite leaders the Central Comiltice of the CPSU did not allow itself to da- 

provoked, cid not engage itself in the squsble as required by "an edge against 

.an edge* principle, Coasidering it necessary to repulse your dissident activities 

we decided to consult again with the Central Comitteos of tho fraternal parties 

through party channels and to inform them of cur steps directed at the consolids- 

tion of the unity within the Cocramist covement. This fully corresponds to tho 

principles and standards of interrelations between the larxist-Loninist Portics, 

envisaged by the Declaration and the atement of the loscow Conferences, 

Tha lotter of the Contral Comittee of the CPSU to fraternal parties of 

12 February was called for by desp desire of our party to put an ent to the 

abnormal situation ourrently existing dn the Communist novenamt, Tho fivdecental 

interests of all larxist-Leninist parties, interests of protection of the purity 

of YarxclawLeninien havo been reflected in this lotter. 

As for your atteapts to jugzle with the wrds like “shaurinistic tad sancers'g 

“arbitrary actions® “despotian®, "bed sannors of ths sother party", "instructions | 

of ths allzighty®, ete. we should 831) you that the use of those expressions 

testifies only to the weeknese of your position and to your desire to thus cone 

your own actions which you are trying to attribute to us, 

For the last four years the fraternal yarties cf tho whols world have been 

applying to the Central Committes of the CPSU with an appeal tc dial with the 
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problem from the point of view of mutual interests, to give τὸ attexpts to 

impose one's erroneous "general lins® on the world Comumniat movencnt. 

However, the leadership of the CFC oct only disresards the opinion of 

the fraternal parties but with increasing arrogance poses as the sole heir 

of the founders of Mareiarleninian, as the suprece judge in theory anc 

practice of cocmunia:, Dut nobody else but the leadership of cro is trying 

to dictate to the ccemunist parties of the capitalist comtries when to 

start @ revolution ani how to carry it out. 

Tris leadership of CFC pacses categorical decisions a3 to which country 

should be regarded as socialist and waich steuld not, It is nobody else 

but. this jesliership that labels entire parties as *right® or *xrens! ani 

deponting on whem it likes declares sone pople to be “outstanding marxists" 

ani others ΞΟ ΕΣ revisionists*, 

Your chauvinistic minners eculd te tracod In your lotost icttor to the 

CPSU in which you denand that the letter of the Central Cocmittes of CPS 

be sent to yous You are not asking you demand, — 

By what right, we wonder? Do you really believe, that somebody will 

sericusly accept ywar tone, get afraid ent rush to carry out your ovory decand? ἢ 

It Looks not only rude but ridiculous δὰ well. 

Your letter and its premeditated rufe tone make us to reditate upon its 

purpose, In fact nobody will believe that such an Inproper message was sont 

in the interests of stronsthening friendship with CPSU, about which you tell 

over and over again to your people and the whole world communist novanent 

deceiving thom. Everybody who will raad this letter, will find out that its 

aim was to widen the differences and aggravate the situation in the irternational 

communist movement, If the leaders of CPC were really concerned about the 

solidarity and wiity of the weld οαπου σι movenent they should heve given 



with the fraternal parties cf'the whole world, : 

Gn ite part the Central Counlttee of the CPSU is rcady to do everything nd 

gible in order to wilte the world comumist movecient on tho basis of the 

fundamental principles of Marxleo-loninia:,. 

ΤῊ first and above all our party considers ths interests of wuiity 

of. world corzunist movacent and is ready to continua its efforts aimed at tho | 

norralization of its relations with ths cic. 

Tho Contral Committee of tas CPSU oxpresses its profound confidenca that 

the world covmumiet novenont will overcoms the presmat difficulties, further 

consolidate its ranks wxter the Lanwr of larxeingcls-Iinin and achieve new 

successes in the strugsio for the greet cause of the working class, for tho 

victory of national liberation moviucent, for ths causa of pesce and sccusity 

of seoples, for tha victory of commis, 

hith warm fraternal regards, 

THS CENTSAL ΟΣ ΤΙΣ CF THe CHLINIST Pagty 

OF THE SOVIET UaTOn 

Fobruary 22, 1964 



UN ITED STATES GOVER 

eS ormon fon m0. 10, 2. Φ ᾿ 

- ΝΜΈΝΤ. ΞΕ. 

το : “Mr. W. Ὁ. suivan yey pate: 3/12/64 ΕΞ 
Sullivan . 

. | 1 - Mr. Belmont tial τυσρησααι FROM { Mr, F. J. a Ae 1 - Mr. Sullivan fee 

© 1: - Mr. Baumgardner 
SUBJECT:\ ' 1. - Mr. Shaw 

AL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST 

My memorandum of 2/10/64 set forth in. detail. tecdipts of 
funds from the Soviet Union and Red China by the Communist Party, 
USA (CPUSA) and the disbursements of these- funds. duxing January, 
1964. The following schedule shows the.present status of;these 
funds. together .with receipts and disbursenénts during February, 1964. 

SUMMARY : | R 

Total received: from Soviet Union 9/58 to 2/29/64... $1,679 991.00 
Total received from Red. China 2/60 to 2/29/64....... _. 150,000.00 
Grand total’ received 9/58 to 2/29/64... . ccs ewes aes 1.2 
Total disbursements to 2/29/64....... eens een eae 432,752.17 

Balance of Fund 2/29/64......ccceccees doe etn eee $297, 238.83* 

*$234,595.00. maintained..by ‘NY 694-S* in he iit pA 
New York City; $62;643.83° maintained. by \ 
CG 5824.5: in Chicago. 

DETAILS: 

Total. received from Soviet Union 9/58: to 1/31/64... $1, 679. φοχιὐῦ 
Total received from Red China: 2760. το 1/31/64...... 50° 000% 00 
Grand, total received 9/58 to 1/31/64. 0.2... c00eeee .. 1.,729γ99 1.00 
Total: disbursements to. 1/31/64........ ΝΣ μενον 1,401,417 17 

Balanée of Fund 1/31/64....... le aeeees aaneeaes $328: 573.83: 

Receipts AUER Y CDENAEY 98 1964; bag ececenee duce eeees Hos 

100-428091 SY sip ιἰλοῦ - $a (ὁ7)- valle 
πο} HET ΟΝ af yy, 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

Disbursements during February, 1964: 

10/31/63 - To Max Weinstein, CPUSA sympathizer..... ᾧ 1,000. 

2/1/64 - 

2/7/64 - 

2/12/64 

2/14/64 

2/17/64 

2/23/64 

2/23/64 

2/24/64 

to be furnished the National Committee 
to Repeal the McCarran Act, CPUSA 
front organization. (Inadvertently not 
furnished the Bureau previously - picked 
up on routine audit of Solo funds). 

To Belle Weinstein, CPUSA sympathizer... 
for living expenses. 

To Claude Lightfoot, CPUSA Vice-Chair... 
man in connection with entertainment for 

Nigerian students. 

To Gus Hall, CPUSA General Secretary.... 
for expenses of dinner party. 

To CG 5824-S* ‘for reimbursement of...... 

funds furnished Gus ‘Hall. 

To Max Weinstein for travel expenses.... 
and purchase of sample merchandise 
while abroad. 

To Gus ‘Hall ‘for expenses during stay.. 
in Chicago, 2/20-25/64. 

To CG 5824-S* for reitibursement of...... 

funds: furnished Gus Hall. 

To Max Weinstein for use of National.... 
Committee to Repeal the McCarran Act. 

244. 

30. 

30 

10 

300 

200. 

200 

1,000 

00 

00 

00 

.00 

.00 

00 

00 

.00 

.00 



‘Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

2/24/64 To Gus: Hall ‘to cover expenses of....... 1,000.00 
meetings of CPUSA National Trade and 
National Negro Commissions. 

To Lena Scherer, -CPUSA Reserve Fund.... 12,000.00 
functionary, to cover expenses of CPUSA 
national office. 

To Max Weinstein to cover ‘hotel bill... "150.00 
of Gus ‘Hall during stay in Chicago. | 

1 2/24/64 - 

2/25/64 - 

2/25/64 - To'CG 
funds 

2/27/64 - To'CG 

5824-S* for reimbursement of....- 23.00 
used on Gus Hall's ‘trip to Detroit. 

5824-S* for reimbursement of..... 48 .00 

purchase of liquor and shoes for Gus Hall. 

2/27/64 - To Otto Wangerin, CPUSA-menber, for use.. 100.00 
as medical and living expenses. 

2/27/64 - To Jack Kling, CPUSA Illinois District. ..15,000.00 
functionary, to hold as part of CPUSA 
reserve funds. 

Total disbursements - February, 1964............005 $31,335.00 

Balance of Fund 2/29/64.........- νννον penne $297,238.83 

ACTION: 

None. This memorandum is submitted for your information, 
An up-to-date accounting of the Solo Funds will be brought to, your 

are not to be disseminated. 
attention each month. Details of the van of these funds 

~ 

_3- 



‘l.- Mr. Shaw 

| 3~19~64 
CODE 

ΤᾺ 37)Ὁ 

TO LEGAT OFTAWA oon ῃ ,0)- 4.4 329)- 
FROM DIRECTOR FBI (100.428091)»--. 2 τ-- | 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, 18 ~ C, 

REURCAB MARCH KIGHTEEN LAST. ADVISE, | 

[x parent tear rex romerrtres ano 
_ ‘TRAVEL PLANS OF FRATERNAL DELEGATES FROM COMMUNIST PARTY, 

like to make this inte 

USA PAREN CPUSA END PAREN, TO FORTHCOMING CANADIAN CP 

CONVENTION ARE NOT KNOWN AT THIS TIME, ANY INFORMATION 

RECKIVED RELATING TO THIS MATTER WILL PROMPTLY BE BROUGHT TO 

YOUR ATTENTION FOR REFERRAL ΤῸ τοῦ sHOULD Request|] 
TO FURNISH ANY INFORMATION RECEIVED BY THAT AGENCY RELATING 

TO THE IDENTITIES AND ACTIVITIES OF CPUSA DELEGATES AT THE 

CANADIAN CP CONVENTION. 

Ib 7D 

a jpn 

oy Pay Ζ rl $ 
review 1 - rorefé tation Unit (Route through for ) 

NOTE: LY 7 

vel pra κα ἢ euudifed τὸ be furnished the identities 7p 
and travel plans o TCpUSA delegates to Canadian CP tion 
‘to be held at Toros o, Canada, weekend of 3-28-64, would 

mat Loui τ] ἢ το ἭΝ maigration 
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CABLEGRAM TO OTTAWA 
RE: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
.100.428091 

NOTE, CONTINUED 

so steps could be taken to prevent CPUSA delegates from 
entering Canada. CPUSA has been invited to send 3 delegates 
to Canadian CP Convention. Although CPUSA leader Gus Hall 
is considering Claude Lightfoot, Hy Lumer, Carl Winter and 
CG 5824-S* as delegates, he has not as yet made any final 
decision in this matter. ram being utilized in view 
of urgent request made by 

ΤῸ 



4x3 (Revs 4-17-63) “TOLSCN enenpenmercnind Manan ᾿ Belmont ae | 
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DECODED COPY —— 

co AIRGRAM | XXCABLEGRAM (RADIO omnes 
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UBGENT 3-186), .\ 
_/10 DIRECTOR 7 

FROM LEGAT, OTTAWA NO. 978 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, I1S-C, REBULET 
FEBRUARY 28 LAST. 

TD [| THIS DATE MADE REFERENCE TO ASOVE AND REQUESTED TO 
BE FURNISHED, IF POSSIBLE, ADVANCE INFORMATION RE IDENTITIES 
AND TRAVEL PLANS OF FRATERNAL DELEGATES FROM CPUSA TO COMMUNIST 
PARTY CANADA CONVENTION TORONTO WEEKEND- OF MARCH 28 NEXT. 
WOULD ALSO APPRECIATE AUTHORITY TO MAKE INFORMATION AVAILABLE ΤῸ 
CANADIAN IMMIGRATION AS IT 1S UNDERSTOOD CURRENT PLANS WOULD 

CALL FOR THEIR EXPULSION. ADVISE. 

Ing 

Ib7c 
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If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably 
paraphrased in order fo protect the Bureau's eryptographi¢ systems. 



CATION AUTHORITY DHERIVED FROME: 

ΤΙ DECLASSIPICATION COUITE— 
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| - Mr, Belmont 1 

' | 1 - Mr. DeLoach 
R i 7 ἤτ: Sullivan 
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᾿ 1 ~ Mr. Baumgardner 4 

Ἃ = Mr. Shaw ν᾽ 

March 20, 1964 a 
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\4 Py 
fHionorable Walter W. Jenkins τ mn 
Special Assiatant to the President . δ πρὸ 
The White House = ῳ ({ 
Washington, D. C. | Ὥ > = / g = 

x = Dear Mr. Jenkins: 

The following information was supplied by a 
source which has furnished reliable information in the 
past. 

A meeting of leading Communist Party representa~ 
tives of Zuropean comsuniat bloe eountries, excluding A 

| Albania, is scheduled to be held in early April, 1964. | 
This moeting is being called for the purpose of discussing 
the current atatus of the Bino-Seviet dispute. Attendance 
at thie meeting will be linited to representatives fron 

-SZuropean communist bloc countries; however, delegations 
from the Communiat Parties of France and Italy may be 
invited since they represent the largest and most important i 

iat Parties in Furope outside of the communist bloc. | 

Because of the sensitive nature of souxce ad 
we have classified this communication 
information is being furnished to ether terested ΣΟ 7 
of the Government. REC- 11 
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Honorable Walter W, Jenkins 

NOTE; | ee 

Classified Wopescceag" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could result in exceptionally 
grave damage to the Nation. Source who furnished the 
formation is CG SB24~S¥ 5 See Chicago airtel 3-16-64, 

CJSolo, Is= 0." 

Dissemination ‘being ‘made to Honorable Walter i. 
Jenkins, Special Assistant to the President; the Honorable 
Dean Rusk, the Secretary of State; ‘the Honorable John A. 
McCone, Director, Central Intelligence Agency; and the 
Attorney General and Deputy Attorney General. 
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(Type in plain text or code) 

Vic ____AIRTEL Ὁ REGISTERED 
(Priority) 
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e Lae ROUTE IN ENVzt LOPE 
Date: 3/18/64 

i ee ae eerie eee a re silo Ῥδ᾽. πασῶῃ πὰτμι᾿ μίμπῃν Παρίων ed 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's 
statement captioned "REQUEST OF *WORLD MARXIST REVIEW’ FOR 
ARTICLES FROM: REPRESENTATIVES OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, 
FOR PUBLICATION," 

The information appearing in the enclosed informant's 
‘statement was furnished on 3/14/64 by CG 5824-S* to SAs WA TER 
A. ‘BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN. 
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a 
FOR ARTICLES FROM REPRESENTATIVES 
OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, FOR 
PUBLICATION __ 

_ uring his meeting with GUE HALL, General Secretary, 
Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), on March 11, 1964, in New York 
City, NORMAN FREED, CP of Canada representative to the “World 
Marxist Review,” official theoretical organ of the interna~ 
tional communist movement, which headquarters at Prague, 
Czechoalevakia, provided HALL with a list of topics on which 
the "World Marxist Review would like the CPUSA to submit 
items for publication. As a result of this request placed 
through FREED by the “World Marxist Review," HALL has nov 
promised that the following individuals will prepare articles 
on the following topics: HYMAN LUMER, an article on autona~ 
tion; DANIRL RUBIN, an article on youth; ROMERT THOMPSON, an 
article on the trade union struggle in the United States, 

‘ -PREED also at thie sane time informed HALL that the 
"World Marxist Review” wae extremely interested in having 
HALL prepare and submit a pamphlet authored by him on the 
topic of peaceful co-existence. If HALL was agreeable to 
writing such a pamphlet and 17 this pamphlet could be sub- 
mitted by April 31, 1964, the “World Marxist Review" would 
promise that this pamphlet would be translated and printed in 
the following languages in addition to English: French, 
Spanieah, Russian. When furnished with this request of the 
“World Marxist Review," HALL would not commit himself as to 
whether he would or would not prepare auch a pamphlet, As of 
March 13, 1964, when FREED returned to Canada he had received 
neither δὴ acceptance nor rejection of the "World Marxist 
Review" offer from HALL, : Ν 
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RourE ἣν ENV 
Date: 3/18/64 

Transmit'the following. in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

‘AIRTE L REGISTERED MAIL 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub 8) 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
of an informant'’s statement captioned, "Request of John | 
Vafiades, Former American Now Affiliated with World Federation ᾿ 
of Trade Unions, Prague, Czechoslovakia.” One copy of the 
‘informant's statement is also enclosed for the New York Office. 

The information appearing in the enclosed informant's 
statement was furnished by CG 5824-S*, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, to SA RICHARD W. HANSEN on 

3/16/64. y 
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REQUEST OF JOHN VAFIADES, FORMER AMERICAN 
NOW AFFILIATED WITH WORLD FEDERATION OF 

 MRADE UNIONS, PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

Norman Freed, Communist Party | (CP) of Canada. xepre-. 
sentative to the "World Marxist Review," official theoretical 
organ of the international communist movement, which head- 
quarters in Prague, Czechoslovakia, while in New York City 
on March 13, 1964, relayed the following request; ᾿ 

John Vafiades, a former American who now resides 
in Prague and works for’ the World Federation of Trade Unions, 
would like to have sent hin on a regular basis all available 
Party literature, including "The Worker" and "Political Affaira." 
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Transmit the following in 
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classified 
furnished by CG 5824-S*, a most highly placed sensitive 

ormation on the highest level 
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DIRECTOR, ‘FBI (100-428091) 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

AND 
Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the origi 

and three copies of a letterhead memorandum entitled . 
"INFORMATION REGARDING POSSIBLE FUTURE INTERNATIONAL MEETING © 
OF WORLD COMMUNIST AND WORKERS PARTIES." : 
letterhead memorandum is also-being furnished for the New 
York Office. 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was furnished on 3/14/64 by CG 5824-5* to 
SAs WALTER A, BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN, 

The information in the enclosed letterhead memorandum ' 
was developed during discussion with NORMAN FREED, Communist 
Party (CP) of Canada representative to the "World Marxist 
Review," official theoretical organ of the international 
communist movement, Prague, Czechoslovakia, while that 
individual was in New York City 3/10-13/64. 
period of this visit, FREED held three meetings with CG 5824-S* 
on 3/10/64, 3/11/64 and 3/13/64, with GUS HALL, General 
Secretary, CP, USA, participating in the meeting of 3/11/64. 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

concerning the international communist movement, the dis- 
closure of which could tend to identify ‘this source and 
thus adversely affect the national defense interest. 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as having been made at Washington, D.C. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

March 18, 1964 

INFORMATION REGARDING POSSIBLE 
FUTURE INTERNATIONAL. MEETING OF 
WORLD COMMUNIST AND WORKERS PARTIES. 

A source, who has furnished'rellable information 
in the past, during mid-March, 1964, advised as follows, 

‘Based on his contacts and discussions with leading 
Communist Party (CP) representatives, Norman Freed, CP of 
Canada representative to the "World Marxist Review," official 
theoretical organ of the international communist movement, 
which. headquarters in Prague, Czechoslovakia, is of the opinion 
that there will definitely be convened. at some foreseeable 
future date an international conference or meeting of Communist 
and Workers Parties. However, as of late February, 1964, it 
a8 ted known that no date for such a conference had been 
selecte 

In regard to the convening of such a conference which 
would seek out a solution to ideological differences existing 
between the CP of the Soviet Union and. the CP of China, the 
CP of the Soviet Union in February, 1964, circulated amongst 
the various Communist Parties a. confidential letter, Since 
this letter suggested that there might be the necessity for 
calling such a conference,, certain parties, among which were 
the Rumanian Workers Party and the CP of Italy, requested that 
the CP of the Soviet Union hold in abeyance any positive 
planning regarding such a meeting, However, prior to the 
issuance of their letter, the CP of the Soviet Union and sone 
discussion with representatives of the CP of France πὰ had 
convinced that party to openly support such a conference, 
The French, however, previously had been in opposition, like 
‘the Italian CP, to taking any action which would cause an open 
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INFORMATION REGARDING POSSIBLE 
FUTURE INTERNATIONAL MEETING OF 
WORLD COMMUNIST AND WORKERS PARTIES 

split or fight within the international communist movement. 

After having circulated its confidential letter 
and receiving the: open endorsement for such a conference from 
the CP of ‘France, the CP of the Soviet Union, mostly on the 
basis of pleas from the Rumanian Workers Party and the CP of 
Italy, agreed to hold all further preparations. for ἃ conference 
in abeyance, AS a result, the leadership of the CP of France 
is now very unhappy with the CP of the Soviet Union and the 
CP of France feels that they have been placed in an embarrassing 
position and are now subject to criticism from their own member- 
Ship as well as subject to criticism of other parties, mainly 
the. CP of China, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three coples of a letterhead memorandum entitled ‘INFOR- 
MATION CONCERNING DIFFERENCES EXISTING BETWEEN THE RUMANIAN 
WORKERS PARTY AND THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION," 
One copy of this letterhead memorandum is also being enclose 
for the New York Office, Anse 

The information appearing in the enclosed ikl 

SAs RICHARD W, HANSEN and WALTER A, BOYLE, 

The information in the enclosed letterhead memorandum 
was developed during discussion with NORMAN FREED, Communist 
Party (CP) of Canada representative to the "World. Marxist 
Review," official theoretical organ of the international 
communist movenent, Prague, Czechoslovakia, while that 
individual was in New York City 3/10-13/64. During the ' 
period of this visit, FREED held three meetings with CG 5824-S* | 
on 3/10, 11 and 13/64, with GUS HALL, General Secretary, CP, 
USA, participating in the meeting of 3/11/64. 
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international communist movement, the disclosure of which 
could tend to identify this source and thus adversely attect 
‘the national defense interest. 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
,as having been made at Washington, D.C. 

t 
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‘UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

‘FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to ‘Washington, D.C, 
File No. March 17, 1964 

ρα: 
INFORMATION CONCERNING DIFFERENCES 
EXISTING BETWEEN THE RUMANIAN: 
WORKERS PARTY AND THE COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION: 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in mid-March, 1964, advised as follows: 

While no responsible communist leader in the 
socialist countries of Europe desires to openly discuss 
the matter, the differences currently existing between 
the Rumanian Workers. Party and the Communist Party (CP) of 
the Soviet Union as well as other socialist bloc country 
parties encompass more than economic differences alone, 
Although the Rumanian Workers Party is not lined up with 
the CP of China, they are using the ideological differences 
between the CP of the Soviet Union and the CP of China to 
apply more pressure on the Soviet Union in order that they 
can secure more autonomy in their internal as well as in 
their international affairs. Thus when the CP of the Soviet 
Union recently dispatched its confidential letters to the 
various Communist Parties suggesting the possibility of 
-holding an international meeting to discuss differences 
existing between themselves and the CP of China on an ideo- 
logical level as well as on a governmental level between the 
USSR and the Peoples Republic of China, the Rumanians 
indicated they did not favor such a meeting at that time. 
They pleaded that such a conference should not be held then 
and that one more effort ought to be made to prevent a split 
in the movenent, 

Based on thelr plea, the Rumanian Workers Party 
formed a delegation of Party representatives led by Ion 
Gheorghe Maurer, Chairman of the Council of Ministers and 
a member of a political bureau of the Rumanian Workers Party, 



INFORMATION CONCERNING DIFFERENCES 
EXISTING BETWEEN THE RUMANIAN 
WORKERS PARTY AND THE COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION 

which they hoped could meet once more with representatives of 
the CP of China in an effort to resolve some existing ideo- 
logical differences and avoid the necessity for a conference 
which would bring about a split in the movement. Maurer -was 
chosen to head this delegation by the Rumanian Workers Party 
because he was considered. the closest among their leadership 
to the Chinese and closest to.some degree to the Chinese: point 
of view. The Rumanians felt that by heading their delegation 
with such an individual, the Chinese would pay more attention 
and look with more sympathy at what he might have to offer. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies of a letterhead memorandum entitled "SUMMARY 
OF RESULTS OF TRIP TO INDONESIA BY NORMAN FREED, COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF CANADA REPRESENTATIVE TO THE "WORLD MARXIST REVIEW,' 
PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, JANUARY, 1964." One copy of this 
letterhead memorandum is also being enclosed for the New York 
Office, 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was furnished on 3/16/64 by CG 5824-S* to 
SA RICHARD W. HANSEN, 

The information in the enclosed letterhead memorandun 
was developed during discussion with NORMAN FREED, Communist 
Party (CP) of Canada representative to the "World Marxist 
Review," official theoretical organ of the international 
communist movenent, Prague, Czechoslovakia, while that 
individual was in New York City 3/10-13/64, During the 
period of this visit, FREED held three meetings with CG 5824-5S* 
on 3/10, 11 and 13/64, with GUS HALL, General Secretary, CP, : 
USA, participating ‘in the meeting of 3/11/64, 
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concerning the international communist movement, the dis- 
closure of which could tend to identify this source and thus 
adversely affect the national defense interest, 

| The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as having been made at Washington, D.C, 

—_ *} 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF TRIP TO 
INDONESIA BY NORMAN FREED, COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF CANADA :REPRESENTATIVE TO 
THE "WORLD MARXIST -REVIEW," ΤΆΛΟΌΕ, 
‘CZECHOSLOVAKIA, JANUARY, i964 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in mid-March, 1964, advised as follows, 

During late December, 1963, Norman Freed, a member 
of the Communist Party (CP) of Canada and that Party" 5 
representative to the "World Marxist Review," official 
theoretical organ of the international communist movement, 
and a CP of Bulgaria representative to the same publication 
traveled to Indonesia where they spent a period of approxi- 
mately three weeks in January, 1964, as guests of the CP of 
Indonesia. During the period spent in Indonesia, these 
individuals had: numerous meetings with the leadership of the 
CP of Indonesia, including Dipa N, Aidit, the General Secretary 
of the CP of Indonesia and a member without portfolio of the 
cabinet of President Sukarno; M, H, Lukman, and others. In 
addition during this period, Freed and his Bulgarian companion, 
as guests of the CP of Indonesia, were provided an extended 
tour of the country. 

Following. his return to Prague, Freed reported 
back τὸ ΟΡ representatives the results of his talks with CP 
leaders in Indonesia, his observations and conclusions con- 
cerning his completed trip, the essence of which was as follows, 

In early January, 1964, Aidit noted that President 
Sukarno had talked to him and told him that just prior thereto 
he had seen United States Attorney General Robert F, Kennedy 

κ᾿ 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF TRIP TO 
INDONESIA BY NORMAN FREED, COMMUNIST 
‘PARTY OF CANADA REPRESENTATIVE TO 
THE "WORLD MARXIST REVIEW," PRAGUE, 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA, JANUARY, 1964 

and was still in the process of continuing discussions with 
that individual. According to Sukarno, he had promised 
Attorney General Kennedy that there would be no confronta- 
tion of forces of Indonesia and Malaysia at this time, 
Sukarno explained to Aidit that he made this promise because 
Indonesia was not then in a position "to do it right now," 
Sukarno had further stated that by avoiding a fight with the 
Americans at this time, they had also avoided enabling the 
Americans to save the British in that area, 

Ε 

In response to an inquiry for a characterization 
as to what type of person Sukarno really was, Aidit stated 
"Sukarno represents the left section of the bourgeoisie," 

On the topic of nationalization of industry, Aidit 
commented that there are two types being utilized today in 
Indonesia, One is in the form of the true definition of the 
word for there is a complete takeover by the government of ι 
private ownership. The other form is what they call 
"Indonesianization."” Here they replace the foreign techni- 
cians and workers and substitute in their place Indonesian 
technicians and workers and give to these individuals the 
power ‘to operate the plant, but the state does not take 
over the physical ownership of the property. 

In regard to the number of persons of Chinese 
ancestry residing today in Indonesia, Aidit remarked that 
they number approximately four million, One-half of these, 
he noted, desired and have asked to be allowed to -return. to 
the Peoples Republic of China. The other half of these 
Chinese constitute the upper class and well-to-do Chinese, 
at least by Indonesian standards, and they desire to remain, 
When those who have indicated a desire to return to the 
Peoples Republic of China finally return, the Peoples Republic 
of China takes over possession of their property in Indonesia, 
liquidates it, and turns over a portion of the proceeds to 
the CP of Indonesia, In this way, the CP of China can give ; 
the CP of Indonesia subsidies and aid without a direct ι 
allocation or transfer of funds from the mainland. In addition, 
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Aidit remarked that many of the Chinese who are remaining in 
Indonesia, elther because they are sympathetic to the CP of 
China and/or are gambling on the course of future events, 
make substantial contributions to the Peoples Republic of 
China, Some of these funds are also given in part to the CP . 
of Indonesia as financial subsidies. 

| Aidit was asked if the CP of Indonesia ‘was not 
"walking a tightrope" because they behave so much like the 
Indonesia Government and what might happen if the government 
should abruptly change its policies, According to Aldit, 
the CP of Indonesia has 55 per cent of the armed forces and 
85 per cent of the personnel of the air force in their hands. 
Thus he noted if they are confronted with such a situation, 
the ansver 15 evident, 

In regard to the CP itself, Aidit noted that they 
had three and one-half million members, He felt that in any 
election or vote, they could draw 50 per cent of the total 
vote, Aidit, however, pointed out that they were not 
interested at this point in urging that any elections be held. 

Throughout Indonesia the CP has established an 
extensive network of schools, Since illiteracy of the 
Indonesian people is extremely high, these schools range from 
those teaching basic courses in reading and writing to reg- 
ularly scheduled Party educational classes, It is the belief 
of the CP of Indonesia that they must educate the people in 
order that they can be taught to read and understand their 
Party material. Throughout Indonesia they have also established 
numerous book stores and propaganda outlets and literature is 
available in several languages, Throughout discussions, 
Aidit spoke continuously of the need for Indonesianization of 
Marxisn and the necessity of making Marxism an Indonesian 
product. From his total remarks, it was evident that the CP 
of Indonesia was distorting Narxisn, 

In discussing socialism, Aidit remarked that the 
only two countries in the world today who are building socialism 
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